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IntrodutionGeneral aspetsSolute-solvent interations are of ritial importane in physial, environmental, and sur-fae hemistry.1 Knowledge of the nature of ion hydration is espeially important in biologybeause it is a prerequisite for understanding the proesses ourring in living ells.1 Forexample, proteins and other biomoleules have evolved to funtion optimally in partiularaqueous environments for whih spei� patterns of hydrophili and hydrophobi ompo-nents at their surfaes are believed to be essential.1 Furthermore, biomoleules are knownto in�uene their surrounding solvent layers, and this e�et is reiproal in that the sol-vent modi�es the struture and ativity of the biomoleules. Investigation of biomoleulehydration � espeially of proteins � has a long tradition.1�4 However, quantitative in-terpretation of the observed behaviour is often problemati, even when using the popularNMR tehniques,5 beause of the similarity of the time-sales of H2O dynamis in theviinity of solute speies and in the bulk solvent.A ommon approah to get around these di�ulties is to study smaller model ompounds,suh as amino aids or low-moleular-mass peptides, whih ontain key strutural and/orhemial features of the larger speies. Suh moleules are of a size that is within the reahof omputer simulations6,7 and sattering methods.8,9 Dieletri relaxation spetrosopy(DRS), whih probes the response of dipolar speies to a time-dependent eletri �eldin the mirowave region, is a partiularly powerful tool for suh studies beause it pro-vides quantitative information on the ooperative dynamis of both solute and solventspeies.10,11As already mentioned, an important feature of the hydration of many biomoleules is thelose proximity of hydrophili and hydrophobi moieties at their surfaes. However, theinteration of these disparate entities and their surrounding water moleules is not wellunderstood. Therefore, it appears worthwhile for a deeper understanding of hydratione�ets to separate the ontributions oming from hydrophili and hydrophobi moieties ona moleule by investigating appropriate model ompounds.Besides the neutral hydroxyl groups and the positively harged ammonium groups, nega-tively harged arboxylate and phosphate but also sulfate and sulfonate, play an importantrole in ontrolling the hydrophiliity and thus the interations of the biomoleules with wa-ter and dissolved hydrophili ompounds. In order to investigate the role of hydrophiligroups on the hydration of biomoleules, arboxylate, sulfate and sulfonate groups are thefous of the present DRS study. Carboxylate (�COO−) groups are the major anioni sites inmost biomoleules, being present for example in amino aids, fatty aids, lipid bilayers and1



2 INTRODUCTIONsurfae-ative agents.12 In addition the ative sites of enzymes often feature arboxylategroups to failitate metal-ion binding.13 Sulfate (�OSO−
3 ) and sulfonate (�SO−

3 ) are alsoimportant anioni groups in biomoleules.14 Beside their importane in biomoleules, longhain alkylsulfates and alkylsulfonates are most ommonly used in detergent and soap in-dustry as surfae-ative agents.15 As already desribed, phosphate is also a key hydrophiligroup present in the biomoleules. A detailed DRS study of hydration and ion binding ofphosphate group in aqueous solution is the part of a di�erent PhD projet in our group.The hydrophobiity of biomoleules is mainly ontrolled by aliphati and/or aromati hy-droarbons. Alkyl hain attahed to the �COO− moiety was systematially inreased tostudy the hydrophobi hydration assoiated with the hydroarbon part of biomoleules.The hydration of di�erent types of hydrophobi moieties was investigated by studying�uorinated and aromati arboxylates.Systems investigated and aimsAqueous solutions of Sodium n-alkylarboxylates (Cm−1H2m−1COONa, where m = 1, 2, 3,4, 5), tri�uoroaetate (CF3COONa), benzoate(C6H5COONa), methylsulfate (CH3OSO3Na)and methanesulfonate (CH3SO3Na) were seleted for the present study. Sodium (Na+) wastaken as a ounter ion as it is an important ation present in living ells. A spei� on-entration of Na+ in the ytosol is vital for proper funtioning of ell.16 Furthermore,the ationi interation with protein's arboxylate groups is of speial interest due to itse�et on protein assoiation and enzymati ativity,17 yet the details and onsequenesof ion pairing on moleular level are far from being fully understood. Traditionally ion-spei� e�ets are rationalized in terms of water struturing around ions (kosmotropesvs haotropes).18 Modern experiments and omputer simulations indiate that diret ion-protein interations may be more important,19 so a lot of attention was given to the ation-spei� interations with arboxylate in aqueous environments during last few years.20�22 Inthis regard, the knowledge of interation of Na+ with �COO−, �OSO−
3 and �SO−

3 moietiesan help in understanding the onsequenes of diret ion-biomoleule interations.Collins' �law of mathing water a�nities� 23,24 predits ontat ion-pair (CIP) formationbetween Na+ and anioni headgroups (�COO−, �OSO−
3 and �SO−

3 ).25 This predition isfurther supported by experiments26,27 and simulations.19,25 On the other hand, on thebasis of omputer simulations of aqueous alkali aetate solutions, Hess and van der Vegt22proposed an ion-pairing mehanism, whih, in ontrast to the law of mathing a�nities,does not involve the formation of CIPs. Instead, these authors showed that solvent sharedion pairs (SIPs) are the dominant speies in aqueous alkali aetate solutions. As DRShas a unique sensitivity towards di�erent types of ion pairs,10,11 present study an helpto understand the nature of ion pairing between Na+ and di�erent biologially relevantanioni headgroups (�COO−, �OSO−
3 and �SO−

3 ).In the �rst part of this thesis, aqueous solutions of sodium formate (HCOONa, NaOFm),sodium aetate (CH3COONa, NaOA) and tri�uoroaetate (CF3COONa, NaOAF3) havebeen investigated. As formate (HCOO−, OFm−) ion does not possess a hydrophobi part, itan be used to study the hydrophili hydration of alkylarboxylates. Carboxylate hydrationis intensively studied with omputer simulations,7,28�30 NMR,31 neutron sattering and



INTRODUCTION 3infrared spetrosopy.32�35 In terms of experiments the main soures for strutural dataare the publiations of Kameda and oworkers on onentrated solutions of sodium andpotassium salts of formate32,33 and aetate34,35 based on neutron and X-ray sattering,as well as on vibrational spetrosopy. The authors onlude that the number of watermoleules forming hydrogen bonds to the �COO− group dereases from ∼4.5 in dilutesolution to ∼1.5 in 40 mol% HCOOK. These values are lose to the results obtained byLeung and Rempe in a series of ab initio moleular dynamis simulations36 but somewhatsmaller than the arboxylate hydration number of 5-6.5 from NMR.31 The published valuefor ioni hydration number of aetate, N = 1,37 through vibrational spetrosopy appearsrather low although is omparable to data from ondutivity measurements for formateand aetate.38 Keeping in mind the disrepanies in the published results of arboxylatehydration, a DRS study of this biologially important moiety is worthwhile.Additionally, a omparison of aetate (CH3COO−, OA−) and tri�uoroaetate (a �uori-nated alkylarboxylate, CF3COO−, OAF−
3 ), will help to study the e�et of �uorinationon the hydration and ion assoiation of arboxylate ontaining moleules.The seond part of the present thesis deals with the e�et of systematially inreasinghydrophobiity of n-alkylarboxylates on hydration by studying the aqueous solutions ofsodium propanoate (C2H5COONa, NaOPr), sodium butanoate (C3H7COONa, NaOBu)and sodium pentanoate (C4H9COONa, NaOPe). Furthermore, aqueous solutions of sodiumbenzoate (C6H5COONa, NaOBz) have been investigated to study the hydrophobi hydra-tion of aryl substituted arboxylates. As already desribed above, a large amount ofliterature data is available on arboxylate hydration.7,28�35 Major fous of all these studieswas either the hydration of harged �COO− group or to some extent the e�et of attahedalkyl hain on the hydration of �COO−. Even in a number of publiations, it is laimedthat water moleules surrounding nonpolar groups of solute behave (spetrally) roughlyas water in bulk phase.39�43 DRS has the ability to quite suessfully probe the dynamisof water moleules in viinity of both the hydrophobi (nonpolar) and hydrophili (polar)groups of solutes. Present DRS study, in omparison with results of hydrophili hydra-tion of OFm− (a representative of the hydrophili hydration of �COO−), will help to �ndout the hydrophobi hydration number assoiated with alkyl moiety of biomoleules. Aomparison of hydration and aggregation of alkylhydrotrope (pentanoate) with that of thesimplest arylhydrotrope (benzoate) may provide useful information about the mehanismof hydrotrope ation.In the last part of this PhD thesis, aqueous solutions of sodiummethylsulfate (CH3OSO3Na,NaMS) and methanesulfonate (CH3SO3Na, NaMSn) have been investigated. These saltshave widely used pratial appliations and sulfate and sulfonate are ommon ioni groupsin biomoleules. Nevertheless, only very limited information on their hydration is avail-able.38,44 The impat of the methyl group will be aessible from the arboxylate seriesso that the hydration of the �OSO−

3 ) and �SO−
3 moiety an be probed. A omparison ofthe hydration of organi sulfate with that of already reported inorgani sulfate45 will bepossible allowing thus to hek the in�uene of harge density on hydration.





Chapter 1Theoretial bakground
1.1 Basis of eletrodynamis1.1.1 Maxwell and onstitutive equationsThe theory of eletromagneti �elds is based on the four Maxwell's equations.46,47 Thesefour equations

~∇× ~H = ~j +
∂

∂t
~D (1.1)

~∇× ~E = − ∂

∂t
~B (1.2)

~∇ · ~D = ρel (1.3)
~∇ · ~B = 0 (1.4)desribe the generation of magneti �elds, ~H (magneti �eld strength), by urrents (ex-tended Ampère's law, Eq. 1.1), explain how hanging magneti �elds produe eletri �elds(eletri �eld strength, ~E; Faraday's law of indution, Eq. 1.2) and how eletri harges(eletri harge density, ρel) produe eletri �elds (Gauss' law, Eq. 1.3), and show the ab-sene of magneti harges (Eq. 1.4). In the above set of equations ~j represents the urrentdensity and ~B and ~D aount for the magneti and eletri indution, also alled magneti�ux density or eletri displaement �eld, respetively.Together with the Newton equation

m
∂2

∂t2
~r = q( ~E + ~v × ~B) (1.5)where q denotes a moving harge and ~v its veloity, Eqs. 1.1-1.4 form a omplete set oflinear partial di�erential equations whih theoretially allows the alulation of all kindsof eletromagneti phenomena.For homogenous, nondispersive, isotropi materials at low �elds ~D an be expressed by48
~D = εε0 ~E (1.6)5



6 CHAPTER 1. THEORETICAL BACKGROUNDwhere ε is the relative permittivity and ε0 is the the dieletri permittivity of vauum. Inaordane with the above equation (Eq. 1.6), also a linear relationship between ~H and ~Ban be de�ned as
~H =

~B

µµ0
(1.7)where µ is the relative magneti permittivity and µ0 is the magneti permittivity of vauum.The relation between µ0 and ε0 is given by, µ0 = 1/ε0c

2, where c is the veloity of light invauum.Similar to Eq. 1.6 Ohms law
~j = κ~E (1.8)gives the relationship between ~j and ~E where κ is the eletri ondutivity.The onstitutive equations (Eqs. 1.6&1.7), whih relate ~D and ~H to ~E and ~B by time-and �eld strength-independent salars (material properties) like ε, κ and µ, are valid onlyfor the speial ase of a time-independent �eld response.1.1.2 The eletri displaement �eldThe previous setion is dealing with the theory of eletri polarization by stati, i.e.,time-independent eletri �elds where polarization aused by the eletri �eld is in equi-librium with the �eld. Now onsider the dynami ase, whih is desribed with the helpof harmoni, i.e., sinusoidally varying eletri �elds. The time dependene of eletri �eldstrength is given by48

~E(t) = ~E0 cos(ωt) (1.9)where ~E0 is the amplitude and ω = 2πν the angular frequeny of the sinusoidal variation.When the frequeny of the sinusoidal eletri �eld is su�iently high, typially in the regionof 1MHz to 1GHz for the ondensed phase, the motion of the mirosopi partiles doesnot follow the hanges in the �eld due to interation or inertia within the system. As aresult a frequeny-dependent phase delay, δ(ω), is observed between the eletri �eld andthe eletri displaement so that
~D(t) = ~D0 cos(ωt− δ(ω)) (1.10)where ~D0 is the amplitude of the sinusoidal variation. Splitting Eq. 1.10 aording to theaddition theorem of the osine funtion into two sinusoidally varying parts, one in phasewith the eletri �eld and the other having a phase di�erene of π/2

~D(t) = ~D0 cos(δ(ω)) cos(ωt) + ~D0 sin(δ(ω)) sin(ωt) (1.11)and introduing
~D0 cos(δ(ω)) = ε′(ω)ε0 ~E0 (1.12)
~D0 sin(δ(ω)) = ε′′(ω)ε0 ~E0 (1.13)



1.1. BASICS OF ELECTRODYNAMICS 7the eletri displaement �eld an be expressed as
~D(t) = ε′(ω)ε0 ~E0 cos(ωt) + ε′′(ω)ε0 ~E0 sin(ωt) (1.14)and the phase delay as

tan(δ(ω)) =
ε′′(ω)

ε′(ω)
(1.15)Now, ~D(t) is haraterized by a dispersive part (�rst term in Eq. 1.14), whih is in-phasewith ~E(t), and a phase-shifted dissipative term (seond term in Eq. 1.14). The frequenydependent relative permittivity, ε′(ω), and dieletri loss, ε′′(ω) ontributions are summa-rized as the omplex permittivity

ε̂(ω) = ε′(ω)− iε′′(ω) (1.16)By using omplex notation, the omplex �eld vetors ~̂E(t) and ~̂D(t) are introdued via
~̂E(t) = ~E0 cos(ωt) + i ~E0 sin(ωt) = ~E0 exp(iωt) (1.17)
~̂D(t) = ~D0 cos(ωt− δ) + i ~D0 sin(ωt− δ) = ~D0 exp[i(ωt− δ)] (1.18)Thus, the omplex form of the onstitutive equations is obtained for the dynami, i.e.,frequeny dependent, ase as48

~̂D(t) = ε̂(ω)ε0 ~̂E(t) (1.19)
~̂j(t) = κ̂(ω) ~̂E(t) (1.20)
~̂B(t) = µ̂(ω)µ0

~̂H(t) (1.21)with the omplex ondutivity, κ̂(ω), and the omplex relative magneti permeability, µ̂(ω).1.1.3 Wave equationsThe Maxwell equation (1.1) for harmoni �elds
~̂E(t) = ~E0 exp(iωt) (1.22)
~̂H(t) = ~H0 exp(iωt) (1.23)an be transformed with the help of the omplex onstitutive equations (1.19) - (1.21) into

~rot ~H0 = (κ̂(ω) + iωε̂(ω)ε0) ~E0 (1.24)In a similar way, the equation
~rot ~E0 = −iωµ̂(ω)µ0

~H0 (1.25)



8 CHAPTER 1. THEORETICAL BACKGROUNDis obtained from the Maxwell equation (1.2).By appliation of the rotation operator to Eq. 1.24 in ombination with Eq. 1.25 and theLegendre vetorial identity
~rot ~rot ~H0 = ~grad div ~H0 −△ ~H0 = ~grad (0)−△ ~H0 = −△ ~H0 (1.26)the redued wave equation of the magneti �eld is obtained

△ ~H0 + k̂2 ~H0 = 0 (1.27)The propagation onstant, k̂, is de�ned as
k̂2 = k2

0

(

µ̂(ω)ε̂(ω) +
µ̂(ω)κ̂(ω)

iωε0

) (1.28)The propagation onstant of free spae, k0, is given by
k0 = ω

√
ε0µ0 =

2π

λ0
(1.29)with

c0 =
1√
ε0µ0

(1.30)where c0 and λ0 are the speed of light and the wavelength of a monohromati wave invauum, respetively. In the ase of a solenoidal medium (div ~E = 0) a redued waveequation for ~E an be obtained
△ ~̂E0 + k̂2 ~̂E0 = 0 (1.31)For nonmagnetizable materials (µ̂ = 1), k̂ is written as

k̂2 = k2
0

(

ε̂(ω) +
κ̂(ω)

iωε0

)

≡ k2
0 η̂(ω) (1.32)and the generalized omplex permittivity, η̂(ω) = η′(ω) − iη′′(ω), is de�ned with its realand imaginary parts as

η′(ω) = ε′(ω)− κ′′(ω)

ωε0
(1.33)

η′′(ω) = ε′′(ω) +
κ′(ω)

ωε0
(1.34)As only η̂(ω) is experimentally aessible, these equations show that dieletri propertiesand the ondutivity of a system annot be measured separately. Using the limits of κ̂(ω),i.e., limν→0 κ

′ = κ and limν→0 κ
′′ = 0, where κ is the d ondutivity, one an alulate theomplex dieletri permittivity from η̂(ω) via

ε′(ω) = η′(ω) (1.35)



1.2. DIELECTRIC RELAXATION 9and
ε′′(ω) = η′′(ω)− κ

ωε0
(1.36)Using this approah ε̂(ω) ontains all ontributions to the time dependent polarization,

~P (t), that depend on frequeny, irrespetive of their rotational, vibrational, or transla-tional harater.The theory of Debye and Falkenhagen49 suggests some dispersion of the omplex ondutiv-ity, κ̂, of eletrolyte solutions due to the relaxation of the ion loud, i.e., the rearrangementof the ion loud around an ion as a onsequene of the translational movement of the ion.From an experimental point of view, this e�et is usually thought to be negligible.50 Note,however that with Eqs. 1.35&1.36 a possible ontribution from ion-loud relaxation shouldshow up in ε̂(ω).1.2 Dieletri relaxation1.2.1 PolarizationThe dieletri displaement �eld ~̂D an be split into two ontributions
~̂D = ε̂ε0 ~̂E = ε0 ~̂E + ~̂P (1.37)with

~̂P = (ε̂− 1)ε0 ~̂E (1.38)The term ε0 ~̂E is independent of medium, whereas ~̂P is the polarization desribing the e�etof an eletri �eld on medium. Beside this marosopi de�nition ~̂P an also be interpretedmirosopially48
~̂P = ~̂Pµ + ~̂Pα (1.39)as the sum of orientational polarization̂

~Pµ =
∑

k

ρk〈~µk〉 (1.40)and indued polarization
~̂Pα =

∑

k

ρkαk( ~̂Ei)k (1.41)Eq. 1.40 results from the orientation of moleular dipoles of speies k with permanent dipolemoment, ~µk, and number density, ρk, in the external �eld against their thermal motion.For speies with moleular polarizability, αk, Eq. 1.41 desribes the indued polarizationin the medium aused by the inner �eld, ( ~̂Ei)k, ating at the position of the moleule.



10 CHAPTER 1. THEORETICAL BACKGROUNDOrientational polarization in liquids ours at pio- to nanoseond time sales, orrespond-ing to an approximate frequeny sale of 1 MHz to 10 THz. Due to the oupling ofthe reorienting dipoles with the surrounding medium rather broad bands are observed.Nevertheless, determination of the frequeny dependent omplex permittivity an providevaluable insight into the dynamis of liquids.The value of ~̂Pα is rather onstant in the mirowave range and its frequeny dependeneleads to information about the intramoleular dynamis of the system. It onsists of twoontributions, one in the infrared (atomi polarization) and the other in the ultravioletrange (eletron polarization). The absorption peaks are in most ases sharper omparedto those at mirowave frequenies.51Due to the di�erent time sales of ~̂Pµ and ~̂Pα, both e�ets are generally well separated andan be regarded as linearly independent.52 Thus the indued polarization an be inorpo-rated into the in�nite frequeny permittivity, ε∞, as
~̂Pµ = ε0(ε̂− ε∞) ~̂E (1.42)
~̂Pα = ε0(ε∞ − 1) ~̂E (1.43)Situated in the far-infrared, ε∞ denotes the permittivity after the deay of orientationalpolarization, whereas the ontribution arising from indued polarization still remains un-hanged. In pratie, the limiting value of the permittivity for in�nite frequenies asextrapolated from the mirowave range is taken for ε∞.511.2.2 Response funtions of the orientational polarizationAt su�iently high frequenies the orientational polarization dereases, beause the mole-ular dipoles annot align parallel to the alternating �eld due to inertia and frition. In thease of a linear medium, ~̂P is related to ~̂E via ertain response funtions.48For small enough ~̂E, a linear medium an be assumed, meaning that if a �eld ~E1 gener-ates a polarization ~P1 and �eld ~E2 a polarization ~P2, then the �eld ~E1 + ~E2 results in apolarization ~P1 + ~P2. Consider an isotropi linear dieletri material that is polarized byan eletri �eld. At time t = 0, the �eld is swithed o� and the time evolution of thepolarization is reorded. The indued polarization will follow hanges of the applied �eldwithout delay, whereas the orientational polarization an be written as

~̂Pµ(t) = ~̂Pµ(0) · F or
P (t) (1.44)where F or

P (t) is alled the response or deay funtion of the polarization. It is de�ned as
F or
P (t) =

〈~Pµ(0) · ~Pµ(t)〉
〈~Pµ(0) · ~Pµ(0)〉

(1.45)For t = 0 it follows that F or
P (0) = 1; for high values of t, ~̂P will reah the equilibrium valueand onsequently F or

P (∞) = 0.



1.3. EMPIRICAL DESCRIPTION OF DIELECTRIC RELAXATION 11In the ase of a harmoni eletri �eld, ~̂E(t) = ~̂E0 exp(−iωt), the orientational polarizationat any time t an be expressed as
~̂P (ω, t) = ε0(ε− ε∞) ~̂E(t)Liω[f

or
P (t′)] (1.46)with

Liω[f
or
P (t′)] =

∞
∫

0

exp(−iωt′)f or
P (t′)dt′ (1.47)Where Liw[f

or
P (t′)] is the Laplae-transformed pulse response funtion of the orientationalpolarization. This an be obtained from the negative derivative of the normalized stepresponse funtion

f or
P (t′) = −∂F or

P (t− t′)

∂(t − t′)
normalized with ∞

∫

0

f or
P (t′)dt′ = 1 (1.48)The omplex permittivity, ε̂(ω), an then be alulated as48

ε̂(ω) = ε′(ω)− iε′′(ω) = ε∞ + (ε− ε∞) · Liω[f
or
P (t′)] (1.49)1.3 Empirial desription of dieletri relaxationDieletri relaxation proesses are usually analyzed using model funtions. Several em-pirial and semi-empirial equations are proposed in the literature to desribe dieletrirelaxation phenomena. As the majority of the spetra represent a sum of various relaxationproesses the best desription of the spetra an be ahieved by a superposition of variousequations.1.3.1 Debye equationThe Debye (D) equation53 represents the simplest way of desribing dieletri spetra ofliquids. It is assumed that the derease of the orientational polarization in the absene ofan external eletri �eld is diretly proportional to the polarization itself.54 Therefore, itan be expressed by a time law of the �rst order

∂

∂t
~Pµ(t) = −1

τ
~Pµ(t) (1.50)where τ is the relaxation time, whih desribes the dynamis of the proess. From thesolution of Eq. 1.50

~Pµ(t) = ~Pµ(0) exp

(

− t

τ

) (1.51)



12 CHAPTER 1. THEORETICAL BACKGROUNDthe step response funtion, F or
P (t) = exp

(

− t
τ

), an be obtained. By appliation of Eq. 1.48,the pulse response funtion
f or
P (t) =

1

τ
exp

(

− t

τ

) (1.52)an easily be alulated.The omplex dieletri permittivity is obtained by Fourier transformation of the pulseresponse funtion aording to Eq. 1.49
ε̂(ω) = ε∞ + (ε− ε∞) · Liω

[

1

τ
exp

(

− t

τ

)] (1.53)Finally, the Debye equation an be written as
ε̂(ω) = ε∞ +

ε− ε∞
1 + iωτ

(1.54)whih an be split into the real
ε′(ω) = ε∞ +

ε− ε∞
1 + ω2τ 2

(1.55)and imaginary part
ε′′(ω) = ωτ

ε− ε∞
1 + ω2τ 2

(1.56)The relative permittivity, ε′ = ε′(ln(ω)), is a monotonially dereasing point-symmetrifuntion and the absorption urve, ε′′ = ε′′(ln(ω)), an axis-symmetri band reahing itsmaximum at ω = 2πν = 1/τ .1.3.2 Relaxation time distributionsFor a large number of ondensed systems the Debye equation, based on the assumptionof one relaxation time, is unable to provide a satisfying desription. Desription of thesespetra an be improved by assuming a ontinuous relaxation time distribution, g(τ).48Due to pratial reasons, the logarithmi representation, G(ln τ), is preferred. The omplexpermittivity an then be written as
ε̂(ω) = ε∞ + (ε− ε∞)

∞
∫

0

G(ln τ)

(1 + iωτ)
d ln τ with ∞

∫

0

G(ln τ)d ln τ = 1. (1.57)Unfortunately, G(ln τ) an not be obtained from experimental data in a straightforwardway. Therefore empirial parameters are used whih aount for the broadness and shapeof the relaxation time distribution.



1.3. EMPIRICAL DESCRIPTION OF DIELECTRIC RELAXATION 13Cole-Cole equation. Introdution of empirial parameter 0 ≤ α < 1 into Debye equa-tion yields the Cole-Cole (CC) equation55,56
ε̂(ω) = ε∞ +

ε− ε∞
1 + (iωτ0)1−α

(1.58)It is based on a symmetri relaxation time distribution around a prinipal relaxation time
τ0, desribing symmetri dispersion and absorption urves. This kind of distribution resultsin �atter dispersion urves and broadened absorption spetra. For α = 0, Eq. 1.58 reduesto the Debye equation.Cole-Davidson equation. The Cole-Davidson (CD) equation,57,58 with an empirialparameter 0 < β ≤ 1, desribes an asymmetrial relaxation time distribution around theenter of gravity τ0

ε̂(ω) = ε∞ +
ε− ε∞

(1 + iωτ0)β
(1.59)The CD equation desribes asymmetri dispersions and absorption urves. For β = 1 thisequation turns into the Debye equation.Havriliak-Negami equation. For the desription of broad asymmetri relaxation timedistribution both 0 ≤ α < 1 and 0 < β ≤ 1 are ombined in the Havriliak-Negami (HN)equation59

ε̂(ω) = ε∞ +
ε− ε∞

[1 + (iωτ0)1−α]β
(1.60)Both the dispersion and absorption urves are asymmetri. For α = 0 and β = 1, Eq. 1.60simpli�es to the Debye equation.1.3.3 Damped harmoni osillatorMany vibrational dieletri proesses (intermoleular and intramoleular vibrations as wellas librations) in the THz or far-infrared regions an be modelled as a damped harmoniosillator (DHO). Assuming a harmoni osillator subjeted to a damping fore and drivenby a harmonially osillating �eld E(t) = E0e

iωt, the frequeny dependent response funtionof the system an be obtained
ε̂(ω) = ε∞ +

(ε− ε∞)ω2
0

(ω2
0 − ω2) + iωτ−1

D

= ε∞ +
(ε− ε∞) ν2

0

ν2
0 − ( ω

2π
)2 + i ω

2π
γ

(1.61)from the solution of the di�erential equation desribing the time-dependent motion, x(t), ofan e�etive harge, q.60 In Eq. 1.61, ω0 =
√

k/m = 2πν0 and γ = 1/(2πτD) are the angularresonane frequeny and damping onstant of the osillator, respetively. For τD ≪ ω−1
0 ,Eq. 1.61 redues to the Debye equation.



14 CHAPTER 1. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND1.3.4 Combination of modelsFor many real systems the omplex permittivity spetrum is omposed of several relaxationproesses. So Eq. 1.57 an be written as a superposition of n single relaxation proesses
ε̂(ω) = ε∞ +

n
∑

j=1

(εj − ε∞,j)

∞
∫

0

Gj(ln τj)

1 + iωτj
d ln τj (1.62)Eah of the proesses is treated separately and is haraterized by its own relaxation time,

τj , and dispersion amplitude, Sj, de�ned via
ε− ε∞ =

n
∑

j=1

(εj − ε∞,j) =

n
∑

j=1

Sj (1.63)
ε∞,j = εj+1 (1.64)This leads to the general expression for superpositions of HN and DHO equations

ε̂(ω) = ε∞ +
∑

j

Sj

[1 + (iωτj)1−αj ]βj

+
∑

l

Sl ω
2
0,l

(ω2
0,l − ω2) + iωτ−1

D,l

(1.65)1.4 Mirosopi models of dieletri relaxation1.4.1 Onsager equationThe Onsager model48,61 desribes dieletri polarization of dipole mixtures. It uses a ontin-uum desription of the material whih provides an environment for the dipole reorientation.Spei� interations and the anisotropy of the surrounding �eld are negleted.Based on this approah, Onsager dedued following relation to onnet marosopi (ε) andmirosopi (the polarizability, αj , and the dipole moment, µj, of moleular-level speies
j) properties

ε0(ε− 1) ~E = ~Eh ·
∑

j

ρj
1− αjfj

(

αj +
1

3kBT
·

µ2
j

1− αjfj

) (1.66)where ρj represents the dipole density and fj the reation �eld fator desribing a spherialavity of �nite radius, in whih the partile is embedded. Note, that the Onsager equationis only valid for systems with a single dispersion step.For a spherial avity in a dieletri material, the avity �eld, ~Eh, is given by48
~Eh =

3ε

2ε+ 1
~E (1.67)



1.4. MICROSCOPIC MODELS OF DIELECTRIC RELAXATION 15and thus the general form of the Onsager equation is obtained as
(ε− 1)(2ε+ 1)ε0

3ε
=
∑

j

ρj
1− αjfj

(

αj +
1

3kBT
·

µ2
j

1− αjfj

) (1.68)In the ase of a pure dipole liquid with non-polarizable moleules Eq. 1.68 redues to
(ε− ε∞)(2ε+ ε∞)

ε(ε∞ + 2)2
=

ρµ2

9ε0kBT
(1.69)1.4.2 Kirkwood-Fröhlih equationSpei� intermoleular interations an be aounted with the help of statistial mehan-is. The theory62,63 is based on a model of a dipole whose orientation orrelates with itsneighboring dipoles resulting in the Kirkwood and Fröhlih equation

(ε− ε∞)(2ε+ ε∞)

ε(ε∞ + 2)2
=

ρµ2

9ε0kBT
· gK (1.70)where gK is the so-alled Kirkwood fator. It is a measure of the interations amongthe dipoles. That is, it represents orientational orrelations, with gK > 1 orrespondingto preferentially parallel orientations and gK < 1 to antiparallel orientations. The value

gK = 1 implies a statistial (i.e., fully random) alignment of dipoles.1.4.3 Cavell equationThe Cavell equation64 represents the extension of the Onsager equation (Eq. 1.68) tosystems with more than one dispersion step due to di�erent dipolar speies. It an bewritten as
ε+ Aj(1− ε)

ε
· Sj =

NAcj
3kBTε0

· µ2
eff ,j (1.71)This equation relates the dispersion amplitude, Sj = εj − εj+1, of relaxation proess j tothe molar onentration of the speies, cj, and their e�etive dipole moments, µeff ,j. Theshape fator Aj aounts for the shape of the relaxing partile; for spheres, Aj = 1/3, butit an be alulated for ellipsoids of any shape (half-axes aj > bj > cj) via the equation48,51

Aj =
ajbjcj
2

∫ ∞

0

ds

(s+ a2j )
3/2(s+ b2j )

1/2(s+ c2j)
1/2

(1.72)An expression for prolate ellipsoids (bj = cj) was derived by Sholte,65
Aj = − 1

p2j − 1
+

pj
(p2j − 1)1.5

ln
(

pj +
√

p2j − 1
) with pj =

aj
bj

(1.73)The value of µeff,j (whih an be alulated using Eq. 1.71 if cj is known) is related to µap,j,the apparent dipole moment of the speies in solutions in the absene of orientationalorrelations, as
µeff,j =

√
gjµap,j (1.74)



16 CHAPTER 1. THEORETICAL BACKGROUNDwhere
µap,j =

µj

1− fjαj

(1.75)inludes avity- and reation-�eld e�ets on µj, the dipole moment of the isolated (gasphase) speies. The (empirial) fator gj is a measure for the strength of the orrelationswhose values are interpreted as for the Kirkwood fator gK (Eq. 1.70), and the reation�eld fator fj an be alulated for a spherial avity of radius aj via48
fj =

1

4πε0a3j
· 2ε− 2

2ε+ 1
(1.76)or, more generally, for ellipsoidal partiles via66

fj =
3

4πε0ajbjcj
· Aj(1− Aj)(ε− 1)

ε+ (1− ε)Aj
(1.77)1.4.4 Debye model of rotational di�usionDebye tried to predit the relaxation time of a simple system onsisting of an aggregationof spherial inelasti dipoles whih do not interat with eah other. Mirosopially, un-orrelated ollisions of the dipolar partiles ause a reorientation of the dipoles. Therefore,this mehanism is alled di�usion of dipole orientation.53However, Debye's theory is only valid for non-assoiating systems and partiles that arelarge ompared to their surrounding ones67 beause of involved assumptions: for the reori-entation of spherial partiles, inertial e�ets and dipole-dipole interations are negleted;the hydrodynami laws of rotation of marosopi partiles in a liquid an be applied onthe mirosopi level.53Within these limitations and by desribing the inner �eld with a Lorentz �eld, Debyeobtained the dipole orrelation funtion48

γ(t) = exp

(

− t

τrot

) (1.78)where the mirosopi relaxation time, τrot, is related to the frition fator, ζ ,
τrot =

ζ

2kBT
(1.79)Assuming a hydrodynamially ontrolled rotation of the sphere in a visous media, theStokes-Einstein-Debye (SED) equation

τrot =
3Vmη

′

kBT
(1.80)is obtained, where, Vm is the moleular volume of the rotating sphere and η′ represents themirosopi visosity (i.e., the dynami visosity of the environment of the sphere).



1.4. MICROSCOPIC MODELS OF DIELECTRIC RELAXATION 17However, the appliation of this theory is limited as the relation between mirosopi andmarosopi (measured), η, visosities is not lear. To overome this problem, Dote et al.68derived a more general expression for the mirosopi relaxation time
τrot =

3Veffη

kBT
+ τ 0rot (1.81)where τ 0rot (the empirial axis interept) an be interpreted as the orrelation time of thefreely rotating partile. The e�etive volume of rotation, Veff , is de�ned as

Veff = fCVm (1.82)The hydrodynami frition fator, C, aounts for di�erene between mirosopi andmarosopi visosities. Generally, it is treated as an empirial parameter but its limitingvalues are C = 1 for stik and C = 1− f−2/3 for slip boundary onditions. However, underspeial onditions, for example the rotation of very small moleules, values of C < Cslipare possible.69For a prolate ellipsoid with major half-axis a and minor half-axis b, the shape fator, f ,that aounts for deviations of the rotating partile from that of spherial shape an bealulated from the geometry of the moleule
f =

2
3
[1− (α⊥)4]

[2−(α⊥)2](α⊥)2

[1−(α⊥)2]1/2
ln
[

1+[1−(α⊥)2]1/2

α⊥

]

− (α⊥)2
(1.83)where α⊥ is the ratio between the volume of partile and the volume swept out as thepartile rotates about an axis perpendiular to the symmetry axis through the enter ofhydrodynami stress (α⊥ = b/a for a prolate ellipsoid).701.4.5 Mirosopi and marosopi relaxation timesThe relation between the experimentally aessible (marosopi) dieletri relaxation time,

τ , and the mirosopi relaxation time (rotational orrelation time), τrot, plays an impor-tant role in the interpretation of dieletri spetra and a number of theoretial approahesaddress this problem. Debye suggested the expression53
τ =

ε+ 2

ε∞ + 2
· τrot (1.84)derived under the assumption of a Lorentz �eld as inner �eld. However, this approah isnot aurate enough for polar dieletris and applies only to non-polar systems. For thease of pure rotational di�usion, Powles and Glarum,71,72 proposed following expression

τ =
3ε

2ε+ ε∞
· τrot (1.85)for relating mirosopi and marosopi relaxation times. A a more generalized equation,aounting for dipole-dipole orrelation, is given by Madden and Kivelson73

τ =
3ε

2ε+ ε∞
· gK
ġ

· τrot (1.86)
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Figure 1.1: Sheme of stepwise ion assoiation aording to Eigen and Tamm.74where gK is the Kirkwood orrelation fator and ġ is the dynami orrelation fator. Forthe limit gK/ġ = 1 Eq. 1.86 redues to the Powles-Glarum equation (Eq. 1.85).1.5 Ion assoiationIons of opposite harge are generally onsidered to assoiate (form omplexes) in aqueoussolutions. Beause of its great sensitivity towards ion pairs, DRS studies have been ableto show that virtually all lassial strong eletrolytes are ion paired to some extent.11 Theextent of ion pairing inreases with ioni harge and with dereasing solvent permittivity.A detailed three-step mehanism (Figure 1.1) for formation of ion pairs in aqueous solutionswas �rst proposed by Eigen and Tamm in 1962.74 This mehanism posits that ions ombineinitially with their solvation sheaths essentially intat, forming a double-solvent-separatedion pair (2SIP) or, in oordination hemistry terminology, an outer-outer-sphere omplex

Mm+(aq) + Xx−(aq)
hydrated free ions

K1

⇋ [Mm+(OH2)(OH2)X
x−](aq)

2SIP

(1.87)This 2SIP speies an then lose its intervening solvent moleules, forming suessively asolvent-shared ion pair (SIP) or outer sphere omplex
[Mm+(OH2)(OH2)X

x−](aq)
2SIP

K2

⇋ [Mm+(OH2)X
x−](aq)

SIP

(1.88)and ultimately a ontat ion pair (CIP) or inner-sphere omplex
[Mm+(OH2)X

x−](aq)
SIP

K3

⇋ [MX](m−x)+(aq)
CIP

(1.89)Eah of these three steps is haraterized by its equilibrium onstant, Ki, i = 1, 2, 3, and theoverall equilibrium by assoiation onstant KA = K1+K1K2+K1K2K3. Obviously, not allsteps of the Eigen mehanism are neessarily relevant. Depending on the salt onentrationand the balane of ion-ion, ion-solvent, and solvent-solvent interations the sequene maystop after the �rst or seond step, or immediately yield SIP and even CIP. On the otherhand, at least at high salt onentrations, larger aggregates, suh as ion triples, may beformed.75 DRS has a unique sensitivity towards the various ion-pair types in the order:2SIP > SIP > CIP.75,76



1.6. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF RELAXATION TIMES 19For systems showing a distint ion-pair dispersion, the onentration of ion pairs, cIP, insolution is determined via Eqs. 1.71-1.77 (with Sj = SIP). For the alulation of AIP and
µIP, geometrial parameters, the polarizability and the gas phase dipole moment of theorresponding speies have to be available.The onentrations of various IP types are used to alulate the orresponding assoiationonstants, KA, as

KA = cIP/(c− cIP)
2 (1.90)To determine the standard (in�nite dilution) assoiation onstant, K◦

A, the values of KAobtained via Eq. 1.90 are �tted for onveniene to a Guggenheim-type funtion75
logKA = logKo

A − 2ADH|z+z−|
√
I

1 + AK

√
I

+BKI + CKI
3/2 (1.91)where I (≡ c for 1:1 eletrolytes) is the stoihiometri ioni strength, ADH is the Debye-Hükel oe�ient (0.5115 L1/2mol−1/2 for water at 25 ◦C), and XK (X = A, B, C) areadjustable parameters (AK is �xed at 1.00 M−1/2 throughout for present studies).771.6 Temperature dependene of relaxation times1.6.1 Arrhenius equationThe Arrhenius equation78 represents one of the oldest methods for the desription of thetemperature dependene of rate onstants. The equation is based on the assumptionthat partiles are exited by thermal �utuations to a transition state between two stableenergeti levels whih are separated by a temperature dependent energeti barrier, Ea, theativation energy. For relaxation times, this equation typially has the form

ln τ = ln τ0 +
Ea

RT
(1.92)where τ0, the frequeny fator is interpreted as the shortest possible relaxation time.1.6.2 Eyring equationThe Eyring equation79 is a theoretial model, based on transition state theory. It an beapplied to study the temperature dependene of experimental τ

ln τ = ln
h

kBT
− ∆S 6=

R
+

∆H 6=

RT
(1.93)where h is Plank's onstant, R is the universal gas onstant and ∆S 6= and ∆H 6= arerespetively the ativation entropy and ativation enthalpy. The Gibbs energy of ativation,

∆G 6=, an be alulated as
∆G 6= = ∆H 6= − T∆S 6= (1.94)





Chapter 2Experimental
2.1 Sample preparationAll salts used in the present studies were ommerial analytial reagents or better. Saltswere dried under vauum (∼ 10−5 bar) using P2O5 (Siapent, Merk) as a desiant andwere subsequently stored in a nitrogen �lled glove-box prior to use. Experimental detailsare given in Table 2.1.Table 2.1: Substanes Used and Their Purities, Drying Temperatures, T , and MinimumDrying Times, t.substane (Abb.) soure purity T / K t / hsodium formate (NaOFm) Merk ≥ 99% 323 72sodium aetate (NaOA) Alfa Aesar 99% 323 72sodium tri�uoroaetate (NaOAF3) Fluka ≥ 98% 333 48sodium propanoate (NaOPr) Fluka ≥ 99% 333 72sodium butanoate (NaOBu) Merk ≥ 98% 333 72sodium pentanoate (NaOPe) Merk ≥ 96% 323 48sodium benzoate (NaOBz) Fluka ≥ 99% 323 48sodium methylsulfate (NaMS) Sigma Aldrih 333 72sodium methanesulfonate (NaMSn) Fluka ≥ 98% 323 48
Solutions were prepared gravimetrially without buoyany orretions using degassed Mil-lipore MILLI-Q water. 21



22 CHAPTER 2. EXPERIMENTAL2.2 Measurement of dieletri properties2.2.1 Frequeny-domain re�etometryDR spetra of aqueous solutions of NaOFm, NaOA, NaOPr, and NaOBz were reorded inthe frequeny range νmin ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 20 at the institute of Prof. Glenn Hefter, MurdohUniversity (Western Australia), using a Hewlett-Pakard model 85070M dieletri probesystem based on an HP 8720D vetor network analyzer (VNA) and an HP 85070 dieletriprobe kit. The temperature was ontrolled by a Hetofrig (Denmark) irulator-thermostatwith a preision of ± 0.02 ◦C and an auray (NIST-traeable) of ±0.05 ◦C. The value ofthe minimum frequeny of investigation, νmin, was determined by the ondutivity on-tribution to the loss spetrum. As suh, it varied with onentration and salt but wastypially in the range (0.2 to 0.8)GHz.Further, dieletri properties of aqueous solutions of NaOAF3, NaOBu, NaOPe, NaMS,and NaMSn were studied in the frequeny range 0.2 ≤ ν/GHz≤ 50 with the new equipmentat Regensburg University, onsisting of a Agilent E8364B VNA onneted to an eletronialibration module (Eal, Agilent N4693A) and a dieletri probe kit (85070E). The use ofEal module has improved the e�ieny and auray of the new setup as it measures wellknown re�etion standards during the measurement and thus systemati drifts, e.g. phaseerror due to thermal expansion of the oaxial lines are ompensated. Two di�erent open-ended oaxial probes, a �high temperature� probe in the frequeny range 0.2 ≤ ν/GHz≤ 20and a �performane� probe in the frequeny range 1 ≤ ν/GHz≤ 50, were used at 61 and51 di�erent equidistant frequenies on a logarithmi sale, respetively. The data of theperformane probe, however, was used only in frequeny range 15 . ν/GHz≤ 50 in the�tting proedure so as to have an equal density of data points throughout. Both probeheads were mounted in two di�erent temperature ontrolled ells as desribed by Hunger.80The temperature was ontrolled with a Huber CC505 thermostat and measured with aAgilent 34970A datalogger, using a platinum resistane thermometer (PT-100) in 4-wireon�guration. In order to ompare the auray of the new setup, DRS data reordedat Murdoh University and at Regensburg University at 0.2 ≤ ν/GHz≤ 20 are shown inFigure 2.1, that are in exellent agreement with eah other.The VNA determines the relative omplex re�etion oe�ient, Γ̂a, at the probe head/sampleinterfae. The relationship between Γ̂a and the normalized aperture impedane of the probehead, Ŷ , is given by
Γ̂a =

1− Ŷ

1 + Ŷ
(2.1)A simpli�ed oaxial aperture opening model81,82 was used to alulate the omplex diele-tri properties η̂ from Ŷ by solving the following equation numerially

Ŷ =
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)](2.2)In Eq. 2.2, k̂c = ω
√
η̂cε0µ0 is the propagation onstant within the dieletri material ofthe oaxial probe head, k̂m = ω

√
η̂ε0µ0 is the propagation onstant within the sample, D
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Figure 2.1: Dieletri permittivity, ε′(ν) (a), and loss, ε′′(ν) (b), spetra (average of twoindependent alibrations) for NaOPr(aq) at 25 ◦C and onentrations c/M = 0.9452 (�,�)and 2.548 ( ,©). Triangles represent data obtained with interferometer measurements;open symbols represent the data obtained at Regensburg University, using an AgilentE8364B VNA; �lled symbols represent the data obtained at Murdoh University, using anHP 8720D VNA.and d are onstants representing the radii of the outer and inner ondutor of the oaxialline. The �rst 28 probe onstants, Ii, alulated from a theoretial approah and furtheroptimized as desribed in Referene 82 are used for the numerial solution of Eq. 2.2.In order to aount for signal distortions between the referene planes of the probe head andthat of the VNA, a standard three-point alibration (open, short and load) is performedfor the measurement of Γ̂a

Γ̂a =
Γ̂− êd

ês(Γ̂− êd) + êr
(2.3)The omplex, frequeny-dependent orretion onstants, êd, êr and ês are determined bythree referene measurements of the unorreted re�etion oe�ient Γ̂ and appliation ofEq. 2.2. Air (open), merury (short) and water (load) were used as referene standards forpresent studies. Merury was puri�ed before use aording to the proedure desribed byWölbl;83 minor sum formation was removed by `pin-hole' �ltration (paper �lter). Averageddata of at least two onsistent independent alibrations were used for further proessing.If the dieletri properties of the sample deviate onsiderably from the properties ofreferene liquid, a omplex Padé approximation,84,85 an be applied for further orre-tion of VNA data. This proedure was also applied in the present studies for the se-leted systems, using water, propylene arbonate (PC, Sigma-Aldrih, 99.7%) and N,N-dimethylaetamide (DMA, Fluka, > 99.8%) as seondary alibration standards. However,as the unorreted data showed exellent agreement with the interferometer (IFM) mea-surements (whih are thought to be very reliable as they are absolute values obtained
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Figure 2.2: Dieletri permittivity, ε′(ν) (a), and loss, ε′′(ν) (b), spetra (average of twoindependent alibrations) for NaOPe(aq) at 25 ◦C and onentrations c/M = 0.9182 (N,△)and 2.345 ( ,©). Squares represent IFM (A-band and E-band) data; �lled symbols or-respond to raw data; open symbols represent the data orreted with a omplex Padéapproximation using water, PC and DMA as seondary alibration standards.without using any referene substanes for alibration) and as the Padé orretion did notyield any signi�ant improvements (Figure 2.2), it was not applied to most of the presentsystems.2.2.2 InterferometryDouble-beam interferometers with a measuring ell of variable path-length in the sam-ple beam were used for measurement of the dieletri properties at ν > 20GHz. Thelaboratory at Regensburg is equipped with a set of four retangular waveguide IFMs work-ing on the transmission priniple, eah with waveguides �tted to a partiular mirowavefrequeny band: X-band 8.5 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 12, Ku-band 13 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 17.5, (A-band)
27 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 39 and E-band 60 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 89. The detailed desriptions of IFMs andthe measurement priniple are given in Referene 86.As VNA (Agilent E8364B) has beome available for measurements at 0.2 ≤ ν/GHz≤ 50(desribed in detail in previous Setion), interferometri measurements are only required at
60 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 89. The setup of the E-band IFM is shematially shown in Figure 2.3. Afrequeny-stabilized signal is split by a diretional oupler into the referene and measuringpath. The referene path ontains two attenuators for oarse amplitude leveling and apreision attenuator for �ne tuning. The measuring path is omposed of a preision phaseshifter and the sample ell. The ell is omposed of a piee of waveguide �lled with thesample liquid and a gold-plated erami (waveguide) probe with variable, motor ontrolled,
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Figure 2.3: Blok diagram of the E-band equipment:86 1a, b,  represent variable attenua-tors; 2a, b diretional ouplers; 3a, b waveguide setions; 4 preision phase shifter; 5a, bE/H tuners; 6a, b �exible waveguides; 7 isolator; 8 harmoni mixer; 9 variable preisionattenuator; C ell, HH bidiretional ounter; MC miroomputer; MMC millimeter-wave to mirowave onverter; MT digital length gauge; P probe; PD parallel interfaeunit; PLO phase loked osillators; PLO-D PLO-ontrol unit; PLO-P PLO-power sup-ply; PM probe mount; RE preision reeiver; S eletromehanial swith; SM steppingmotor; SMD stepping motor ontrol unit; SP spindle and spindle mount; T taperedtransmission; double lines represent waveguides, thik lines semi-rigid mirowave ablesand normal lines symbolize data transfer onnetions (analog or digital).



26 CHAPTER 2. EXPERIMENTALposition. Up and down movement, of the probe in the ell is made possible by �exiblewaveguide. The relative amplitude, A, of the reombined beams, by diretional ouplers,is measured by a preision attenuation reeiver, equipped with proper mixers for frequenyonversion, as a funtion of optial path length, z0. The relative position of the probe,
(z0 − z′0), is reorded with a preision gauge, where z′0 is an arbitrary probe position set ata fully destrutive interferene.For eah frequeny, the attenuation oe�ient, α, and the medium wavelength, λm, areobtained from a nonlinear �t of reorded interferene data A(z0 − z′0) by the expression86

A(z0 − z′0) = A0 + 10 lg

{

1 + exp [−2pα(z0 − z′0)]

− 2 cos

(

2π

λm

(z0 − z′0)

)

· exp [−pα(z0 − z′0)]

} (2.4)with the onversion fator
p =

(

20 lg e · dB
Np

)−1 (2.5)where A0 is the relative intensity of the signal passing through the sample beam at position
z′0.The obtained quantities α and λm are related to η̂(ν) via

η′(ν) =
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[
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+
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] (2.6)and

η′′(ν) =
(c0
ν

)2 α(ν)

πλm(ν)
(2.7)where, λvac

c,10 is the limiting vauum frequeny, harateristi for the waveguide dimensions.When the Agilent E8364B VNA beame available, the waveguide-transmission ells of theIFMs (X-, Ku-, and A-band) were onneted to the VNA.80 The temperature was ontrolledby a Julabo FP 50 or a Lauda RK 20 thermostat and monitored by a Pt-100 resistanewith a preision of ±0.02 ◦C and an overall auray of ±0.05 ◦C. Dieletri data for mostof the present systems, in the A-band frequeny range, were reorded using this setup.This setup was preferred over the �performane� probe as data obtained (speially ε′′(ν))using this probe were relatively sattered (Figure 2.4). It was observed that the satteringwas more pronouned for the samples with high κ, this suggests that a suitable alibrationstandard with κ >> 0 is required to improve the quality and auray of �performane�probe for highly onduting samples.
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Figure 2.4: Dieletri permittivity, ε′(ν) (�,�), and loss, ε′′(ν) (N,△), spetra forNaOAF3(aq) at 25 ◦C and onentrations c/M = 0.09923 (a) and 0.7172 (b). Filledsymbols represent the data obtained by transmission ell; open symbols represent the dataobtained by the �performane� probe.2.2.3 Data proessingTo link the dieletri spetra to physial properties a frequeny-ontinuous desription hasto be found. In priniple the η̂(ν) spetra an be proessed, but to avoid biasing of theresulting parameters, due to large values of η′′ at low ν (higher weights at low ν than athigh ν), only ε̂(ν) data (orreted for d ondutivity, Eq. 1.36) are analyzed. Therefore,the spetra were orreted for the measured ondutivity, κ, as a starting approximation.The κ was varied slightly in order to improve the �t quality (Eq. 2.8). The di�erenebetween the experimental ondutivity from low-frequeny measurements in the Hz-kHzregion (see Setion 2.3.2) and adjusted κ values re�ets errors in the measurement setupand/or in mathematial model for the equipment.87,88Subsequently, the measured data triples (νi, ε′i, ε′′i ) have to be �tted by the relaxationmodels (or superpositions) desribed in setion 1.3. Due to the broadness of relaxationmodes in the ondensed phase �nding the right model is not trivial, and it should bekept in mind, that the suessful formal desription does not automatially imply that theresolved modes have a physial meaning or that they are independent of eah other. Thus,the hoie of the `true' relaxation model has to follow some rules.First of all, the parameters obtained have to be physially meaningful. Seond, the nor-malized variane of the �t, χ2
r , de�ned as

χ2
r =
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2N −m− 1
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N
∑
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wε′(νi)δε
′(νi)

2 +
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2

] (2.8)



28 CHAPTER 2. EXPERIMENTALshould be small. In Eq. 2.8, δε′(νi) and δε′′(νi) are the residuals, N is the number ofdata triples [νi, ε′(νi), ε′′(νi)℄ and m the number of the adjustable parameters; wε′(νi) and
wε′′(νi) are the weights; only unweighted �ts, wε′(νi) = wε′′(νi) = 1, were performed in theanalysis of the spetra presented here.Additionally, the number of parameters should be as small as possible and the relaxationmodel should not hange in a onentration series, exept for spei� physial reasons.The model an depend on the measured frequeny range as well as on the preision andthe �density� of the data. Speial are should be taken regarding the density, meaning thatthe number of data points should be omparable over the whole frequeny range.The di�erent relaxation models were tested by simultaneously �tting ε′(ν) and ε′′(ν) usingthe MWFIT program. A non-linear least-squares routine based on the method of Levenbergand Marquardt is implemented in this program.89 Due to the nonlinear nature of the �ttingproess, it is not possible to assign statistially meaningful standard unertainties to theindividual �t parameters, but the square root of the diagonal elements of the ovarianematrix an be used as a measure for the ertainty of the resulting parameters.89,90Additionally, seleted dieletri spetra were �tted with an unbiased �tting proedurereently proposed by Zasetsky and Buhner.91 The method is based on a quasi-linearproedure with onstraints for least squares �tting of experimental omplex dieletri per-mittivity spetra in the frequeny domain. The solution of linear least square minimizationproblem with onstraints91,92 provides information on relaxation time distribution. Theadvantages of this proedure are that it is fast, robust, easy to use, and more impor-tantly does not require any prior information (to be spei�ed) on relaxation proessesunder study. Instead, the number of relaxation modes and their probable harateristitimes and magnitudes are determined during the ourse of minimization runs, thus makingfurther interpretation of �tting results muh less biased.



2.3. SUPPORTING MEASUREMENTS 292.3 Supporting measurements2.3.1 DensimetryIn order to alulate molar onentrations, c, solution densities, ρ, were measured with anauray of±0.05 kgm−3 using a vibrating-tube densimeter (Anton Paar DMA 60/601 HT)aording to the method of Kratky et al.93 The instrument was alibrated with degassedMillipore MILLI-Q water and puri�ed nitrogen at atmospheri pressure, assuming densitiesfrom standard soures.94 The temperature was kept onstant to ±0.003 ◦C with an overallauray of ±0.02 ◦C using a Braun Thermomix 1480 thermostat in ombination with athermostated heat sink (Lauda RK 20).Additionally, the densities of some aqueous systems were measured with a densimeter DMA5000 M (Anton Paar), whih measures the period of osillation, τ of a U-shaped borosiliateglass tube �lled with the sample. The value of τ is related to ρ aording to Eq. 2.9:
ρ = A×

(

τ

τref

)2

× f1 − B× f2 (2.9)where τref is the period of osillation of the referene osillator, A and B are the instrumentonstants, and f1 and f2 are the orretion terms for temperature, visosity and nonlinearity.The temperature was kept onstant to ±0.001 ◦C with an overall auray of ±0.01 ◦Cwith a built-in thermoeletri temperature ontrol. The preision of the measurementswas ±0.001 gL−1. The auray stated by the manufaturer is ±0.005 gL−1. To ensurethat the measuring ell was lean and properly dried, `air hek' was performed beforestarting measurements.2.3.2 CondutivityEletrial ondutivities of the solutions, κ, were measured with a preision of ±0.2% andan auray of ±0.5% using the equipment desribed previously.95�97 The temperature wasontrolled with a home-built preision thermostat stable to ±0.001K in ombination witha thermostated heat sink (Lauda Kryomat K 90 SW). A set of �ve two-eletrode apillaryells with ell onstants, C, in the range (25 to 360) m−1 was used. The ells werealibrated with aqueous solutions of KCl.98 The ell resistane, R(ν), was measured witha manual high-preision ondutivity bridge as a funtion of the applied AC frequeny,
ν, between 120Hz and 10 kHz. To eliminate eletrode polarization, the ondutivity ofeah sample was obtained as κ = C/R∞ where R∞ = limν→∞R(ν) was obtained byextrapolation using the empirial funtion R(ν) = R∞ + A/νa, where A is spei� to theell and a was found to be in the range 0.5 . a . 1.99Additionally, κ of some aqueous solutions were measured with new setup, using the same(above desribed) ondutivity ells. A omputer-ontrolled, high preision LCR-bridge(HAMEG, HM8118) was used to measure R(ν) with an auray (stated by the manufa-turer) of ±0.05%, at di�erent AC frequenies seleted between 200Hz and 10 kHz.∗ Prior

∗The measuring frequeny range of the LCR-bridge is from 20Hz to 200 kHz.



30 CHAPTER 2. EXPERIMENTALto any measurement open iruit and short iruit alibration was performed in order toavoid measurement errors. The open/short iruit alibration ompensates for the e�etsof parasiti impedanes of the onnetions to the sample under investigation.The ells were plaed in an oil bath, whose temperature was ontrolled with a hydrauli-ally sealed irulation thermostat (Huber, unistat 705). The temperature stability ofthe thermostat is ±0.005K. Further, the temperature was monitored by a Pt-100 resis-tane thermometer with an auray of ±0.01 ◦C. The desired quantity κ was obtained asdesribed above.2.3.3 Quantum mehanial alulationsSemiempirial quantum mehanial alulations for various ions and ion pairs have beenperformed using MOPAC2009100 with the PM6 Hamiltonian.101 Dipole moments were al-ulated assuming the geometri enter (i.e., the enter of the longest axis of the ion/ion-pair) as pivot. The geometry of the ions was optimized using the eigenvetor-following(EF) routine102 and for the ion pairs, where it was neessary to avoid geometry reorganiza-tion, the 1SCF method was applied. Solvent e�ets (e.g., polarization in in the ondensedphase) were aounted for by applying the COSMO103 tehnique using the stati permit-tivity (78.4) of pure water. Moleular diameters, dmax, were obtained by taking the longestdistane between two atoms and adding the van der Waals radii of the atoms.104 WIN-MOSTAR105 was used to determine the van der Waals volumes, VvdW, from the optimizedgeometry of the ions/ion-pairs.



Chapter 3Small Alkylarboxylates
3.1 Aqueous solutions of sodium formate and sodiumaetateMost of the material presented in this setion makes the basis of the manusript:Rahman, H. M. A.; Hefter, G.; Buhner, R. `Hydration of Formate and Aetate Ions byDieletri Relaxation Spetrosopy.' J. Phys. Chem. B, 2012, 116, 314.This setion presents a detailed DRS study of the aqueous solutions of the two simplestarboxylate ions: methanoate (HCOO−, formate, OFm−) and ethanoate (CH3COO−, a-etate, OA−), as their sodium salts. As OFm− does not ontain hydrophobi part, it anbe onsidered as a model ion to investigate the hydration pattern of arboxylate (�COO−)group whih is the major hydrophili anioni site in most biomoleules. The CH3COO−is the simplest arboxylate anion ontaining both hydrophili (�COO−) and hydropho-bi (�CH3) entities. Hydration behaviour of this model anion in omparison with thatof OFm−(aq) will help to understand the mixed hydrophili-hydrophobi hydration phe-nomenon in biomoleules.Carboxylate onentrations were investigated up to ∼3.2M (OFm−) or ∼3.7M (OA−)over the frequeny range 0.2 . ν/GHz ≤ 89 (HP8720D VNA setup + A & E-band inter-ferometer Setion 2.2).∗ Dieletri spetra of aqueous solutions of NaOFm at 25 ◦C and ofaqueous NaOA solutions at (15, 25, and 35) ◦C were reorded. To the best of our knowl-edge only a few previous DRS studies of the aqueous solutions of arboxylate salts havebeen reported. Of partiular note are those of Lyashhenko et al.,107�109 whih showed thatthe bulk water relaxation time dereased with inreasing formate onentration whereasin propanoate solutions it inreased. This di�erene was interpreted108 as indiating that

∗After submission of OFm−/OA− manusript106 an additional set of measurements was performed forNaOA(aq) at c . 1M and 25 ◦C with improved instrumentation (Agilent E8364B VNA (0.2 . ν/GHz ≤
50) and E-band interferometer (60 . ν/GHz ≤ 89) (Setion 2.2)) foussing on the low-frequeny low-amplitude Debye relaxation proess observed at c . 1M for NaOA. The results of this seond series ofmeasurements are disussed in Setion 3.1.3. 31



32 CHAPTER 3. SMALL ALKYLCARBOXYLATESOFm− is hydrophili whereas propanoate is hydrophobi. Unfortunately, due to tehno-logial limitations (data were obtained at just seven frequenies between 7 and 25GHz at
c & 0.5M) no further signi�ant onlusions ould be drawn by the authors at that time.The present work thus represents a signi�ant extension of the DRS database for theseimportant ions.3.1.1 Choie of �t model and assignment of relaxation modesThe ombined ε̂(ν) data were analyzed by simultaneously �tting the in-phase (ε′(ν), Fig-ures 3.1a & 3.2a) and out-of-phase (ε′′(ν), Figures 3.1b & 3.2b) omponents of the omplexpermittivity to various possible relaxation models onsisting of n distinguishable relaxationproesses using Equation (1.65). Simpli�ed variants of this equation orrespond to the CD,CC, and D models.48 Other band shape funtions more appropriate for intermoleular vi-brations and librations, suh as damped harmoni osillators, were not onsidered as suhmodes make negligible ontributions to the dieletri spetra of aqueous systems at giga-hertz frequenies.110 The quality of the �t was evaluated via χ2

r .89 All �tting parametersobtained from the present spetra are summarized in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. Fitting param-eters obtained from the additional set of measurements for NaOA(aq) at c . 1M aresummarized in Table 3.3. Additionally, seleted spetra were analyzed using a reently-published proedure91 that allows an unbiased determination of the number of relaxationproesses required for formal desription of ε̂(ν).

Figure 3.1: Permittivity, ε′(ν) (a), and dieletri loss, ε′′(ν) (b), spetra for NaOFm(aq) at
25 ◦C and onentrations c/M = 0, 0.2968, 0.9617, 1.888, 2.753, and 3.171 (top to bottom).Symbols show experimental data (others are omitted for visual larity); lines represent theD+D �t.
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Figure 3.2: Permittivity, ε′(ν) (a), and dieletri loss, ε′′(ν) (b), spetra for NaOA(aq) at
25 ◦C and onentrations c/M = 0, 0.1487, 0.4883, 0.9574, 1.838, 2.649, 3.031, and 3.717(top to bottom). Symbols show experimental data (others are omitted for visual larity);lines represent either the D+D+D or D+D �ts.

Figure 3.3: Spetra of relative permittivity, ε′(ν) (a), and dieletri loss, ε′′(ν) (b), forNaOA(aq) at 15 ◦C and onentrations, c / M = 0.2471, 0.4896, 0.9606, 1.845, 2.660, and3.733 (top to bottom). Symbols show experimental data (others are omitted for visuallarity); lines represent either the D+D+D or D+D �ts.



34 CHAPTER 3. SMALL ALKYLCARBOXYLATESRepresentative dieletri spetra measured for NaOFm(aq) and NaOA(aq) as a funtionof onentration are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 respetively; those for NaOA(aq) at15 ◦C and 35 ◦C are given in Figures 3.3&3.4. Overall, the spetra were best desribed bya model onsisting of either two (for NaOFm(aq) at all c and for NaOA(aq) at c > 1M)or three (for NaOA(aq) at c . 1M) Debye proesses. Typial �ts obtained with theseD+D and D+D+D models are shown in Figures 3.1 to 3.6. These models were onsistentwith the `bias-free' analysis of the spetra shown in Figures 3.7&3.8.Table 3.1: Densities, ρ; Eletrial Condutivities, κ; Limiting Permittivities, εj; RelaxationTimes, τj ; and Redued Error Funtion Values, χ2
r , for NaOFm(aq) at Conentrations, c;and 25 ◦Ca,b

c ρ κ ε τ1 ε2 τ2 ε∞ χ2
r0c 78.37 8.32 3.48 0.0480.07469 1.0002 0.667 77.39 15.0F 76.5 8.20 5.25 0.0430.09944d 1.0012e 0.861e 77.08 15.0F 76.4 8.16F 4.77 0.0240.1501 1.0033 1.25 76.54 15.0F 75.1 8.17 5.52 0.0910.1984d 1.0053e 1.61e 76.97 15.0F 69.6 7.59 3.79 0.0500.2968 1.0093 2.31 74.85 15.0F 68.2 7.70 5.53 0.1000.3946d 1.0133e 2.96e 73.85 15.0F 71.0 7.93F 4.15 0.0970.4894 1.0172 3.57 72.89 15.0F 68.3 7.92 5.52 0.1460.7329d 1.0271e 4.96e 70.41 15.0F 65.2 7.67F 4.12 0.0940.9617 1.0363 6.11 68.08 15.1 57.3 7.16 5.70 0.0831.436d 1.0554e 8.20e 64.15 18.0 56.8 7.11F 3.95 0.0901.888 1.0734 9.80 60.78 14.7 48.2 6.92 6.08 0.1512.330d 1.0903e 11.0e 57.71 15.6 45.9 6.37F 3.22 0.1722.753 1.1064 11.9 55.07 14.2 37.0 5.98 6.40 0.1433.171 1.1219 12.6 53.96 14.8 35.4 5.99 6.81 0.149

a Parameter values followed by the letter F were held onstant duringthe �tting proedure. b Units: c in M; ρ in kg L−1; κ in Ω−1m−1;
τj in 10−12 s. c Referene 84. d VNA (0.2-20GHz) data only. eInterpolated using measured values.



3.1. AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF SODIUM FORMATE AND SODIUM ACETATE 35Table 3.2: Densities, ρ; Eletrial Condutivities, κ; Limiting Permittivities, εj; RelaxationTimes, τj; and Redued Error Funtion Values, χ2
r , for NaOA(aq) at Conentrations, c;and temperatures 15 ◦C, 25 ◦C and 35 ◦Ca,b

c ρ κ ε τ1 ε2 τ2 ε3 τ3 ε∞ χ2
rAt 15 ◦C0c 82.03 10.8 3.66 0.0560.2471 1.0096 1.30 80.12 390 78.86 16.4F 73.56 10.7 5.80 0.0400.4896 1.0199 2.30 77.61 342 76.30 17.0F 65.61 10.6 5.90 0.0490.9606 1.0390 3.78 73.26 466 72.01 18.0F 53.52 10.3 6.07 0.0461.412d 1.0572e 4.82e 68.52 68.52 19.0F 43.73 10.1 6.40 0.0651.845 1.0742 5.43 65.17 65.17 19.2F 33.76 9.48 6.51 0.0752.262d 1.0902e 5.77e 62.29 62.29 20.3 28.21 9.00F 6.48 0.0702.660 1.1052 5.97 59.56 59.56 21.6F 24.32 8.50 6.66 0.0563.044 1.1192e 5.95e 57.46 57.46 23.1 20.80 7.65 6.59 0.0773.411 1.1325e 5.89e 55.33 55.33 24.8 19.23 7.48 6.77 0.0653.733 1.1450 5.75 53.35 53.35 26.9 18.19 7.43 6.80 0.063At 25 ◦C0c 78.37 8.32 3.48 0.0480.1487 1.0032 1.05 77.76 555 76.53 14.6F 74.00 8.26 5.60 0.0420.2465 1.0073 1.63 76.55 332 75.28 14.6F 70.66 8.13 5.72 0.0520.4883 1.0172 2.89 74.15 316 72.95 14.6F 64.96 8.11 5.92 0.0380.7253d 1.0266e 3.98e 71.92 498 70.81 14.6F 57.82 8.00F 5.64 0.0430.9574 1.0356 4.84 69.28 186 68.97 14.6 54.54 8.00 5.88 0.0871.407d 1.0535e 6.17e 65.52 65.52 14.6 44.82 7.60F 4.73 0.0641.838 1.0702 7.00 62.43 62.43 14.2 37.54 8.15 6.35 0.1272.252d 1.0857e 7.54e 59.69 59.69 15.7 32.62 7.30F 4.33 0.0962.649 1.1004 7.87 57.37 57.37 16.0F 27.14 7.82 6.56 0.1383.031 1.1147e 7.94e 55.25 55.25 17.0 22.38 6.90 6.27 0.1613.398 1.1283e 7.94e 53.37 53.37 18.0 20.13 6.92 6.47 0.1423.717 1.14010 7.84 51.63 51.63 19.3 18.89 6.86 6.65 0.137At 35 ◦C0c 74.87 6.53 3.06 0.0870.2458 1.0042 2.02 73.40 601 71.44 14.4 67.88 6.50F 5.36 0.0550.4868 1.0142 3.55 70.46 250 69.56 12.5F 62.78 6.49 5.41 0.0760.9548 1.0328 5.90 66.53 596 65.58 13.0F 53.06 6.35 5.56 0.1831.403d 1.0504e 7.56e 62.86 62.86 13.0F 45.80 6.28F 5.68 0.1411.833 1.0669 8.71 59.92 59.92 13.0 38.35 6.28 6.66 0.1612.246d 1.0826e 9.47e 57.34 57.34 14.1 34.92 6.25F 6.99 0.2452.641 1.0973 9.92 55.15 55.15 14.7 30.97 6.31 7.04 0.2143.022 1.1111e 10.13e 53.09 53.09 15.9 29.35 6.25F 6.69 0.2893.386 1.1243e 10.16e 51.37 51.37 16.2 25.87 6.25F 6.97 0.3243.702 1.1356 10.15 49.95 49.95 16.6 22.36 6.25F 7.21 0.142

a Parameter values followed by the letter F were held onstant during the �ttingproedure. b Units: c in M; ρ in kg L−1; κ in Ω−1m−1; τj in 10−12 s. c Referene84. d VNA (0.2-20GHz) data only. e Interpolated using measured values.



36 CHAPTER 3. SMALL ALKYLCARBOXYLATESTable 3.3: Densities, ρ; Eletrial Condutivities, κ; Limiting Permittivities, εj; Relax-ation Times, τj ; and Redued Error Funtion Values, χ2
r , for NaOA(aq) (additional set ofmeasurements) at Conentrations, c; and 25 ◦Ca,b

c ρc κc ε τ1 ε2 τ2 ε3 τ3 ε∞ χ2
r0.0d 78.37 8.32 3.480.1001 1.0012 0.755 77.52 334 76.89 16.4 74.58 8.26F 6.15 0.1370.2029 1.0055 1.37 76.69 285 75.66 15.0F 71.46 8.24 6.01 0.0830.2969 1.0094 1.91 75.68 244 74.64 15.0F 68.34 8.15 6.11 0.1190.3919 1.0133 2.44 75.01 295 73.86 15.0F 65.45 8.04 6.08 0.0900.4881 1.0171 2.90 74.28 310 72.85 15.0F 62.82 8.08 6.40 0.1240.5809 1.0209 3.34 73.55 326 72.11 15.0F 60.84 7.99 6.22 0.0780.6778 1.0246 3.76 72.78 374 71.20 15.0F 58.06 7.98 6.51 0.1650.7721 1.0284 4.14 71.46 356 70.53 15.0F 55.10 7.89 6.56 0.1070.8648 1.0320 4.49 70.47 328 69.77 15.0F 53.80 7.91 6.60 0.0920.9581 1.0357 4.84 69.62 290 68.89 15.0F 52.05 7.95 6.69 0.139

a Parameter values followed by the letter F were held onstant during the �ttingproedure. b Units: c in M; ρ in kg L−1; κ in Ω−1m−1; τj in 10−12 s. c Interpolatedfrom Referene 106. d Referene 84.

Figure 3.4: Spetra of relative permittivity, ε′(ν) (a), and dieletri loss, ε′′(ν) (b), forNaOA(aq) at 35 ◦C and onentrations, c / M = 0.2458, 0.4868, 0.9548, 1.833, 2.641, and3.702 (top to bottom). Symbols show experimental data (others are omitted for visuallarity); lines represent either the D+D+D or D+D �ts.
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Figure 3.5: Dieletri loss spetrum, ε′′(ν), of 0.9617M NaOFm(aq) at 25 ◦C. Symbolsrepresent experimental data, the line through the experimental data represents the D+D�t, and shaded areas indiate the ontributions of the two relaxation modes.

Figure 3.6: Dieletri loss spetrum, ε′′(ν), of 0.4881M NaOA(aq) at 25 ◦C. Symbols rep-resent experimental data, the line through the experimental data represents the D+D+D�t, and shaded areas indiate the ontributions of the three relaxation modes.
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Figure 3.7: Relaxation time distribution funtion, P (τ), of NaOFm(aq) at 25 ◦C at on-entrations c / M of: (a) 0.2968, (b) 0.9617, () 1.888, and (d) 3.171 obtained with thebias-free �tting proedure of Zasetzky and Buhner.91 Relaxation times for the resolvedmodes are indiated together with the orresponding values from Table 1 (in brakets; F= �xed).
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Figure 3.8: Relaxation time distribution funtion, P (τ), of NaOA(aq) at 25 ◦C at on-entrations c / M of: (a) 0.4883, (b) 0.9574, () 1.838, and (d) 3.717 obtained with thebias-free �tting proedure of Zasetzky and Buhner.91 Relaxation times for the resolvedmodes are indiated together with the orresponding values from Table 2 (in brakets; F= �xed).



40 CHAPTER 3. SMALL ALKYLCARBOXYLATESAs is usual for aqueous eletrolyte solutions, the spetra for the solutions of both salts weredominated by the ooperative relaxation of bulk water, readily identi�ed by its loation(∼20GHz) and magnitude. In addition, the relaxation times for this mode, τb (= τ2 forNaOFm(aq) in Table 3.1; τ3 for NaOA(aq) in Table 3.2), extrapolate smoothly to the purewater values, τb(0), of 10.8, 8.32 and 6.53 ps at 15, 25 and 35 ◦C, respetively (Figures 3.9& 3.10a). There is, however, a signi�ant di�erene between the two sets of salt solutionsin that the position of the experimentally observed loss peak is almost invariant with c forNaOFm(aq) (Figure 3.1b) whereas for NaOA(aq) it shifts to muh lower frequenies andbeomes learly asymmetri with inreasing c (Figures 3.2b, 3.3b and 3.4b).
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Figure 3.9: Conentration dependene for NaOFm(aq) of the �omposite� mode relaxationtime, τcomp, and the bulk-water relaxation time, τb, at 25 ◦C. Symbols show experimentalvalues; dotted lines are inluded only as a visual aid. Open symbols represent values thatwere held onstant during the �tting proedure.Detailed analysis indiated that this shift was due to the presene of another mode entredat ∼8GHz whose intensity inreased onsiderably relative to the dereasing bulk-wateramplitude with inreasing solute onentration. Broadly onsistent with an unbiasedanalysis91 of the data (Figures 3.7&3.8) this mode was also found to be present in theNaOFm(aq) spetra, albeit with a smaller amplitude espeially at high c, whih did notsigni�antly a�et the loation of the maximum observed for ε′′(ν). The average relaxationtime111 of this slower proess at 25 ◦C: τ1 ≈ 15 ps for NaOFm(aq) (Figure 3.9) and τ2 ≈ 16 psfor NaOA(aq) (Figure 3.10b) is almost twie that of the bulk water mode (τb ≈ 8 ps) butsimilar to the relaxation times observed for �slow� water moleules involved in the hydrationof either hydrophobi solutes112,113 or moderately hydrophili anions.114�116 Aordingly,this mode is tentatively assigned to the presene of slow water moleules. However, it must
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Figure 3.10: Conentration and temperature dependene for NaOA(aq) of: (a) the bulk-water relaxation time, τb, and (b) the �omposite� mode relaxation time, τcomp = τ2, at
15 ◦C (�), 25 ◦C (H, for additional measurements ( )) and 35 ◦C (N). Symbols showexperimental values; open symbols represent values that were held onstant during the�tting proedure; dotted lines are inluded only as a visual aid.be remembered that both OFm− and OA− have dipole moments (the gas phase values of
µ− are 1.40 D and 3.64 D respetively).117 Sine DRS is sensitive to all dipolar speies,11both ions will ontribute to the spetra. As no separate relaxation proess was observedfor either anion it is likely that the relaxation assoiated with their reorientation, whihwould be expeted to our at ∼5-10GHz, is subsumed in the slow-water mode. Thismode (proess 1 for NaOFm(aq) (Figure 3.5) and proess 2 for NaOA(aq) (Figure 3.6))will therefore be referred to from here on as a �omposite� mode.The detetion of an additional low-frequeny low-amplitude Debye relaxation, entred at
∼0.6GHz, for NaOA(aq) at c . 1M at all temperatures (Figures 3.6 & 3.8) is onsistent,from its loation and amplitude, with the presene of small amounts of ion-pairs. Therewere slight indiations (Figure 3.7a) that suh speies may also be present in NaOFm(aq)but the satter in the data and the limited extent of formation preluded quanti�ation.The presene of very weak ion pairing between Na+(aq) and both OFm−(aq) and OA−(aq)is onsistent with thermodynami data (see below), reent ondutivity measurements118and moleular dynamis (MD) simulations.20It is interesting to note that the present spetra, limited to ν ≤ 89GHz, did not produe anyevidene for the very fast water proess entred at ∼400 GHz110 whih is sometimes112,113but not always115 deteted in aqueous eletrolyte solutions. This absene was onsistentwith the bias-free simulations (Figures 3.7 & 3.8). Nevertheless, the �tted values of ε∞ ≈5-7 (Tables 3.1 & 3.2) are onsiderably larger than the ε∞ = 3.48 obtained for pure wa-ter,84,110 whih suggests that the fast water proess is still making a minor, if unresolvable,ontribution to the present spetra.



42 CHAPTER 3. SMALL ALKYLCARBOXYLATES3.1.2 Relaxation amplitudesIon pairs. For NaOA(aq) the ion-pair relaxation amplitude, SIP = ε(c) − ε2(c), andtherefore the ion-pair onentration, passes through a maximum at c ≈ 0.5M (Figure3.11). The derease in SIP at c > 0.5M is onsistent with the so-alled �redissoiation�that often ours for weak ion pairs at high salt onentrations.112,114 As SIP is smalland shows signi�ant satter, an additional set of data (as desribed earlier) was measuredusing new more e�ient setup (Agilent E8364B VNA onneted to an Eal module, Setion2.2) for the appropriate analysis of this mode. A quantitative analysis of SIP is given inSetion 3.1.3.
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c / MFigure 3.11: Conentration dependene of ion-pair relaxation amplitude, SIP, of NaOA(aq)(additional set of measurements) at 25 ◦C.Bulk water. As shown previously,112 the bulk and (unresolved) fast relaxations for water(at ∼20GHz and ∼400GHz respetively) an be treated olletively by assuming: Sb =
εj(c)−ε∞, where j = 2 for NaOFm(aq) and j = 3 for NaOA(aq). For these alulations thevalue of ε∞ was taken to be that obtained from ultrahigh-frequeny dieletri measurements(inluding THz data84) of pure water, rather than the less aurate values derived from�tting the present spetra at ν ≤ 89GHz (Tables 3.1 & 3.2). As an be seen the magnitudeof Sb dereases signi�antly with inreasing c (Figure 3.12).The dipole onentrations, ci, orresponding to the relaxation amplitudes, Si, an be al-ulated via the generalized Cavell equation (Eq. 1.71).66 For evaluation of the bulk water
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Figure 3.12: Conentration dependene for (a) NaOFm(aq) and (b) NaOA(aq) at 25 ◦Cof the relaxation amplitudes of: bulk water, Sb (N), the �omposite� mode, Ss + S− ( ),and slow water, Ss (H). Open symbols represent the data obtained from additional set ofmeasurements. The solid line represents S−, alulated via Eq. 1.71; the dotted lines areinluded only as a visual guide.amplitude it is advantageous to normalize Eq. 1.71 to pure water.112,119 Additionally, foreletrolyte solutions, Sb has to be orreted for the kineti depolarization (kd) that arisesfrom the relative motions of the ions and the surrounding solvent moleules in the exter-nal �eld.120�122 Thus, the equilibrium amplitude of the overall solvent relaxation proess,
Seq
b (c), to be inserted into Eq. 1.71 is given by

Seq
b (c) = Sb(c) + ∆kdε(c) (3.1)where

∆kdε(c) = ξκ(c) (3.2)and
ξ = p× ε(0)− ε∞(0)

ε(0)
× τ(0)

ε0
(3.3)In Eq. 3.2, ε(0) is the (relative stati) permittivity of pure water and τ(0) is the relaxationtime of its dominant dispersion step.120�122 The hydrodynami parameter p haraterizesthe translational motion of the ions, with p = 1 for stik and p = 2/3 for slip boundary on-ditions; p = 0 de�nes negligible kd. For the present systems slip boundary onditions wereused for alulating the apparent bulk water onentrations, capb (c), as they are onsideredto be the most physially realisti for the dieletri relaxation of solvated ions.11,112,119,123Composite proess. Figure 3.12 shows that the amplitude of the omposite relaxationmode, Scomp = ε(c) − εj(c), where j = 2 for NaOFm(aq) and j = 3 for NaOA(aq),



44 CHAPTER 3. SMALL ALKYLCARBOXYLATESinreases with inreasing c for both sets of salt solutions, with the magnitude of the latterbeing somewhat larger. One reason for this is the larger ontribution from the higherdipole moment of OA− f. OFm−.The amplitude Scomp an be split into its onstituent relaxation amplitudes as
Scomp = S− + Ss (3.4)where S− is the relaxation amplitude due to the rotation of the dipolar arboxylate anionsand Ss is the relaxation amplitude of the �slow� water moleules hydrating the anion (seebelow). Sine ion pairing is weak for the present systems, the magnitude of S− for OFm−and OA− an be alulated using Eq. 1.71. For the e�etive dipole moments of OFm− andOA− in solution, the ab initio values for µeff,− = µ−/(1− f−α−), alulated by Serr andNetz,117 2.52D and 5.70D respetively, were adopted. The amplitude of the slow-waterproess, Ss, an then be derived via Eq. 3.4 from the observed values of Scomp and used toalulate the apparent onentration of slow water, caps (c), via Eq. 1.71.Unfortunately, a similar splitting of the omposite mode relaxation time, τcomp (τ1 forNaOFm(aq) and τ2 for NaOA(aq)) into those for the anion, τ−, and for slow water,

τs, is not possible as it annot be assumed that the relaxation rates (τ−)
−1 and (τs)

−1are independent of onentration and that (τcomp)
−1 is their amplitude-weighted average.This is regrettable as it prevents alulation of the ativation parameters for slow-waterrelaxation, whih would be of onsiderable interest (see Setion 3.1.6).3.1.3 Quantitative desription of ion pairingIn this setion the results of the seond series of measurements for NaOA(aq) foussing onion-pair relaxation are presented. These results are the part of the manusript: `Hydrationand Sodium-ion Binding of Tri�uoroaetate in Aqueous Solution', J. Mol. Liq., In Press.(Setion 3.2).A detailed three-step mehanism (Figure 1.1) for formation of ion pairs in aqueous solutionsproposed by Eigen and Tamm in 196274 is disussed in Setion 1.5.No ion-pair relaxation is resolved in aqueous NaOFm solutions in DRS time sale, whereas,weak ion pairing is observed in NaOA(aq) at c . 1M. As already noted, the presene of ionpairs in NaOA(aq) is supported by MD simulations20 and ondutivity measurements.118Potentiometri studies124 also suggest weak omplexing of Na+ with aetate (logKA = -0.27at I = 0.25M and 25 ◦C) in aqueous solutions. Further support for the existene of weak-ion-pairing between Na+(aq) and OA−(aq) omes from measurements of the assoiationonstant (KA) of aeti aid in di�erent media. Applying an equation analogous to thatderived by Hefter125 to the KA(HOA) values reported by Partanen in KCl and NaClmedia126 gave a value of KA(NaOAc) ≈ 0.07M−1, orresponding to the equilibrium

Na+(aq) + OAc−(aq) ⇋ NaOAc0(aq) (3.5)at an ioni strength I ≈ 1M (KCl). A similar result was obtained for KA(NaOFm) usingthe analogous data for formi aid.126The amplitude (SIP) of the lowest frequeny mode in NaOA(aq) is used to alulatethe onentrations of various possible ion-pair (IP) types, cIP, using the Cavell equation



3.1. AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF SODIUM FORMATE AND SODIUM ACETATE 45(Eq. 1.71).66 Required polarizabilities of various IP types were alulated as αIP = α+ +
α− + nα(H2O), where n is the number of water moleules in the IP struture (n = 0for CIPs; n = 1 for SIPs; and n = 2 for 2SIPs), with α/4πεoÅ3 = 0.211 (Na+),66 5.498(OA−),38 and 1.444 (H2O).66Dipole moments of various IP types, µIP, alulated with MOPAC100 (Setion 2.3.3) arelisted in Table 3.4. Dipole moments were also alulated using proedure desribed byBarthel et al.66 The moment values µSIP = 22.5D and µ2SIP = 35.2D alulated usingthat proedure are in good agreement with the MOPAC-alulated moments listed inTable 3.4. The dipole moment for CIP (µCIP = 4.89D) is, however, smaller ompared tothe orresponding MOPAC value. The quantities required for evaluation of Eq. 1.71 arelisted in Table 3.4 or were easily alulated using relevant equations (Eqs. 1.72 - 1.77).Table 3.4: Ion-Pair Dipole Moments, µIP; and Resulting Parameters log Ko

A, BK, and CKof Eq. 1.91 for tested Ion-Pair Models of NaOA (aq).aModel µIP log Ko
A BK CKCIP 7.62 2.17±0.41 -3.51±2.24 0.68±1.94SIP 21.7 0.62±0.12 -3.17±0.77 1.18±0.722SIP 34.1 0.18±0.11 -2.99±0.74 1.07±0.69

a Units: µIP in Debye (1 D = 3.3356× 10−30 C·m.),
BK in L·mol−1, CK in L3/2·mol−3/2.The onentrations of various IP types were then used to alulate the orrespondingassoiation onstant, KA, with Equation 1.90. To determine the standard (in�nite dilution)assoiation onstant, Ko

A,† the values of KA so obtained were then �tted to a Guggenheim-type-equation(Eq. 1.91) (Figure 3.13).TheKo
A, BK, and CK values obtained for NaOA(aq) using Eq. 1.91, assuming the formationof CIPs, SIPs, or 2SIPs are given in Table 3.4.For all known methods quantitative haraterization of weak ion assoiation is virtuallyimpossible.76 This may be the reason why, to the best of our knowledge, no independentlydetermined K◦

A value is available in literature that would allow to infer whether CIP, SIP,or 2SIP is the predomination ion-pair speies in NaOA aqueous solutions.11 Nevertheless,the predited CIP assoiation onstant of 148M−1 for NaOA(aq) (Table 3.4) appearsde�nitely too high in view of reent omputer simulations20,22 and the value of KA =
0.07M−1 estimated above from thermodynami data for NaOA in aqueous KCl at ionistrength I ≈ 1M.106 Reently reported118 Ko

A = 12.5±0.7 M−1 for NaOFm(aq), usingdilute solutions ondutivity measurements is also an argument against the possibility ofCIPs. Also, the present DRS data de�nitely rule out CIPs for NaOA(aq) beause its
†Assoiation onstants reported in this setion for possible IP speies present in aqueous solution ofNaOA(aq) represent the upper limit of ion pairing between Na+ and �COO− beause of likely ion-loudrelaxation ontribution to SIP, see Setion 3.2.3 for details.
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A . 1.5M−1 an be estimated for assoiation of NaOA(aq)assuming 2SIPs as the dominating ion-pair speies.



3.1. AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF SODIUM FORMATE AND SODIUM ACETATE 47Table 3.5: Comparison of Experimental, τ ′IP,a and Calulated, τ ′slip and τ ′stick,b RotationalCorrelation Times for Stik and Slip Boundary Conditions for Ion-Pair Reorientation inAqueous Solutions of NaOA(aq) at 25 ◦C.celetrolyte τ ′IP IP τ ′slip τ ′stickCIP 5.3 79NaOA 206 SIP 27 1362SIP 71 223
a Obtained via Powles-Glarum relation(Eq. 1.85). b Averaged values obtainedfrom SED relation (Eq. 1.80). c Unit:
τi in ps.3.1.4 Ion hydrationFor both salts the strong derease of Sb (Figure 3.12) and the emergene of the slow-water proess (Figures 3.5 & 3.6) with inreasing c indiate the presene of strong ion-waterinterations. If suh interations are muh stronger than water-water interations, thewater moleules bound to the ions e�etively beome immobilized (�irrotationally bound�,ib) or �frozen� on the DRS time sale.For the present systems, the sum of the DRS-deteted water, capb + caps (Setion 3.1.2),is less than the analytial (total) water onentration, cw. Water missing from the DRspetrum an be asribed to the presene of ib water moleules and an e�etive hydrationnumber, Zib, an then be de�ned as the number of suh immobilized moleules per `unit'of dissolved salt

Zib = (cw − capb − caps )/c (3.6)In ontrast, the values of caps (c) obtained from Ss with Eq. 1.71 an be used diretly toalulate the e�etive number of slow water moleules
Zs = caps /c (3.7)The Zib values alulated in this way for NaOFm(aq) and NaOA(aq) at 25 ◦C are givenin Figure 3.14.129 To partition these values into their more interesting ioni omponents,

Zib(Na
+) was obtained from a reanalysis of the 25 ◦C data for NaCl(aq)123 with Eq. 1.71,along with the assumption of ioni additivity.130 The Zib values so obtained for OFm− andOA− are also shown in Figure 3.14. At c . 0.75M, OFm− does not appear to bind anywater moleules strongly (i.e., Zib ≈ 0) while Zib(OAc

−) ≈ 1. At c & 1M, Zib for bothanions inreases slightly with inreasing c. This is unusual: most ions studied to date showa derease in Zib with inreasing c,10,131 whih is thought to be due to inreasing overlap oftheir hydration shells. A possible explanation of this unusual inrease might be that somewater moleules are held more tightly by bonding simultaneously to both the ation andanion, i.e., as intervening solvent moleules in solvent-separated ion pairs (SIPs). Despite



48 CHAPTER 3. SMALL ALKYLCARBOXYLATESfast redissoiation (and thus no detetable SIP relaxation proess11) suh on�gurationsmay beome frequent at c & 1M beause of steri rowding (see below).

Figure 3.14: Conentration dependene of e�etive hydration numbers, Zib, at 25 ◦C for(a) NaOFm(aq) (�), and OFm−(aq) (N); and (b) NaOA(aq) (�), and OA−(aq) (N).132Solid lines represent Zib(Na
+); dotted lines are inluded only as a visual guide.The Zs values alulated for NaOFm(aq) and NaOA(aq) are shown in Figure 3.15.129 Sineaqueous solutions of ommon inorgani salts ontaining Na+ do not show any slow waterproess,45,131,133 it is reasonable to assign Zs for both of the present systems to the anionsalone. On this basis the Zs value for OFm−(aq) at in�nite dilution is ∼5.2 and dereaseslinearly with inreasing c (Figure 3.15). As OFm− does not ontain a hydrophobi part,these water moleules an reasonably be assumed to be H-bonded to the hydrophili �COO− moiety. In line with reent MD simulations134 it is postulated that the strengthof these H-bonds is greater than that of the water-water H-bonds, thereby slowing their



3.1. AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF SODIUM FORMATE AND SODIUM ACETATE 49dynamis. This hydrophili interation is not strong enough to irrotationally bind thesewater moleules to the �COO− moiety, sine Zib(OFm−) ≈ 0 at c → 0 (Figure 3.14 a).The present assignment aords with reent theoretial investigations by Sterpone et al.135whih suggested that the water moleules hydrating the arboxylate group in amino aidsare retarded by a fator of ∼2.5 ompared to bulk water. They also suggested that, inaddition to the stronger �COO− · · ·H2O interations (relative to H2O· · ·H2O), exludedvolume e�ets are important for slowing the water dynamis. Similarly, Xu and Berne6found that H-bond making and breaking kinetis were slower in the �rst solvation shellof a negatively harged polypeptide, again using MD simulations. Hydrophilially-slowedwater dynamis have also been observed experimentally for several diarboxylate ions114and F−.115,116
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50 CHAPTER 3. SMALL ALKYLCARBOXYLATESMost omputer simulations of arboxylate hydration7,28�30,36,134 onlude that water ishighly strutured around the �COO− group, with an average hydration number of 5-7. Onthe other hand, X-ray and neutron sattering and infrared measurements of onentratedaqueous solutions of sodium and potassium formate32,33 and aetate34,35 indiate that thehydration number per �COO− is < 5. NMR studies31 have suggested there are 5.0-6.5water moleules around eah �COO− group, while statistial mehanis results suggestthat the �COO− group of OA− forms ∼6 H-bonds to adjaent water moleules.136 Exeptfor Referenes 32�35 whih fous on very onentrated solutions, all these investigationsare broadly onsistent with the present study (and with eah other).The present results may be ompared with those obtained for oxalate (C2O2−
4 , ox2−),137the simplest of the diarboxylate anions. At in�nite dilution, the total number of watermoleules `bound' to OFm− (i.e., Zt) is ∼5.2, whih is similar to the value of ∼6 found for

Zib(ox
2−).137 As already noted, Zt remains approximately onstant for OFm− regardless of

c. In ontrast, the hydration shell of ox2− is partiularly `fragile', dereasing rapidly withinreasing solute onentration suh that at 0.25M, the highest onentration studied dueto the limited solubility of Na2ox(s), Zib(ox
2−) ≈ 2.3.137 The apparent ontradition that

Zib(ox
2−) > Zib(OFm−) at in�nite dilution yet Zib(ox

2−) dereases sharply with inreasing
c while Zib(OFm−) inreases (Figure 3.14 a) may merely re�et a failure to detet 'slow'water for Na2ox(aq) due to the limited aessible onentration range. In this ontext DRSmeasurements on aqueous solutions of the more soluble K2ox would be of interest.At in�nite dilution Zs(OAc

−) ≈ 11 at 25 ◦C whih is about double of that of formate(Figure 3.15) and although Zs(OAc
−) dereases linearly with inreasing c, it always remainsgreater than Zs(OFm−). Similarly, Zib(OAc

−) > Zib(OFm−) over the entire onentrationrange (Figure 3.14), whih means that Zt(OAc
−) > Zt(OFm−) at all onentrations, withthe di�erene beoming smaller at higher c. These observations are onsistent with asigni�ant ontribution of the methyl group to the hydration of OA−. There are threeplausible explanations of this ontribution: (1) inreased hydrophili hydration of the �COO− moiety due to the eletron donating e�et of the �CH3 group; (2) `semihydrophili'hydration138 of the �CH3 moiety, as a result of the polarization of the C�H bonds by thearboxylate group; or (3) hydrophobi hydration of �CH3.112,139�141Reent QM/MM simulations of OA−-water interations in aqueous solution suggest142that semihydrophili hydration of �CH3 is unlikely; rather, a repulsive interation seems tooperate. Similarly, theoretial alulations143 based on the partial-equalization-of-orbital-eletronegativity method suggest only a slight inrease of negative harge on the oxygenatoms in OA− ompared to those in OFm−, so the eletron donating e�et of �CH3also annot explain the di�erene between Zs(OAc

−) and Zs(OFm−). It follows that thisdi�erene must be due to the hydrophobiity of the �CH3 group in OA−. This onlusionis onsistent with the omputer simulations and theoretial onsiderations of Laage et al.141who found that water moleules adjaent to hydrophobi moieties are retarded by a fatorof ∼1.5 ompared to bulk water.The existene of hydrophobi hydration of the methyl group in OA− ontrasts markedlywith the behaviour observed for the methyl groups in, for example, tetramethylammoniumbromide (TMAB) for whih no slow water was deteted.112 This implies that the hy-drophobi hydration of methyl groups is signi�antly a�eted by their strutural/hemial



3.1. AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF SODIUM FORMATE AND SODIUM ACETATE 51environment: in TMAB the �CH3 groups are diretly attahed to a slightly hydrophiliationi entre whereas in OA− the �CH3 group is slightly separated from a stronglyhydrophili anioni entre. Further systemati studies will be neessary to larify thispotentially important issue.3.1.5 Temperature dependene of ion hydration in NaOA(aq)Typial DR spetra obtained for NaOA(aq) at various temperatures are given in Figures3.2, 3.3 & 3.4. As already noted, the ε′′(ν) urves show a lear shift in position towardslower frequenies with inreasing c at all investigated temperatures. On the other hand,the ε′′(ν) urves shift towards higher frequenies and the apparent amplitude dereaseswith inreasing temperature (Figures 3.2, 3.3 & 3.4).
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+) values at 25 ◦C (as already noted) and 35 ◦C were obtainedby reanalysing literature data for NaCl(aq)123 with Eq. 1.71. Sine suitable data werenot available at 15 ◦C, the DR spetra of NaCl(aq) were reorded at this temperature



52 CHAPTER 3. SMALL ALKYLCARBOXYLATESin the frequeny range 0.2 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 50 (TableA.1, FigureA.1) and analysed withEq. 1.71. The values of Zib(Na
+) used to estimate Zib(OAc

−) are given in FigureA.2.Note that all the ioni values are ultimately based on the assumption that Zib(Cl
−) = 0 atall temperatures.At low onentrations the values of Zs(OAc

−) strongly derease with inreasing temper-ature (Figure 3.15), onsistent with inreased thermal motion. However, with inreasingonentration this e�et beomes less pronouned. Although the hange is rather small,
Zib(OAc

−) seems to inrease with inreasing temperature (Figure 3.16), whih is oppositeto the usual123 trend. The overall piture that emerges from Figures 3.15 & 3.16 is thattemperature-indued dehydration of arboxylate ions beomes less e�etive with inreas-ing solute onentration suh that Zs values beome almost independent of temperature.Additionally, the already weak thermal dehydration e�et at high c is partly ounteratedby the inrease of Zib (Figure 3.16) so that at the highest c(NaOA) the total hydrationnumber, Zt(OAc
−), is ∼6.3, ∼6.2 and ∼5.4 at 15, 25 and 35 ◦C, respetively. Sine thesevalues are also lose to the onentration-independent total hydration number of formate,

Zt(OFm−) ≈ 5.2, it an be onluded that the data for the highest aetate onentra-tion represents Zt(−COO−). This also suggests that the hydrophobi hydration of the�CH3 moiety in OA− rapidly breaks down with inreasing c and T . Although the presentspetra provide no diret evidene, it may be speulated that this derease of Zs mightbe aompanied by some sort of aggregation of the hydrophobi methyl groups similar towhat was found previously for large hydrophobi ions.112,1133.1.6 Bulk water dynamisOver the investigated onentration range of NaOFm(aq) the relaxation time of bulk wa-ter, τb, dereases by almost 30% at 25 ◦C (Figure 3.9). For NaOA(aq) at the sametemperature (Figure 3.10a) the onentration-indued derease is less pronouned (∼13%)but, onsistent with the exponential inrease of τb in pure water, inreases strongly withdereasing temperature. These two e�ets (Figures 3.9 & 3.10a), indiate that the solutein�uenes not only those water moleules lose to the ions (i.e., in the �rst hydration shell),as has been laimed on the basis of time-resolved infrared studies,144 but also the bulk wa-ter dynamis. Similar �ndings have been reported in dieletri11 and neutron di�rationstudies145 of other eletrolytes in aqueous solution.The temperature dependene of τb an be analyzed in terms of the Arrhenius and Eyringequations (Eqs. 1.92 & 1.93, respetively). Appliation of Eqs. 1.92 & 1.93 to the bulkwater relaxation time in Table 3.2 reveals that Ea (Figure 3.17) and ∆H 6= (Figure 3.18)are nearly onstant at low c but drop signi�antly at c & 1.5M. Over approximately thesame onentration range ∆S 6= (Figure 3.18) hanges sign from a. +20 JK−1mol−1 at low
c to −16 JK−1mol−1.The most interesting feature of Figure 3.18 is that, as long as the average distane be-tween the enters of the hydrated ations and anions, dav/nm = 0.94 × [c/M]−1/3,146 isrelatively large, the magnitudes of ∆S 6= and ∆H 6= are similar to those of pure water(20.4± 0.7 JK−1mol−1 and 15.9± 0.2 kJmol−1, respetively at 25 ◦C)112. At higher on-entrations, roughly where dav is less than the ontat distane of the hydrated ations
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54 CHAPTER 3. SMALL ALKYLCARBOXYLATESand anions, both ∆H 6= and ∆S 6= hange rapidly but in opposite diretions. Obviously, thestruture and dynamis of whatever �bulk� water remains at these high solute onentra-tions di�er signi�antly from that in dilute solutions.The negative values for ∆S 6= at c > 3M suggest that in these onentrated solutions waterreorientation must be highly ooperative, possibly beause of the inreasing on�nementand isolation of the remaining �bulk�-water pools between the hydrated ions.147 The averagenumber of hydrogen bonds formed by these water moleules an be alulated112,148 as
n̄HB =

∆H 6=

∆HBH
+ 1 (3.8)where ∆HBH = (10.9±0.4) kJmol−1 is the strength of the H2O-H2O hydrogen bond in thepure water.149 As an be seen in Figure 3.19, n̄HB remains lose to the bulk-water value,2.48,150 up to ∼1.5M but then dereases onsiderably, indiating a highly disrupted waterstruture at high solute onentrations.

Figure 3.19: Conentration dependene of the average number of hydrogen bonds perbulk-water moleule, n̄HB, and the average distane between the hydrated ations andanions, dav, in NaOA(aq). The dotted line indiates ccont, the onentration at whih thehydration spheres of the ations and the anions start overlapping.Surprisingly, the Gibbs energy of ativation, alulated via Eq. 1.93 shows (Figure 3.18) apronouned enthalpy-entropy ompensation (EEC) e�et, whih keeps ∆G 6= almost on-stant over the entire onentration range. The plot of ∆H 6= values versus ∆S 6= values islinear with the slope orresponding to the ompensation temperature Tc = (309.7± 0.8)K(Figure 3.20). Despite of ontraditing remarks about the validity of EEC e�ets, whereCornish-Bowden151 alled it a phantom phenomenon as a result of an artefat of statis-tial proessing of the experimental data and on the other hand more reently Kurhe et
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∆H 6= and T∆S 6= they may still have signi�ant hemial impats.� Also in the presentase ∆G 6= hanges only marginally with salt onentration (Figure 3.18) and it is notlear what e�et the observed EEC for bulk water dynamis has for the funtioning ofproesses involving arboxylate groups but it is interesting to note that the ompensationtemperature, Tc = 309.7K, is similar to the optimum temperature for many biologialproesses.A similar analysis of the slow-water relaxation time, τs, would be of onsiderable inter-est.85,112 Unfortunately, as explained in Setion 3.1.2, this is not possible beause τs annotbe easily extrated from the experimentally determined τcomp.



56 CHAPTER 3. SMALL ALKYLCARBOXYLATES3.2 Aqueous solutions of sodium tri�uoroaetateThe material presented in this setion makes the basis of the manusript:Rahman, H. M. A.; Buhner, R. `Hydration and Sodium-ion Binding of Tri�uoroaetate inAqueous Solution' J. Mol. Liq. In Press.The use of �uorinated ompounds in mediinal and biologial hemistry is an ative andgrowing �eld of researh.159 For example the presene of tri�uoromethyl (�CF3) groupsin small bioative moleules will often improve pharmaologial pro�les.160,161 Fluorinatedamphiphiles are strong surfatants in aqueous and non polar media, at as e�etive lu-briants, and are used as �re extinguishing agents.162 Their bio-relevant appliations spanfrom oil and fat repellents in osmetis to oxygen arriers in arti�ial blood.163,164 It isthought that the spei� properties of �uorinated amphiphiles are the result of ompleteor partial �uorination of their hydroarbon hains.160,161,163,164 Consequently, there hasreently been muh interest in exploiting the unusual properties assoiated with �uoro-arbons to modulate the physiohemial properties of proteins.165,166 Several studies haveonluded that introduing extensively �uorinated amino aid residues into peptides in-reases the stability of the peptides against unfolding166,167 and this e�et is thought to bethe result of inreased hydrophobiity.166This setion presents a detailed DRS study of the aqueous solutions of sodium tri�uoroa-etate (CF3COONa, NaOAF3) over the frequeny range 0.2 . ν/GHz ≤ 89 at 25 ◦C up toa onentration of c = 3.647M. To the best of our knowledge this is the �rst systematiappliation of DRS to investigate sodium-ion binding and hydration of tri�uoroaetate.Furthermore, a omparison of tri�uoroaetate (a �uorinated alkylarboxylate, CF3COO−,OAF−
3 ) and aetate (OA−(aq))106 will help to understand the e�et of �uorination onthe hydration and ion assoiation of arboxylate-ontaining moleules.DR spetra over the frequeny range 0.2 . ν/GHz ≤ 50 were measured using AgilentE8364B VNA ombined with the high temperature probe (0.2 . ν/GHz ≤ 20) and awaveguide-transmission ell (27 . ν/GHz ≤ 40); high frequeny data were obtained usingthe E-band interferometer (Setion 2.2).3.2.1 Choie of �t model and assignment of relaxation modesTypial DR spetra obtained for NaOAF3(aq) at 25 ◦C as a funtion of solute onentra-tion are given in Figure 3.21. The maximum in ε′′(ν) urves shows a lear shift towardslower frequenies with inreasing c. Redshift of maximum in ε′′(ν) urves with inreasing

c is onsistent with DRS studies of NaOA(aq)106 and is disussed in Setion 3.1.The ombined ε̂(ν) data were analyzed using Equation (1.65) aording to the proeduredesribed in detail in Setion 2.2.3. The spetra of NaOAF3(aq) were best desribed by amodel onsisting of either three (at c . 1.12M) or two (at c > 1.12M) Debye proesses.Typial �ts obtained with these D+D+D and D+D models for NaOAF3(aq) are shown inFigures 3.21 & 3.22. These models were supported also by the bias-free analysis91 of thespetra shown in Figure 3.23. All �tting parameters obtained from the present spetra aresummarized in Table 3.6.
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Figure 3.21: Permittivity, ε′(ν) (a), and dieletri loss, ε′′(ν) (b), spetra for NaOAF3(aq)at 25 ◦C and onentrations c/M = 0, 0.2456, 0.4846, 0.7172, 1.120, 1.749, 2.184, 2.522,2.810, and 3.647 (top to bottom). Symbols show experimental data (partly omitted forvisual larity); lines represent either the D+D+D or D+D �ts.
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Figure 3.22: Dieletri loss spetrum, ε′′(ν), of (a) 0.5539M and (b) 3.647M NaOAF3(aq)at 25 ◦C. Symbols show experimental data, the lines through the experimental data repre-sent either a D+D+D or a D+D �t, and shaded areas indiate the ontributions of di�erentrelaxation modes.

Figure 3.23: Relaxation time distribution funtion, P (τ), of (a) 0.5539M and (b) 3.647MNaOAF3(aq) at 25 ◦C obtained with the �tting proedure of Zasetzky and Buhner.91Relaxation times for the resolved modes are indiated together with the orrespondingvalues from Table 3.6 (in brakets; F = �xed).



3.2. AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF SODIUM TRIFLUOROACETATE 59Table 3.6: Densities, ρ; Eletrial Condutivities, κ; Limiting Permittivities, εj; RelaxationTimes, τj ; and Redued Error Funtion Values, χ2
r , for NaOAF3(aq) at Conentrations,

c; and 25 ◦C a,b

c ρ κ ε τ1 ε2 τ2 ε3 τ3 ε∞ χ2
r0.0c 78.37 8.32 3.480.09923 1.0049 0.754 77.18 356 76.69 22.0F 73.98 8.02 5.72 0.0870.1484 1.0088 1.09d 76.70 305 75.94 19.3 71.66 7.85F 5.43 0.1250.1972 1.0127 1.40 76.21 281 75.28 18.0F 70.10 7.82 5.47 0.1010.2456 1.0165 1.70d 75.73 286 74.72 18.0F 68.53 7.81 5.43 0.1100.4846 1.0354 3.03 72.71 238 71.76 14.5F 60.04 7.70 5.74 0.0850.5539 1.0404d 3.37d 71.84 187 70.69 12.3 57.87 7.85F 6.12 0.0680.7172 1.0534 4.12 70.15 257 69.41 14.6 53.16 7.50F 5.84 0.0840.8471 1.0634d 4.66d 68.59 205 67.72 13.3 49.75 7.40F 5.93 0.0680.9513 1.0712d 5.06d 67.59 230 66.57 13.2 46.77 7.25F 5.88 0.1031.120 1.0838 5.64 66.17 344 65.48 14.5 44.15 7.20F 5.87 0.0981.368 1.1027 6.48 63.67 63.67 14.2 40.73 7.35 6.38 0.1061.749 1.1321 7.49 60.17 60.17 14.4 34.31 6.98 6.43 0.0872.184 1.1649 8.18 56.52 56.52 15.4 30.99 6.80 6.42 0.0862.522 1.1901 8.83 53.67 53.67 15.9 27.91 6.69 6.55 0.0832.810 1.2117 8.89 51.27 51.27 16.2 24.94 6.31 6.48 0.0843.647 1.2728 9.18 45.42 45.42 18.4 21.77 6.36 6.68 0.084

a Parameter values followed by the letter F were held onstant during the �ttingproedure. b Units: c in M; ρ in kg L−1; κ in Ω−1m−1; τj in 10−12 s. c Referene84. d Interpolated using measured values.The relaxation time, τ3(c) = τb
168 (Figure 3.24), of the highest frequeny mode in DRspetra of NaOAF3(aq), entered at ∼20GHz (Figure 3.22), smoothly extrapolates to therelaxation time of the dominant mode in pure water that is assigned to the ooperativerelaxation of its H-bond network.110 Therefore, this proess an be unequivoally assignedto the relaxation of bulk water, i.e. H2O moleules that, at least at low c, are not signif-iantly in�uened by the presene of the solute partiles. However, the smooth dereasein τb with inreasing c (Figure 3.24) indiates that there is some in�uene of the ions onthe dynamis of water even beyond their hydration shells and this e�et beomes morepronouned with dereasing interioni distane.The average relaxation time168 of the intermediate (j = 2) proess, τ2 = τcomp ≈ 16 ps(Figure 3.24), is almost twie that of the bulk water mode (τb ≈ 8 ps). As disussed in detailby Rahman et al.106 for formate and aetate (see Setion 3.1), this is a omposite modethat an be assigned to the presene of slow water moleules hydrating the tri�uoroaetateanion and the reorientation of OAF−

3 itself as the latter possesses a permanent dipolemoment (µ− = 3.93D aording to MOPAC alulations100).The slowest (j = 1) proess entered at ∼0.6GHz, for NaOAF3(aq) detetable at c .

1.12M (Figure 3.22), is onsistent, from its loation and amplitude, with the presene of
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c / MFigure 3.24: Conentration dependene of the solute relaxation time, τ1 (�), the om-posite mode relaxation time, τcomp ( ), and the bulk-water relaxation time, τb (N), ofNaOAF3(aq) at 25 ◦C. Symbols show experimental data with open symbols representingvalues held onstant during the �tting proedure; dotted lines are inluded only as a visualaid.small amounts of ion pairs. A similar low-amplitude Debye relaxation at the same loationwas also observed for aqueous NaOA solutions at c . 1M106 (Setion 3.1), where this wasassigned to ion-pair relaxation.Interestingly, the present spetra, limited to ν ≤ 89 GHz, did not produe any evidenefor the very fast water proess entred at ∼400 GHz110 whih is sometimes112,113 but notalways106,115 deteted in aqueous eletrolyte solutions. Nevertheless, the �tted values of
ε∞ ≈ 5-7 (Table 3.6) are onsiderably larger than the ε∞ = 3.48 obtained for pure wa-ter,84,110 whih suggests that the fast water proess is still making a minor, if unresolvable,ontribution to the present spetra.3.2.2 Water relaxations and ion hydrationAs shown previously,112 the bulk and fast relaxations for water (at ∼20GHz and ∼400GHzrespetively) an be treated olletively by assuming: Sb = ε3(c) − ε∞, where Sb is theamplitude of bulk-water relaxation. For these alulations the value of ε∞ was taken to bethat obtained from ultrahigh-frequeny dieletri measurements (inluding THz data84) ofpure water, rather than the less aurate values derived from �tting the present spetraat ν ≤ 89GHz (Table 3.6). As an be seen the magnitude of Sb for NaOAF3 dereases



3.2. AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF SODIUM TRIFLUOROACETATE 61signi�antly with inreasing c (Figure 3.25). The Sb values for NaOAF3(aq) were used toestimate capb with Cavell equation (Eq. 1.71), as desribed in Setion 3.1.2.As disussed above, the intermediate (j = 2) relaxation of NaOAF3(aq) is a ompositemode. Its amplitude, Scomp = S2 = ε2(c) − ε3(c), whih initially inreases strongly withinreasing c but then passes through a maximum value of∼22 at∼1.75M (Figure 3.25), anbe split into its onstituent relaxation amplitudes (Eq. 3.4). Sine ion pairing is weak forthe present system, the magnitude of S− for OAF−
3 an be obtained from Eq. 1.71 with thee�etive anion dipole moment, µeff

− = µ−/(1 − f−α−), of 5.34D for OAF−
3 from MOPACalulations.100 This yields the amplitude of slow water, Ss, via Eq. 3.4 and subsequentlythe apparent onentration of slow water, caps (c), via Eq. 1.71.
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c / MFigure 3.25: Conentration dependene of the relaxation amplitudes of bulk water, Sb (N),the omposite mode, Ss + S− (�), and slow water, Ss (H) for NaOAF3(aq) at 25 ◦C. Thesolid line represents S−, alulated via Eq. 1.71; the dotted lines are inluded only as avisual guide.For the present system, the sum of DRS-deteted water, capb + caps , is less than the analytial(total) water onentration, cw. Water missing from the DR spetrum an be asribed tothe presene of ib water moleules and an e�etive hydration number, Zib, an then bedetermined via Eq. 3.6, whereas the values of caps (c), obtained from Ss with Eq. 1.71, anbe used diretly to alulate the e�etive number of slow water moleules, Zs, via Eq. 3.7.The Zib values alulated in this way for NaOAF3(aq) at 25 ◦C (Figure 3.26) were or-reted for Zib(Na
+) to yield the e�etive number of H2O moleules �frozen� by the anion,

Zib(OAcF3
−). For orretion, reently determined more preise Zib(Na

+)169 values were



62 CHAPTER 3. SMALL ALKYLCARBOXYLATESused. The Zib values so obtained for OAF−
3 are also shown in Figure 3.26. Over the entireonentration range OAF−

3 (aq) binds ∼1-2 water moleules strongly. The good agreementof Zib(OAcF
−
3 ) and Zib(OAc

−) (and Zib(OFm−)) supports the previous assignment106 (Se-tion 3.1) of this quantity to water strongly bound by the arboxylate moiety.
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c / MFigure 3.26: Conentration dependene of e�etive hydration numbers, Zib, forNaOAF3(aq) (�), and OAF−
3 (aq) (N) at 25 ◦C;132 the solid line represents Zib(Na

+).169The e�etive number of slow water moleules, Zs, alulated for NaOAF3(aq) with Eq. 3.7is shown in Figure 3.27. Sine aqueous solutions of typial inorgani salts ontainingsodium ions do not show any slow-water proess45,131,133 it is reasonable to assign Zsfor NaOAF3(aq) entirely to the OAF−
3 (aq) ion. This is again similar to the situationfor NaOFm(aq) and NaOA(aq)106 (Setion 3.1). However, at low onentrations the Zsvalues of the three anions di�er onsiderably, with ∼20 water moleules weakly boundby OAF−

3 at in�nite dilution, whereas OA− and OFm− bind here ∼11 and ∼5 watermoleules respetively (Figure 3.27). On the other hand, the Zs values of all three ele-trolytes are essentially equal at c > 3M.Reent DRS studies106 have shown that the high-onentration limit of Zs for aetate is dueto hydrophili interations of the �COO− group with ∼4-5 water moleules (Figure 3.27).With the additional 1-2 �frozen� H2O, the arboxylate group is thus hydrated by ∼6 watermoleules in total. The frations of weakly and strongly interating water moleules mayvary slightly with onentration, as possibly indiated by Zib(−COO−, c) (Figure 3.26),but the total hydration number of this moiety remains essentially onstant, Zt(−COO−) =
Zs(−COO−)+Zib(−COO−) ≈ 5−6 (Setion 3.1). The present data for NaOAF3(aq) fully
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−
3(�), of tri�uoroaetate anion in aqueous solutions of NaOAF3 at 25 ◦C.132 The dottedand dashed lines represent Zs(OA−)(aq) and Zs(OFm−)(aq),106 respetively .orroborate this piture.The remaining slow water, Zs(−R) = Zs − Zs(−COO−), is reasonably assigned to watermoleules lose to hydrophobi moiety of the anion.106,112,139�141 The �hydrophobi� hy-dration number for �CF3 at c → 0, Zs(−CF3) ≈ 15, is onsiderably larger than that for�CH3, Zs(−CH3) ≈ 6. This is onsistent with the signi�antly larger van der Waals volumeof a �CF3 group, 35.4Å3, as ompared to the value of 22.7Å3 for �CH3.170 However, fortri�uoroaetate Zs, and hene Zs(−CF3), dereases muh more rapidly than does Zs foraetate (Figure 3.27). This suggests that the hydration shell of the �CF3 unit is apparentlyeven more �fragile�, i.e., rapidly breaks down with inreasing c, than that of the methylgroup. It may be speulated that this breakdown might be aompanied by some sortof aggregation of the hydrophobi �CF3 groups, although the present spetra provide nodiret evidene for this.3.2.3 Ion assoiationFigure 3.28 shows the amplitudes, S1, of the lowest-frequeny proesses of NaOAF3(aq)and NaOA(aq) for omparison, whih are very similar to eah other but also to the ampli-tude of a omparable mode deteted for NaCl(aq).169 In a previous publiation106 (and alsoin Setion 3.1) this solute mode for NaOA(aq) was assigned solely to IP reorientation as
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c / MFigure 3.28: Conentration dependene of the solute amplitudes, S1, of NaOAF3(aq) ( )and NaOA(aq) (�) at 25 ◦C.the presene of very weak ion pairing between Na+(aq) and �COO−(aq) is onsistent withthermodynami data,106 reent ondutivity measurements118 and MD simulations.20,22Sine reent investigations169,171 have shown that ion-loud relaxation, a generi featureof all eletrolyte systems, is strong enough to notably ontribute to the low-frequenymode of NaCl(aq), we have to assume that this e�et is also relevant for NaOAF3(aq) andNaOA(aq). However, ion-loud relaxation annot be the sole origin of the solute modeas its relaxation time should derease strongly and monotonially with inreasing onen-tration.169,171 This is neither the ase for NaOAF3(aq) (Figure 3.24, Table 3.6) nor forNaOA(aq) (Table 3.3). Thus, ion pairs must also ontribute to the observed solute relax-ation as their relaxation time is expeted to be roughly onstant or slightly inreasing.11Sine only a single solute mode was observed it is also plausible that, besides predominatingfree ions, only one ion-pair speies is present in a signi�ant amount.Unfortunately, independent estimation of the magnitude of ion-loud relaxation is notpossible. Hene, the subsequent analysis of S1 = SIP = ε(c)− ε2(c) was performed underthe assumption that this amplitude is only due to ion-pair relaxation. As a onsequene,the ion-pair onentrations, cIP, alulated with Eq. 1.71, and thus the assoiated standard-state assoiation onstants, K◦
A, derived from Eq. 1.90 with the help of the Guggenheim-type equation (Eq. 1.91) are an upper limit for the degree of ion pairing in NaOAF3(aq).No independent information on the nature of the ion pairs is available. Thus, S1 wasevaluated assuming that the solute relaxation arises either from CIPs, SIPs, or 2SIPs.



3.2. AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF SODIUM TRIFLUOROACETATE 65The polarizabilities of the di�erent IP types required as input for Eq. 1.71 were alulatedas αIP = α+ + α− + nα(H2O), where n is the number of water moleules separating theharges in the IP struture (n = 0 for CIPs; n = 1 for SIPs; and n = 2 for 2SIPs), with
α/(4πε0Å3) = 0.211 (Na+),66 6.130 (OAF−

3 ),100 and 1.444 (H2O).66 The dipole momentsof the various ion-pair types, µIP, alulated with MOPAC100 are listed in Table 3.7. Toross-hek the results, µIP was also alulated using the proedure desribed by Barthel etal.66 The results, µCIP = 12.2D, µSIP = 26.7D, and µ2SIP = 39.1D for NaOAF3(aq) weregenerally in good agreement with MOPAC-alulated moments. From the alulated ion-pair onentrations for the CIP, SIP and 2SIP assumptions, the standard state assoiationonstants, K◦
A, of Table 3.7 were derived with Eq. 1.91, together with the orresponding

BK and CK values. Figure 3.29 shows the KA(I) values obtained with the 2SIP evaluationfor NaOAF3(aq), as well as the orresponding Guggenheim �ts.Table 3.7: Ion-Pair Dipole Moments, µIP, and Resulting Parameters log K◦
A, BK, and CKof Eq. 1.91 for the Tested Ion-Pair Models of NaOAF3(aq).aModel µIP log Ko

A BK CKCIP 10.8 1.78±0.10 -5.35±0.69 2.96±0.62SIP 25.6 0.58±0.07 -4.02±0.50 2.10±0.452SIP 37.7 0.22±0.07 -3.90±0.48 2.02±0.43
a Units: µIP in Debye (1 D = 3.3356× 10−30 C·m.),
BK in L·mol−1, CK in L3/2·mol−3/2.Similar to NaOA(aq), no independently determined K◦

A value is available that would allowto infer whether CIP, SIP or 2SIP is the predomination ion-pair speies in NaOAF3(aq).However, the formation of CIPs an be negleted beause alulation assuming CIP modelgave a value of Ko
A = 60M−1 (Table 3.7), whih is too high in light of disussion alreadymade for NaOA(aq) (Setion 3.1). To help to establish whih IP types are present inaqueous solution of NaOAF3, it was useful to ompare the experimental τ ′IP with esti-mated τ ′, alulated aording to the proedure desribed in detail in previous setion forNaOA(aq). Present DRS data also de�nitely rule out CIPs for NaOAF3(aq) beause theestimated rotational orrelation time, τ ′, is far too short ompared to the experimentalvalue, τ ′IP (Table 3.8).Aording to the data of Table 3.8 the 2SIP is the most probable type of ion pair presentin NaOAF3(aq). This assignment is supported by the strong hydration of Na+ and of thearboxylate group, see Setion 3.2.2, and is in line with the assignment of 2SIP to ion-pairrelaxation proess in NaOA(aq) (Setion 3.1). Aordingly, keeping in mind the likelyontribution of ion-loud relaxation to the solute amplitude, we an give upper limit of

K◦
A(NaOAcF3) = 1.7M−1 for the assoiation onstant of aqueous sodium tri�uoroaetateand postulate 2SIPs as the dominating ion-pair speies at c < 1M.
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Figure 3.29: Ion assoiation onstant, KA, for NaOAF3(aq) as a funtion of nominal ionistrength, I, at 25 ◦C. The KA value was alulated from the solute relaxation amplitude,
S1, under the assumption that 2SIPs predominate. Also inluded (line) is the �t of KAwith Eq. 1.91.
Table 3.8: Comparison of Experimental, τ ′IP,a and Calulated, τ ′slip and τ ′stick,b RotationalCorrelation Times for Stik and Slip Boundary Conditions for Ion-Pair Reorientation inAqueous Solutions of NaOAF3(aq) at 25 ◦C.celetrolyte τ ′IP IP τ ′slip τ ′stickCIP 19.0 84.0NaOAF3 184 SIP 54.5 1502SIP 114 244

a Obtained via Powles-Glarum relation(Eq. 1.85). b Averaged values obtainedfrom SED relation (Eq. 1.80). c Unit:
τi in ps.



Chapter 4Amphiphili Carboxylates
4.1 Aqueous solutions of sodium propanoate, butanoateand pentanoateThe important onstituents of biomoleules often experiene mixed type of hydration, i.e.,hydrophobi hydration of the alkyl hains ombined with eletrophili/hydrophili hydra-tion of the harged groups or the eletron pair donor/aeptor atoms.39�41 The ooperativee�ets of both types of hydration determine the overall interation of the moleule withthe surrounding aqueous medium.40Propanoate (C2H5COO−, OPr−), butanoate (n-C3H7COO−, OBu−) and pentanoate (n-C4H9COO−, OPe−) ions possess a hydrophobi alkyl moiety attahed to a hydrophilianioni harge entre (�COO−). As the arboxylate group (�COO−) is one of the most im-portant harge entres ontrolling the hydrophiliity of biomoleules , OPr−(aq), OBu−(aq)and OPe−(aq) an be studied as model ompounds of systematially inreasing hydropho-biity. Study of these amphiphlili anions by DRS help in understanding the interplayof hydrophili and hydrophobi hydration. The ounter-ion (Na+) is also a biologiallyrelevant ation (spei� onentration of Na+ in the ytosol is vital for proper funtion ofell).16 Investigating the interation of Na+ with �COO− an help in understanding theonsequenes of diret ion-biomoleule interations.In order to obtain detailed information about alkylarboxylate hydration and the inter-ation of Na+ with �COO−, DR spetra have been measured at 25 ◦C for aqueous so-lutions of NaOPr, NaOBu and NaOPe over a wide range of frequenies (∼ 0.2GHz to89GHz) up to high solute onentrations c / M = 3.241, 3.094, and 2.345 respetively.For NaOPr(aq), DR spetra over the frequeny range 0.2 . ν/GHz ≤ 20 were measuredusing the HP8720D VNA setup at Murdoh University and high frequeny data were mea-sured with A & E-band interferometers. For NaOBu(aq) and NaOPe(aq) the E8364BVNA (0.2 . ν/GHz ≤ 50)∗ and the E-band interferometer (60 . ν/GHz ≤ 89) were used

∗Dieletri spetra for NaOBu(aq) were reorded with two re�etion probes, overing 0.2 ≤ ν/GHz≤
20 (high-temperature probe) and 1 ≤ ν/GHz≤ 50 (performane probe) respetively, that were onnetedto an Agilent E8364B VNA. For NaOPe(aq), instead of the performane probe, the variable-path-lengthwaveguide transmission ell of former A-band (26-40GHz) interferometer was ombined with a E8364B67



68 CHAPTER 4. AMPHIPHILIC CARBOXYLATES(Setion 2.2).4.1.1 Choie of �t modelFor the formal desription of the spetra, various models based on the sum of n individ-ual relaxation proesses were tested, aording to the proedure desribed in Setion 2.2.3,using a nonlinear least-squares routine that simultaneously �tted the in-phase (ε′(ν), Fig-ures 4.1a, 4.2a,& 4.3a) and out-of-phase (ε′′(ν), Figures 4.1b, 4.2b,& 4.3b) omponents. Allplausible (HN, CD, CC and D) models for various proesses were investigated. After exten-sive testing of alternatives it was found that a sum of three Debye modes (n = 3; a D+D+Dmodel) provided the best �t for the spetra of all studied onentrations of NaOPr(aq),NaOBu(aq) and NaOPe(aq). Typial �ts obtained with this D+D+D model are shown inFigures 4.1 to 4.6. All �tting parameters are summarized in Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3.Additionally, seleted spetra were analyzed with a reently published proedure91 thatallows an unbiased determination of the number of relaxation proesses required for formaldesription of ε̂(ν). Typial results from these analyses are shown in Figures 4.7 to 4.9.These results, for NaOPr(aq) and NaOBu(aq) at c & 1M and for NaOPe(aq) at all c, areonsistent with those obtained from our standard �tting proedure (Setion 2.2.3). How-ever for NaOPr(aq) and NaOBu(aq) at c . 1M the Buhner-Zasetzky analysis indiatesthere are two modes at lower frequenies (Figures 4.7a&4.8a) whereas the standard �ttingproedure resolves only one relaxation mode at ν < 8GHz (Figures 4.4a&4.5a). Thisapparent di�erene will be disussed in Setion 4.1.2 below.

Figure 4.1: Dieletri permittivity (a) and loss (b) spetra for NaOPr(aq) at 25 ◦C. Arrowsindiate inreasing onentrations: c / M = 0, 0.2978, 0.4862, 0.9452, 1.792, 2.548, 2.906,and 3.241. Symbols are experimental data (partly omitted for visual larity); lines representthe D+D+D �t.VNA (Setion 2.2).
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Figure 4.2: Dieletri permittivity (a) and loss (b) spetra for NaOBu(aq) at 25 ◦C. Arrowsindiate inreasing onentrations: c / M = 0, 0.1962, 0.4867, 0.7080, 1.349, 1.729, 2.104,2.770, and 3.094. Symbols are experimental data (partly omitted for visual larity); linesrepresent the D+D+D �t.

Figure 4.3: Dieletri permittivity (a) and loss (b) spetra for NaOPe(aq) at 25 ◦C. Arrowsindiate inreasing onentrations: c / M = 0, 0.1504, 0.4811, 0.9182, 1.278, 1.696, 2.045,and 2.345. Symbols are experimental data (partly omitted for visual larity); lines representthe D+D+D �t.
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Figure 4.4: Dieletri loss urve of (a) 0.4862M and (b) 3.241M NaOPr(aq) at 25 ◦C,showing ontributions of the three Debye proesses. Symbols represent experimental data,lines through the experimental data represent the D+D+D �t, and shaded areas indiatethe ontributions of di�erent relaxation modes.

Figure 4.5: Dieletri loss urve of (a) 0.4867M and (b) 2.770M NaOBu(aq) at 25 ◦C,showing ontributions of the three Debye proesses. Symbols represent experimental data,lines through the experimental data represent the D+D+D �t, and shaded areas indiatethe ontributions of di�erent relaxation modes.
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Figure 4.6: Dieletri loss urve of (a) 0.4811M and (b) 2.345M NaOPe(aq) at 25 ◦C,showing ontributions of the three Debye proesses. Symbols represent experimental data,lines through the experimental data represent the D+D+D �t, and shaded areas indiatethe ontributions of di�erent relaxation modes.

Figure 4.7: Relaxation time distribution funtion, P (τ), of (a) 0.1496 and (b) 3.241 MNaOPr(aq) at 25 ◦C obtained with the bias-free �tting proedure of Zasetzky and Buh-ner.91 Relaxation times for the resolved modes are indiated together with the orrespond-ing experimental values from Table 4.1 (in brakets; F = �xed).
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Figure 4.8: Relaxation time distribution funtion, P (τ), of (a) 0.1962 and (b) 3.094MNaOBu(aq) at 25 ◦C obtained with the bias-free �tting proedure of Zasetzky and Buh-ner.91 Relaxation times for the resolved modes are indiated together with the orrespond-ing experimental values from Table 4.2 (in brakets; F = �xed).

Figure 4.9: Relaxation time distribution funtion, P (τ), of (a) 0.4811 and (b) 2.345MNaOPen(aq) at 25 ◦C obtained with the bias-free �tting proedure of Zasetzky and Buh-ner.91 Relaxation times for the resolved modes are indiated together with the orrespond-ing experimental values from Table 4.3 (in brakets; F = �xed).
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Table 4.1: Densities, ρ; Eletrial Condutivities, κ; Limiting Permittivities, εj; RelaxationTimes, τj ; and Redued Error Funtion Values, χ2
r , for NaOPr(aq) at Conentrations, c;and 25 ◦C a

c ρ κ ε τ1 ε2 τ2
b ε3 τ3

b ε∞ χ2
r0c 78.37 8.32 3.48 0.0480.07956 1.0005 0.568 79.06 832 77.44 16.2 74.85 8.28 5.50 0.0640.09920 1.0014 0.694 78.97 749 77.26 16.2 73.87 8.28F 5.66 0.0130.1496 1.0034 0.997 78.88 703 76.77 17.0F 72.36 8.29 5.72 0.0480.1973 1.0053 1.28 78.01 535 76.27 17.0 70.44 8.25F 5.77 0.0170.2459d 1.0073 1.55 77.07 356 75.78 16.6 69.38 8.24F 5.57 0.0120.2978 1.0096 1.84 76.58 301 75.31 17.2 69.22 8.38 5.84 0.0410.4862 1.0172 2.68 74.47 200 73.51 17.0 61.37 8.13 5.73 0.0620.9452 1.0356 4.26 70.87 212 69.85 17.9 48.36 7.89 5.98 0.0501.380d 1.0527 5.24 67.71 209 66.56 20.1 41.92 7.94F 6.18 0.0511.792 1.0685 5.87 64.96 165 63.40 21.2 35.54 7.96 6.46 0.0642.184d 1.0835 6.22 62.60 157 60.48 22.7 30.59 7.70F 6.13 0.0582.548 1.0967 6.34 60.33 124 57.14 23.2 25.71 7.53 6.54 0.0592.906 1.1096 6.23 58.40 121 54.26 24.5 23.21 7.74 6.72 0.0643.241 1.1216 6.21 56.59 119 51.39 25.6 20.92 7.81 6.87 0.066

a Units: c in M; ρ in kg L−1; κ in Ω−1m−1; τj in 10−12 s. b Parameter values followedby the letter F were held onstant (�xed) during the �tting proedure. c Referene84. d VNA (0.2-20GHz) data only.
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Table 4.2: Densities, ρ; Eletrial Condutivities, κ; Limiting Permittivities, εj; RelaxationTimes, τj ; and Redued Error Funtion Values, χ2
r , for NaOBu(aq) at Conentrations, c;and 25 ◦C a

c ρ κ ε τ1 ε2 τ2 ε3 τ3
b ε∞ χ2

r0c 78.37 8.32 3.48 0.0480.02299 0.9980 0.172 79.01 1153 77.84 25.2 76.58 8.32F 6.46 0.1110.04043 0.9986 0.302 78.84 845 77.63 24.4 75.78 8.32F 6.52 0.1590.05948 0.9994 0.380 78.71 640 77.45 22.4 74.68 8.32F 6.82 0.2080.08271 1.0003 0.564 78.90 644 77.24 25.0 74.18 8.32F 7.20 0.2590.1032 1.0012 0.655 78.52 490 76.99 22.3 72.84 8.32F 7.08 0.3020.1549 1.0032 0.976 78.04 326 76.37 20.2 70.46 8.32F 7.04 0.2970.1962 1.0049 1.23 77.67 268 75.89 19.7 68.16 8.20F 7.13 0.3210.2632 1.0075 1.60 77.27 249 75.23 19.2 64.39 8.00F 6.70 0.2280.4867 1.0164 2.57 75.57 167 72.75 17.3 52.78 7.56 6.45 0.2180.7080 1.0250 3.35 73.94 140 70.43 18.3 47.59 7.56 6.81 0.2290.9368 1.0338 3.97 72.47 134 67.91 17.8 38.13 6.90 6.58 0.2061.349 1.0493 4.62 69.74 121 63.32 18.7 30.94 6.76 7.01 0.2091.729 1.0634 5.04 67.11 113 58.89 19.1 23.49 5.76 6.56 0.2072.104 1.0768 5.20 64.75 116 54.49 20.0 20.39 5.90F 6.24 0.1782.447 1.0884 5.22 62.69 130 51.69 22.4 19.44 5.98 6.12 0.1442.770 1.0988 5.17 60.71 143 48.61 23.9 18.03 6.37 6.33 0.1623.094 1.1085 5.04 58.07 145 45.12 24.6 15.99 5.86 6.09 0.174
a Units: c in M; ρ in kg L−1; κ in Ω−1m−1; τj in 10−12 s. b Parameter values followedby the letter F were held onstant (�xed) during the �tting proedure. c Referene84.
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Table 4.3: Densities, ρ; Eletrial Condutivities, κ; Limiting Permittivities, εj; RelaxationTimes, τj ; and Redued Error Funtion Values, χ2
r , for NaOPe(aq) at Conentrations, c;and 25 ◦C a

c ρ κ ε τ1 ε2 τ2
b ε3 τ3

b ε∞ χ2
r0c 78.37 8.32 3.48 0.0480.02069 0.9979 0.154 78.08 139 77.54 20.2 76.34 8.17 5.70 0.0930.04007 0.9986 0.280 78.01 125 77.38 18.3 75.32 8.13 5.72 0.0760.05949 0.9994 0.398 78.05 178 77.26 17.5F 72.28 7.89 5.37 0.0460.07986 1.0002 0.527 78.01 149 76.78 17.5F 72.45 8.04 5.63 0.0680.09702 1.0008 0.616 77.96 141 76.50 17.5F 71.51 8.01 5.54 0.0650.1504 1.0029 0.934 77.72 113 75.26 14.6 69.69 8.25F 6.10 0.0840.1953 1.0045 1.13 77.58 116 75.02 17.5F 67.84 8.01 5.64 0.0420.2450 1.0065 1.38 77.26 110 74.26 17.5F 65.36 8.00 6.10 0.1000.4811 1.0154 2.36 76.25 99.7 69.97 15.3 56.10 8.20F 6.19 0.0370.7001 1.0236 3.06 74.75 98.0 67.19 17.5F 50.30 8.04 5.95 0.0660.9182 1.0316 3.57 73.61 103 64.13 17.5F 43.57 7.98 6.00 0.0601.278 1.0445 4.18 71.31 109 59.03 17.5F 33.04 7.52 5.90 0.0331.696 1.0587 4.60 68.17 118 53.21 17.3 23.57 6.89 5.96 0.0162.045 1.0694 4.82 64.84 125 48.83 18.2 19.95 6.52 6.01 0.0192.345 1.0777 4.97 61.64 132 44.75 18.0F 16.77 6.32 6.17 0.028

a Units: c in M; ρ in kg L−1; κ in Ω−1m−1; τj in 10−12 s. b Parameter values followedby the letter F were held onstant (�xed) during the �tting proedure. c Referene84.



76 CHAPTER 4. AMPHIPHILIC CARBOXYLATES4.1.2 Relaxation modes and relaxation timesThe DR spetra obtained for NaOPr(aq), NaOBu(aq) and NaOPe(aq) as a funtion ofsolute onentration (Figures 4.1 to 4.3) are at �rst glane broadly similar with eah otherbut in fat show signi�ant di�erenes. For example, the ε′′(ν) urves for NaOBu(aq) andNaOPe(aq) show a great derease of the dominant peak entered at ∼18 GHz and a muhgreater inrease at frequenies around ∼1 GHz with inreasing solute onentration thanNaOPr(aq). All spetra are well desribed by a three-Debye-proess (D+D+D) model. Forthe present spetra these modes are entered at approximately 1, 8 and 20 GHz (Figures 4.4to 4.6). It should be kept in mind, however, that a good �t of ε̂(ν) with a model basedon Eq. 1.65, or any other band-shape model for that matter, does not guarantee that thehosen model is physially meaningful and it is often di�ult to assign the resolved modesto spei� moleular-level motions.172 For reasons that will be disussed in detail belowresolved modes are labelled �IP + X−� (or just �X−�) for the slowest (j = 1) proess, �slowH2O� for intermediate frequeny (j = 2) proess and �bulk H2O� for the highest frequeny(j = 3) proess.As for NaOFm(aq) and NaOA(aq) (Setion 3.1), and also for NaOAF3(aq) (Setion 3.2),the relaxation time, τ3(c) = τb
173 (Figures 4.10&4.11), of the highest frequeny mode en-
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c / MFigure 4.10: Dependene on solute onentration of the bulk-water relaxation time, τb,for NaOPr(aq) (H) and NaOBu(aq) (�) at 25 ◦C. Open symbols represent τb values �xedduring the �tting proedure; Solid lines represent the �t through data using Eq. 4.1; Dottedand dashed lines respetively represent τb for NaOFm(aq) and NaOA(aq), �tted withEq. 4.1.



4.1. AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF SODIUM PROPANOATE, BUTANOATE ANDPENTANOATE 77tered at ∼18GHz in the DR spetra of NaOPr(aq) (Figure 4.4), NaOBu(aq) (Figure 4.5),and NaOPe(aq) (Figure 4.6) smoothly extrapolates to the relaxation time of the dominantmode in pure water. This mode an therefore be assigned to the ooperative relaxation ofthe H-bond network of bulk water,110 i.e., H2O moleules that are, at least at low c, notsigni�antly in�uened by the presene of the solute partiles. However, the relaxation time
τb dereases with inreasing c of the studied salts. This indiates that ions in�uene thedynamis of water even beyond their hydration shell(s). Longinova et al.108 reported an in-rease in bulk water relaxation time with inreasing onentration of potassium propanoate.However, this work was done over a limited frequeny range (eight frequenies between 10and 25GHz) and the data were �tted to a single Cole-Cole equation. The present datalearly indiates that there is more than one proess in this frequeny range whih sug-gests that the inrease in τb reported by Longinova et al. is an artefat of their limitedresolution.
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c / MFigure 4.11: Conentration dependene of the bulk-water relaxation time, τb, forNaOPe(aq) at 25 ◦C. Open symbols represent the τb values �xed during the �tting proe-dure.As an be seen in Figure 4.10, for NaOPr(aq) and NaOBu(aq), but also for NaOFm(aq)and NaOA(aq) the variation in the τb(c) an be �tted by an exponential funtion
τb(c) = a exp(−bc) + (τ(0)− a) (4.1)where the pure water value, τ(0) = 8.32 ps, was taken from Referene 84.



78 CHAPTER 4. AMPHIPHILIC CARBOXYLATESThe derease in the τb(c) with inreasing the solute onentration beomes less prominentfrom NaOFm(aq) to NaOPr(aq), i.e., with inreasing alkyl hain length. However thereis a surprising reversal for NaOBu(aq) whih dereases with c even more strongly thanNaOFm(aq) (Figure 4.10).In Table 4.4, the �tting parameters for Eq. 4.1 for the arboxylate salts from NaOFm(aq) toNaOBu(aq) is are ompared with those of previously studied inorgani salts131 (NaCl(aq),NaBr(aq) Na2CO3(aq) et.), whih were also �tted with Eq. 4.1.Table 4.4: Magnitude Parameter a and Sensitivity Parameter b from Eq 4.1 for the Presentand Some Previously Studied Eltrolytesa
electrolyte a bNaOFm 3.85 ± 1.29 0.30 ± 0.14NaOA 4.48 ± 2.43 0.11 ± 0.07NaOPr 0.75 ± 0.19 0.58 ± 0.29NaOBu 2.22 ± 0.44 0.69 ± 0.23Na2CO3

b 3.50 ± 0.40 0.55 ± 0.11NaClb 1.60 ± 0.12 0.79± 0.12NaBrb 1.23 ± 0.17 0.98 ± 0.21NaSCNb 1.64 ± 0.25 0.99 ± 0.29NaClO4
b 1.62 ± 0.15 1.35 ± 0.25

a Units: a in ps; b in L mol−1. b Referene131.As argued previously,131 the values of a, whih re�et the high-onentration asymptoteof the relaxation time (relative to pure water), for inorgani salts are virtually identialwith the exeption of Na2CO3. Interestingly, the a value for Na2CO3 is similar to that ofNaOFm(aq) and to some extent NaOA(aq) and NaOBu(aq). The very small value of afor NaOPr(aq) re�ets the weak onentration dependene of τb(c). The values of b, whihrepresent the sensitivity of relaxation time to onentration (the degree of urvature of the
τb(c) plots), seems to inrease with inreasing the apparent size of anions with exeptionof NaOA(aq). However, it is hard (beause of limited number of studied organi salts) todraw a onlusion about the orrelation between the size of organi anion and b values aswas observed for the inorgani salts.131 Another interesting �nding is that the b values forthe studied organi salts are, with the exeption of NaOA(aq), lose to that of Na2CO3.The bulk water relaxation time for NaOPe(aq) (Figure 4.11) annot be �tted with Eq. 4.1so that is not inluded in omparison. As an be seen in Figure 4.11, τb(NaOPe(aq)) showsa break point at c ≈ 0.5M whih may indiate some form of aggregation of OPe−(aq) atthese c.The intermediate (j = 2) proess, entered at ∼8GHz was resolved in the DR spetra ofpresent eletrolytes for all investigated c. The average relaxation time,173 τs(NaOPr)≈ 19 ps,
τs(NaOBu)≈ 21 ps, and τs(NaOPe)≈ 17.5 ps, and the spetral position of this relaxationmode is similar to the �slow-water� relaxation previously observed by DRS for a number of
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Figure 4.12: Conentration dependene of the average relaxation times for the two lower-frequeny dieletri modes of: (a) NaOPr(aq) and (b) NaOBu(aq) at 25 ◦C. Lines areinluded as a visual guide only.salts and an be so assigned.106,112�114 This assignment is onsistent with NMR174�177 andfemtoseond mid-infrared spetrosopy.178�180 For NaOPr(aq), the relaxation time of thisintermediate slow-water-relaxation proess, τs, inreases slightly with inreasing c (Fig-ure 4.12a). Whereas for NaOBu(aq), τs �rst dereases with inreasing c (at c ≤ 0.5M)and then a steady inrease (at c > 0.5M), similar to that for NaOPr(aq), is observed(Figure 4.12b). For NaOPe(aq) τs is almost independent of c (Figure 4.13). The inreaseof τs for NaOPr(aq) and NaOBu(aq) with inreasing c is onsistent with previous DRS181study on aqueous solutions of amphiphili tetramethylurea (TMU). For NaOBu(aq) at
c ≤ 0.5M, slightly higher values of τs may possibly be due to some parametri ouplingwith τ1.The slowest (j = 1) proess entered at ∼1GHz for NaOPr(aq) and NaOBu(aq) appears tobe a omposite, suggested by the very rapid derease in τ1(c) as c inreases from high dilu-tion up to ∼0.5M for both salts (Figure 4.12). In ase of NaOPe(aq), however, the dereaseof τ1 at 0 . c . 0.5M is less pronouned (Figure 4.13) although qualitatively similar tothat of τ1 (NaOPr(aq)) and τ1(NaOBu(aq)). A rapid derease of τ1(c) at 0 . c . 0.5M forNaOPr(aq), NaOBu(aq), and (though less pronouned) NaOPe(aq) is probably an evideneof ion-loud relaxation169,171 and the presene of weak ion pairing. An indiation of ionassoiation between Na+ and arboxylate ions was found for aqueous solutions of NaOAand NaOAF3 with DRS (see Setion 3.2.3), and for NaOA(aq) also by ondutane mea-surements118 and potentiometri studies.124 However, it must be remembered that OPr−,OBu− and OPe− have permanent dipole moments, with magnitudes 5.7, 8.3, and 10.7D(MOPAC),100 respetively. As DRS is sensitive to all the dipolar speies present in solutionso these arboxylate ions must ontribute to the DR spetra. Consistent with the dramati
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c / MFigure 4.13: Conentration dependene of the anion relaxation time, τ− (N), and the slow-water relaxation time, τs ( ), for NaOPe(aq) at 25 ◦C. Open symbols represent the τsvalues �xed during the �tting proedure.hanges in the e�etive dipole moments derived for NaOPr(aq) and NaOBu(aq) solutions(see later) it is reasonable to onlude that this mode ontains onentration-dependentontributions from ion-loud relaxation, the di�usional rotation of ion pairs and of thedipolar anions. On the other hand, the e�etive dipole moment alulations (see later) forNaOPe(aq) strongly suggest that this mode is essentially due to the reorientation of thedipolar OPe− ions whereas at c . 0.5M ion-loud and/or ion-pair relaxations may havesome small ontribution. This assignment is broadly onsistent with the onentrationdependene of relaxation time of this mode (Figure 4.13).Based on the above disussion, it seems quite reasonable to onlude that at c . 1M thelowest-frequeny mode for NaOPr(aq) and NaOBu(aq) is a omposite mode due to thereorientation of anions and the ion-loud and ion-pair relaxations, whereas, at c > 1Mthe anion ontribution predominates. Similarly, at c . 1M the relaxation time, τ1, of thisproess is some weighted average of the ion-pair relaxation time, τIP, ion-loud relaxationtime, τIC, and the anion relaxation time, τ−, and at c > 1M (where cIP dereases due to�redissoiation� and cIC beomes negligible169 (Setion 3.2.3)) τ1 ≈ τ−. For NaOPe(aq)this mode is broadly assigned to the anion (OPe−) reorientation (small ontribution om-ing from ion-pair and/or ion-loud relaxations at c . 0.5M may also be present). Thepresene of more than one overlapping mode at c . 1M and predominane of only one



4.1. AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF SODIUM PROPANOATE, BUTANOATE ANDPENTANOATE 81(anion reorientation) at c > 1M for NaOPr(aq) and NaOBu(aq), and predominant ontri-bution of one relaxing speies (OPe− reorientation) at all c, is onsistent with the bias-freesimulations (Figures 4.7 to 4.9). Note that for the smaller arboxylates NaOFm(aq) andNaOA(aq) (Setion 3.1) and also for NaOAF3(aq) (Setion 3.2), the anion-reorientationmode overlapped with the slow-water relaxation beause of the smaller anion size.Similar to NaOFm(aq), NaOA(aq) and NaOAF3(aq) (Setions 3.1&3.2) the fast watermode entred at ∼400 GHz110, whih is sometimes112,113 but not always106,115 detetedin aqueous eletrolyte solutions, ould not be resolved for the present samples but theobtained values of ε∞ ≈ 5.5 - 7 (Tables 4.1, 4.2 & 4.3) suggest its presene.4.1.3 Solute relaxation and ion assoiationFor c . 1M of NaOPr(aq), the observed solute relaxation amplitude, S1 = SIP + SIC + S−,initially inreases with inreasing c before passing through a maximum at c ≈ 0.15M(Figure 4.14). Whereas, at c ≥ 1M for NaOPr(aq), the relaxation amplitude, S1 ≈ S−,inreases steadily with inreasing c. For NaOBu(aq) and NaOPe(aq) S1 inreases mono-tonially with inreasing c throughout the studied onentration range (Figure 4.14).
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82 CHAPTER 4. AMPHIPHILIC CARBOXYLATESUsing the measured relaxation amplitude, S1, with the assumption of negligible ion-loudrelaxation, the e�etive dipole moment, µeff,j of the relaxing speies, j, an be alulatedvia Eq. 1.71 (Figure 4.15).For NaOPr and NaOBu aqueous systems, the µeff,j values derease strongly with inreasingeletrolyte onentration up to 0.5M. Suh behavior at low c has been observed for dilutesolutions of ioni liquids in onventional moleular solvents and was attributed to the for-mation of ion-pairs.182 The alulated e�etive dipole moments of ion-pairs ([NaOPr℄0 =20D and [NaOBu℄0 = 24D) agree very well with the MOPAC-alulated moment of 21D(assuming SIP for both NaOPr(aq) and NaOBu(aq)). The average µeff,− value (3.5D) al-ulated via equation 1.71 for OPr−(aq) is rather low as ompared to its estimated MOPACvalue of 5.9D. However, in ase of OBu−(aq) the experimentally obtained and MOPACvalue (7.5 and 7.3D respetively) are in exellent agreement with eah other. One of thepossible reasons for di�erent experimental and theoretial µeff,− values for NaOPr(aq) maybe the improper estimation of S1 due to overlapping of anion and ion-pair relaxation modesat low onentrations, and of anion and the slow-water relaxation modes at higher onen-trations, as NaOPr is at border line of the aqueous arboxylate system where a separaterelaxation is resolved for anion reorientation, i.e., for formate and aetate ion the anionreorientation was merged with slow-water relaxation proess. This may also be the reasonfor the rather large inrease of τs(c) for these anions.

Figure 4.15: Conentration dependene of e�etive dipole moments, µeff, j, alulated usingsolute relaxation amplitude, S1, of (a) NaOPr(aq) and (b) NaOBu(aq) at 25 ◦C. Dashedline represents the averaged µeff, − of OPr− at c & 1M; dotted lines represent the extrap-olations to obtain the µeff, j at in�nite dilutions.
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Figure 4.16: Conentration dependene in aqueous solution of NaOPe(aq) at 25 ◦C of:(a) the e�etive dipole moment of OPe−(aq), µeff, −, alulated using the anion relaxationamplitude, S−; and (b) the orrelation fator, g−, of OPe−(aq). Lines are inluded as avisual guide only.Beause lowest frequeny proess for NaOPe(aq) is assoiated with anion reorientation,extrapolation of alulated µeff,− to c → 0 gives a value for the apparent dipole momentof the anion of µap,− = 13.1D (Figure 4.16). This is in very good agreement with thesolvent phase dipole moment value of 13.5D for OPe−(aq) obtained from MOPAC. Thisgood agreement of experimental µap,− and the MOPAC-alulated moment on�rms theassignment of the slowest-relaxation mode in NaOPe(aq) to OPe− reorientation relaxationonly (Setion 4.1.2).The apparent dipole moment for OPe−, µap,−, an be used to estimate the orientationalorrelation fator, g−, as182
g− = µ2

eff,−/µ
2
ap,− (4.2)The orrelation fator so obtained for OPe−(aq) is given in Figure 4.16b. Note that g− isan empirial quantity and as suh it inludes possible ross orrelations of all the dipo-lar speies present in the system. Nevertheless, values of g− > 1 indiate parallel and

g− < 1 antiparallel alignment of the dipolar speies. For OPe−(aq) the value of g− dropsremarkably with inreasing c, reahing a value of ∼0.46 at c = 2.34M. This suggests thatantiparallel aggregation of the amphiphili dipolar OPe− in aqueous media inreases withinreasing solute onentration.Quantitative desription of ion pairing. As disussed earlier, the slowest proessof amplitude S1, at lower onentrations for NaOPr(aq) and NaOBu(aq) is a ompositemode due to the anion, ion-loud and ion-pair relaxations. Unfortunately, independentestimation of SIC is not possible using urrent theories although it is generally thoughtthat suh e�ets while signi�ant are not large. Hene, the analysis of S1 was performed



84 CHAPTER 4. AMPHIPHILIC CARBOXYLATESassuming SIC = 0 that S1 is only due to the anion and ion-pair relaxations. Under thisassumption a quantitative desription of ion pairing requires separation of the ontributionsfrom the anion and ion pair relaxations. This an be ahieved by assuming that IPs makea signi�ant ontribution to µeff ,1 only at c . 0.5M (Figure 4.15a). The average value of
µeff,1 ≈ 3.5D at higher c an then be assigned solely to OPr−(aq), whih an then be usedto alulate SOPr− via Eq. 1.71, and hene derive the ion-pair ontribution SIP. Note thatthe slight variation of µeff,1(c) at c & 1M will have only a minor impat on this alulation.The value of µeff,(OBu−(aq)) (7.5D) hanges only slightly but linearly with onentrationat c & 0.5M (Figure 4.15b) and an simply be extrapolated to c = 0 to alulate SOBu−and subsequently SIP.To analyze the ion-pair relaxation quantitatively via Eq. 1.71, the gas phase dipole mo-ments of various types of ion pairs are alulated with MOPAC100 (PM6101, 1SCF). Themethod desribed by Barthel et al.66 gave similar values. Medium e�ets on gas phasedipole moment of the ion-pairs, µIP, are aounted for by estimation of the e�etive dipolemoment, µeff,IP, via Eq. 1.74. Polarizabilities of various types of ion pairs were alulatedas αIP = α+ + α− + nαH2O, where n is the number of intervening water moleules in theIP struture (n = 0 for CIPs; n = 1 for SIPs; n = 2 for 2SIPs), with α/4πεoÅ3 = 0.211(Na+),66 7.333 (OPr−),100 8.718 (OBu−),100 and 1.444 (H2O).66 The quantities required forthe evaluation of Eq. 1.71 are listed in Table 4.5 or are easily alulated using the relevantequations in Buhner et al.45Table 4.5: Ion assoiation onstants, log Ko

A, and related parameters for NaOPr(aq) andNaOBu(aq) at 25 ◦CaModel µIP log Ko
A BK CKNaOPr(aq)SIP 20.60 2.25±0.17 -12.03±1.34 7.79±1.252SIP 32.84 1.47±0.08 -9.97±0.71 6.10±0.67NaOBu(aq)SIP 20.69 2.11±0.19 -14.00±2.24 11.18±2.492SIP 32.98 1.51±0.14 -13.03±1.80 10.40±2.04

a Ion-Pair Dipole Moments, µIP; and resulting parameters BKand CK of Eq 1.91. Units: µIP in Debye (1 D = 3.3356 × 10−30C·m), BK in L·mol−1, CK in L3/2·mol−3/2.Insertion of the ion pair parameters into Eq. 1.71 yielded the onentrations of variouspossible IP types, cIP. These cIP values were then used to alulate the orresponding
KA values. Note that the KA values so alulated represent upper limits beause of thenegleted ontribution from ion-loud relaxation. To determine the orresponding upperlimits of the standard (in�nite dilution) assoiation onstant, Ko

A, the values of KA soobtained were then �tted for onveniene to a Guggenheim-type funtion (Eq. 1.91).



4.1. AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF SODIUM PROPANOATE, BUTANOATE ANDPENTANOATE 85The Ko
A, BK, and CK values obtained in this way for NaOPr(aq) and NaOBu(aq), assumingthe formation of SIPs and 2SIPs, are given in Table 4.5. The formation of CIPs an benegleted beause alulations assuming CIP model give negative values for ioni strength(I = c − cIP) and also the ions, Na+, OPr− and OBu− are thought to be quite stronglyhydrated (see Setion 4.1.5 below). As for NaOA(aq) and NaOAF3(aq) (Setions 3.1.3& 3.2.3) given the likely hydration of Na+(aq) and the hydrophili end of OR−(aq) itis reasonable to assume that both NaOPr(aq) and NaOBu(aq) form 2SIPs rather thanSIPs in aqueous solution. On the other hand it should be noted that the alulated µeff,IPvalues of 20D for NaOPr(aq) and 24D for NaOBu(aq) (Setion 4.1.3) agree better withthe MOPAC-alulated values for SIPs rather than that for 2SIPs (Table 4.5). However,the approximate nature of the present alulations need to be kept in mind.
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A for NaOPr(aq) and NaOBu(aq). The stan-dard ion-pair assoiation onstant is the same (within the likely error limits) for both sys-tems. This result is probably to be expeted given the similar pKa values of propanoi183�185and butanoi183,185 aids (4.9 and 4.8 respetively). Aordingly, keeping in mind the likelyontribution of ion-loud relaxation to the solute amplitude, we an give upper limits of

K◦
A(NaOPr) < 30M−1 and K◦

A(NaOBu) < 32M−1, respetively, for the assoiation on-



86 CHAPTER 4. AMPHIPHILIC CARBOXYLATESstants. These values are more than an order of magnitude higher than those determined forNaOA(aq) and NaOAF3(aq): K◦
A . 1.5 and 1.7M−1 respetively (Setions 3.1.3&3.2.3).This seems hemially unlikely given the similarity of their pKa values and may indiate amuh higher ontribution of ion-loud relaxation for the larger anions.4.1.4 Water-relaxation amplitudesBulk water. As shown previously,112 the bulk and fast water relaxations have to be in-terpreted as onseutive steps, so that the sum of their amplitudes, Sb = ε3(c) − ε∞ forNaOR(aq), should be analyzed. For ε∞, the value of 3.48 obtained from dieletri mea-surements of pure water inluding THz data84 is thus used rather than the �t values shownin Tables 4.1, 4.2,& 4.3, whih ontain some ontributions from fast water relaxation. Theamplitude (relaxation strength) of the bulk-water proess, Sb, dereases strongly at lowersolute onentrations before starting to level o� at c & 2M (Figure 4.18a). Furthermore at

c < 0.5M the Sb values are almost same for all the three studied eletrolytes whereas athigher onentrations some di�erenes are observed (Figure 4.18a).The relaxation amplitudes of bulk water for NaOR(aq) were used to alulate the apparentbulk water onentration capb with the Cavell equation (Eq. 1.71), as desribed in Setion3.1.2.

Figure 4.18: Conentration dependene for NaOPr(aq) (�), NaOBu(aq) ( ), andNaOPe(aq) (△) at 25 ◦C of (a) the bulk-water relaxation amplitude, Sb, and (b) theslow-water relaxation amplitude, Ss. Lines are inluded as a visual guide only.



4.1. AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF SODIUM PROPANOATE, BUTANOATE ANDPENTANOATE 87Slow water. The amplitude of the slow-water proess, Ss, for the studied salt solutions(Figure 4.18b) initially inreases strongly with inreasing c, but then passes through a max-imum value of 31.4 at 2.6M for NaOPr(aq) and 35.4 and 29.6 at 1.7M for NaOBu(aq) andNaOPe(aq), respetively. The onentration where Ss(NaOBu) and Ss(NaOPe) are max-imal oinides approximately with the onentrations, ∼2M and ∼1.7M for NaOBu(aq)and NaOPe(aq), respetively, at whih OBu− and OPe− anions have been reported tostart aggregating in aqueous solution.186 On the basis of similar trend of Ss of all the threeaqueous systems studied, it an be assumed that aggregation of OPr− anions, althoughnot reported in literature so far, also ours but at higher onentrations (c & 2.6M).
Ss an be used to alulate the apparent onentration of slow water, caps (c), using Eq. 1.71for the slow-water proess.4.1.5 Ion hydrationAs desribed by Buhner and Hefter,11 the e�ets of ion solvation on DR spetra manifestthemselves in three major ways: (a) a generalized shift of solvent relaxation time, withouta signi�ant hange of shape in the overall solvent mode; (b) a derease of the solventamplitude; and () the possible emergene of a new relaxation proess arising from spei�solvent moleules whose dynamis have been signi�antly perturbed by the presene ofdissolved ions.All the above mentioned e�ets an learly be observed in the spetra of present eletrolytesolutions, i.e., a derease in the bulk-water relaxation time, τb (Figures 4.10&4.11), astrong derease of the bulk-water amplitude, Sb (Figure 4.18a), and the emergene of aslow-water relaxation proess, Ss (Figures 4.4 to 4.6), as disussed in the previous setion.If ion-water interations are muh stronger than the water-water interations then thewater moleules that are bonded to the ions e�etively beome immobilized on DR timesale. This leads to a derease in bulk-water relaxation amplitude, Sb, beyond the e�etof dilution and the experimental appearane of slow water.For NaOPr(aq), NaOBu(aq) and NaOPe(aq), the sum of DRS-deteted water, capb + caps ,is less than the analytial (total) water onentration, cw. Water missing from the DRspetrum an be asribed to the presene of irrotationally bound (ib) water moleules andan be used to alulate an e�etive hydration number, Zib, via Eq. 3.6.The Zib values so obtained for NaOPr(aq) and NaOBu(aq) are either smaller or almostthe same as the number of irrotationally bound water moleules that would be expeted tobe assoiated with Na+(aq),169 indiating that Zib ≈ 0 for both OPr−(aq) and OBu−(aq)(Figure 4.19). The Zib values for NaPe(aq), however, are higher than those expeted tobe assoiated with Na+(aq) (Figure 4.20). In order to obtain the e�etive number of H2Omoleules �frozen� by OPe−, Zib(OPen−), the obtained Zib values for NaOPe(aq) wereorreted for Zib(Na

+) using reently determined values of Zib(Na
+).169 The Zib valuesso obtained for OPe− are also shown in Figure 4.20. Over the entire onentration rangeOPe−(aq) binds∼1-2 water moleules strongly. The good agreement of Zib(OPe−) and thatof other arboxylate ions (i.e. Zib(OFm−), Zib(OAc

−), and Zib(OAcF
−
3 ) (Setion 3.1)) sup-ports the previous assignment106 of this quantity to water strongly bound by the arboxy-late moiety. This also indiates that relatively lower values of Zib(NaOPr) and Zib(NaOBu)
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4.1. AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF SODIUM PROPANOATE, BUTANOATE ANDPENTANOATE 89may be the result of improper estimation of Sb for aqueous solutions of both salts due tooverlapping ion-loud, ion-pair and anion relaxations.As already desribed above, the intermediate proess is due to the presene of slow water.The apparent onentration of slow water, caps (c), whih an be alulated from the ampli-tude of this proess Ss, an diretly be used to alulate the number of slowly-relaxing wa-ter moleules per salt `moleule', Zs, via Eq. 3.7. The Zs values alulated for NaOPr(aq),NaOBu(aq), and NaOPe(aq) with Eq. 3.7 are shown in Figure 4.21. Sine aqueous solutions
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Figure 4.21: Conentration dependene of the slow-water hydration number, Zs, forOPr−(aq) ( ), OBu−(aq) (N), and OPen−(aq) (�) in aqueous solutions of their orre-sponding sodium salts at 25 ◦C.132 The dotted line represents Zs(OA−)(aq) and the dashedline represents Zt(OFm−)(aq). Outliers are braketed.of typial inorgani salts ontaining sodium ions do not show any slow water proess,131,133it is reasonable to assign Zs for the present salt solutions entirely to the anions. On thebasis of these alulations, OPr−, OBu− and OPe− appear to be assoiated with ∼23, ∼33,and ∼43 slow water moleules at in�nite dilution, respetively.As for OA−(aq) (Setion 3.1.4), the value of Zs dereases strongly with inreasing c forall three of the present anions most probably beause of overlapping of hydration shells.The pronouned derease of Zs with inreasing c may also hint at the aggregation of theanions, (Setion 4.1.3), and/or the breakdown of the hydration shells due to inreasing



90 CHAPTER 4. AMPHIPHILIC CARBOXYLATESion-ion interations. Figure 4.21 reveals that Zs(OPe−(aq)) dereases more sharply than
Zs(OA−(aq)-OBu−(aq)) at lower c. This is onsistent with a greater level of aggregationfor OPe−(aq) f. OA−(aq), OPr−(aq), and OBu−(aq).As 5-6 slow water moleules are bound by the �COO− (Setion 3.1.4),106 the remainingslow water, Zs(−R) = Zs−Zs(−COO−), is reasonably assigned to water moleules lose tohydrophobi moiety (�R) of alkylarboxylates.106,112,139�141 The �hydrophobi� hydrationnumbers for �C2H5, �C3H7, and �C4H9 at c → 0 derived from the present measurements aretherefore ∼18, ∼28, and ∼38 respetively. These values of Zs(�R) at c → 0 in omparisonwith the values of Zs(OFm−(aq)) ≈ 5.2 and Zs(OA−(aq)) ≈ 11 indiate that eah �CH3or �CH2� binds ∼6-10 water moleules hydrophobially. Figure 4.21 further reveals thatwith inreasing c the Zs values of OPr−(aq), OBu−(aq), and OPe− tend to reah the totalhydration number of the arboxylate moiety, Zt(−COO−) = Zs(−COO−)+Zib(−COO−) ≈
5−6.106 This is similar to the situation for NaOFm(aq) and NaOA(aq) (Setion 3.1.4) andNaOAF3(aq) (Setion 3.2.2). As Zt(−COO−) is almost independent of c (Setion 3.1.4),106this suggests that it is the �R moiety of the anions that is dehydrated with inreasing c.The above disussion reveals that OPr−, OBu−, and OPe− ions exhibit hydrophili andhydrophobi hydration, the former assoiated with the �COO− group and the later with thenon-polar alkyl hain �R. The hydrophili hydration of the �COO− group an be explainedas for OFm−(aq) (Setion 3.1.4),106 i.e., the interations between the water and the oxygensof �COO− group are stronger than the water-water interations but not strong enough toirrotationally bind the water moleules on DRS time sale. This intermediate situationresults in slowed relaxation dynamis, as ompared to the bulk, of the water moleules inthe viinity of the harged �COO− group. Suh hydrophilially-slowed relaxation dynamisof water, making relatively strong hydrogen bonds with anions, is also observed for F−ion.115 Potentiometri measurements138 also suggest ∼7 and ∼8.5 water moleules arehydrophilially attahed to OPr− and OBu− at in�nite dilution, respetively. Reent MDsimulations on formate134 and aetate142 ions also suggest an easy (but slower than thebulk) exhange of water moleules between the solvation shell and the bulk. Kropmanand Bakker187 investigated the dynamis of anion-water and water-water hydrogen bondsin aqueous solutions using femtoseond midinfrared spetrosopy. These authors found asigni�ant slowing down of the relaxation of anion-water hydrogen bonds f. the dynamisof hydrogen bonds between two water moleules in the bulk.The hydration of the alkyl hains in OPr−, OBu−, and OPe− an reasonably be assumedto be similar to that of well reognized hydrophobi ions, suh as the larger R4N+ ations(R = n-Pr, n-Bu, n-Pe),112 and Ph4P+ and BPh−4 .113 The presene of slow water aroundhydrophobi ions is thought188�190 to be due to the ooperative dynamis of water beinggoverned by the presene of ��fth neighbors�, i.e., by water moleules approahing, butnot yet partiipating in a loal H-bond on�guration. Through their interations with theH-bond network these ��fth neighbors� an modify the energy of a bound water moleuleand initiate the breaking of its H-bonds.191 Additionally, these �fth neighbors may at asnew H-bond aeptors or donors when the released water moleule and its surroundingsrelax into a new equilibrium on�guration.Reently, Laage et al. argued140,141,192,193 that slowingdown of water moleules around am-phiphili solutes in aqueous solutions an be explained through a transition-state exluded-



4.1. AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF SODIUM PROPANOATE, BUTANOATE ANDPENTANOATE 91volume (TSEV) e�et. Aording to them,140 water reorientation in pure-water mainlyproeeds through sudden large amplitude angular jumps.Laage et al. argue141,192,193 that water next to the hydrophobi groups i.e., in a verydi�erent ontext, also reorients through suh large angular jumps. The jump mehanismremains almost idential to that in bulk water but the �jump time� is elongated i.e., thedynamis of water moleules near hydrophobi moieties is slowed down. This lengtheningof the H-bond exhange time (jump time) is due to the fat that the approah of thenew H-bonding partner water is exluded in ertain geometries by presene of hydrophobigroups.



92 CHAPTER 4. AMPHIPHILIC CARBOXYLATES4.2 Aqueous solutions of sodium benzoateThis setion deals with a DRS study of sodium benzoate (NaOBz), a salt of the simplestaromati arboxyli aid. Benzoate (C6H5COO−, OBz−) ion possesses a hydrophobiphenyl-ring (�Ph) attahed to a hydrophili anioni entre (�COO−). As noted earlierin this thesis (Setion 3.1) the hydrophili �COO− moiety is the most ommon anioniomponent of many biomoleules. The hydrophobi �Ph group is the key strutural motifin the aminoaids phenylalanine and tyrosine. The OBz− ion thus provides a partiularlyuseful model ompound to help to understand the hydration behaviour of biomoleuleswith aromati hydrophobi entities.It is also interesting to note that benzoates and related ompounds are typial examplesof hydrotropes, moleules that are able to solubilize hydrophobi moleules in water butwhih � in ontrast to surfatants � do not form well-de�ned aggregates, suh as mi-elles.194 Despite their wide pratial use, the mehanism behind the solubilizing power ofhydrotropes is still unlear. It is believed that these moleules form loose layered aggregatesenlosing solubilized moleules in their intersties but unequivoal experimental evideneis laking. Given its ability to detet dipolar aggregates,10,11 a DRS study of NaOBz(aq)solutions may shed some light on the funtioning of hydrotropes. Comparison of suh datawith those of the simplest alkylarboxylate hydrotrope (NaOPe(aq), Setion 4.1) may beinteresting.DR spetra of the aqueous solutions of NaOBz(aq) were investigated over the frequenyrange 0.2 . ν/GHz ≤ 89 at 25 ◦C up to a onentration of c = 2.473M. To the best ofour knowledge this is the �rst systemati appliation of DRS to investigate ion-aggregationand hydration of OBz−(aq). DR spetra at 0.2 . ν/GHz ≤ 50 were measured using anAgilent E8364B VNA in ombination with a high temperature probe (0.2 . ν/GHz ≤ 20)and a waveguide-transmission ell (27 . ν/GHz ≤ 40); high frequeny data were obtainedusing the E-band interferometer (Setion 2.2).4.2.1 Choie of �t modelTypial DR spetra obtained for NaOBz(aq) at 25 ◦C as a funtion of solute onentrationare given in Figure 4.22. The ε′′(ν) urves show a major derease in the dominant peakentered at ∼18 GHz, with the appearane of a new peak at frequenies around ∼1 GHz,with inreasing c.The ombined ε̂(ν) data were analyzed by simultaneously �tting the in-phase (ε′(ν), Fig-ure 4.22a) and out-of-phase (ε′′(ν), Figure 4.22b) omponents of the omplex permittivityto various possible relaxation models onsisting of n distinguishable relaxation proessesusing Equation (1.65). A full desription of the �tting proedure is given in Setion 2.2.3so only some salient aspets are presented here. In addition to the overall quality of the�ts (Eq. 2.8), it is essential that models are physially meaningful and that the derivedparameters are realisti and vary smoothly as funtions of onentration. DR spetrafor NaOBz(aq) were �tted well using either a three Debye (D+D+D) or a four Debye(D+D+D+D) model. Typial �ts obtained with these D+D+D and D+D+D+D modelsfor NaOBz(aq) are shown in Figures 4.22, 4.23, & 4.24. Similar to NaOPr(aq), NaOBu(aq),
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Figure 4.22: Dieletri permittivity (a) and loss (b) spetra for NaOBz(aq) at 25 ◦C.Arrows indiate inreasing onentrations: c / M = 0, 0.5659, 1.080, 1.693, 2.225, and2.473. Symbols are experimental data (mostly omitted for visual larity); lines representthe D+D+D �t.

Figure 4.23: Dieletri loss urve of 2.473M NaOBz(aq) at 25 ◦C, showing ontributionsof the three Debye proesses. Symbols represent experimental data, the line through theexperimental data represents the D+D+D �t, and shaded areas indiate the ontributionsof the various relaxation modes.
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Figure 4.24: Dieletri loss urve of 0.1959M NaOBz(aq) at 25 ◦C, showing ontributionsof the four Debye proesses. Symbols represent experimental data, the line through the ex-perimental data represents the D+D+D+D �t, and shaded areas indiate the ontributionsof the various relaxation modes.and NaOPe(aq) (Setion 4.1) the spetra of NaOBz(aq) show three modes entered at ap-proximately 1, 8 and 20 GHz (Figures 4.23&4.24) when �tted with either the D+D+D orD+D+D+D models. As an be seen in Figure 4.24, the additional proess in four Debyemodel is at low frequenies, partially outside our aessible frequeny range. Furthermore,this mode shifted towards even lower frequenies (almost outside our frequeny range) withinreasing c.The χ2
r values, representing the overall quality of the �ts, of the D+D+D+D model wereslightly better than those of the D+D+D model. A physial interpretation of the resolvedmodes was also possible but the derived dieletri relaxation parameters obtained using thatmodel showed signi�ant satter as a funtion of onentration. For this reason and beausethe χ2

r values of the D+D+D+D model were only slightly better than those of the D+D+Dmodel, the later was seleted for further analysis. For the D+D+D model the derived DRparameters varied smoothly as a funtion of solute onentration. The �tting parameters soobtained are summarized in Table 4.6. Additionally, DR spetra for NaOBz(aq) at c < 1Mwere �tted with the three Debye model by �xing the relaxation time of the lowest-frequenymode, τ1, to the values obtained by the linear extrapolation of τ1 at c > 1M to c → 0(Table 4.7).† This was required as the results obtained without �xing the relaxation timeof this mode showed systemati errors (Setion 4.2.4). All dieletri relaxation parametersobtained from the �tting with this `restrited 3D' model are summarized in Table 4.7.
†The relaxation time of the intermediate mode, τ2, was also held onstant during the �tting proedureto redue the satter of the orresponding amplitude (Table 4.7).
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Table 4.6: Densities, ρ; Eletrial Condutivities, κ; Limiting Permittivities, εj; RelaxationTimes, τj ; and Redued Error Funtion Values, χ2
r , for NaOBz(aq) at Conentrations, c;and 25 ◦C assuming a D+D+D model (see text).a

c ρ κ ε τ1 ε2 τ2
b ε3 τ3 ε∞ χ2

r0c 78.37 8.32 3.48 0.0480.02485 0.9985 0.215 78.43 250 78.15 18.6F 77.46 8.30 5.70 0.0510.04998 0.9999 0.356 78.34 138 77.77 18.6F 75.99 8.15 5.06 0.0410.07483 1.0014 0.520 78.42 165 77.54 18.7F 74.30 8.13 5.32 0.0450.09946 1.0027 0.669 78.48 172 77.29 18.7F 72.97 8.11 5.55 0.0240.1477 1.0055 0.955 78.42 143 76.64 18.2 70.57 7.97 5.23 0.0550.1959 1.0081 1.21 78.38 141 76.10 19.5 69.37 8.02 5.52 0.0210.2916 1.0137 1.72 78.02 117 74.82 19.1F 65.91 8.05 6.02 0.0720.3857 1.0190 2.16 77.52 113 73.84 19.3F 61.09 7.72 5.47 0.0420.5659 1.0292 2.90 77.07 106 71.27 19.7 58.57 8.05 6.25 0.0740.7454 1.0392 3.51 75.76 107 69.17 20.0F 51.68 7.63 5.69 0.0431.080 1.0576 4.39 73.98 105 64.91 20.6F 45.34 7.70 6.04 0.0461.693 1.0903 5.32 69.84 113 57.23 21.6 35.82 7.85 6.48 0.0542.225 1.1174 5.63 65.72 130 51.21 22.8F 27.84 7.21 6.27 0.0672.473 1.1296 5.64 63.73 134 48.42 23.3 25.90 7.37 6.37 0.063
a Units: c in M; ρ in kg L−1; κ in Ω−1m−1; τj in 10−12 s. b Parameter values followedby the letter F were held onstant during the �tting proedure. c Referene 84.
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Table 4.7: Limiting Permittivities, εj; Relaxation Times, τj; and Redued Error FuntionValues, χ2
r , of restrited 3D model for NaOBz(aq) at Low Conentrations, c . 0.75M;and 25 ◦C a

c ε τ1
b ε2 τ2

b ε3 τ3 ε∞ χ2
r0c 78.37 8.32 3.48 0.0480.02485 78.34 84F 78.03 15.0F 77.53 8.31 5.71 0.0510.04998 78.28 84F 77.58 15.0F 75.54 8.14 5.06 0.0410.07483 78.28 86F 77.19 16.0F 74.16 8.14 5.34 0.0460.09946 78.27 86F 76.79 16.0F 72.91 8.13 5.59 0.0260.1477 78.21 87F 76.05 16.0F 70.47 8.00 5.27 0.0580.1959 78.15 89F 75.36 17.0F 69.28 8.05 5.57 0.0260.2916 77.83 89F 74.15 17.0F 65.17 8.04 6.04 0.0750.3857 77.33 91F 73.21 17.5F 59.72 7.65 5.47 0.0430.5659 76.95 95F 70.70 18.0F 57.30 7.99 6.25 0.0740.7454 75.63 95F 68.49 18.5F 50.26 7.54 5.68 0.043

a Units: c in M; τj in 10−12 s. b Parameter values followed bythe letter F were held onstant during the �tting proedure. cReferene 84.



4.2. AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF SODIUM BENZOATE 974.2.2 Relaxation times and assignment of relaxation modesThe DR spetra for NaOBz(aq) were well desribed by a three-Debye-proess (D+D+D)model.The relaxation time, τ3(c) of the highest frequeny mode in the DR spetra of NaOBz(aq),entered at ∼20GHz (Figures 4.23&4.24), smoothly extrapolates (Figure 4.25) to the re-laxation time of the dominant mode in pure water. Therefore, this proess an be un-equivoally assigned to the relaxation of the H-bond network110 in bulk water, i.e., therelaxation of H2O moleules that, at least at low c, are not signi�antly in�uened by thepresene of the solute partiles. However, the smooth derease in τb with inreasing c(Figure 4.25) indiates that there is some in�uene of the ions on the dynamis of waterbeyond their hydration shell(s).
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c / MFigure 4.25: Conentration dependene of the solute relaxation time, τ1 (�); the slow-water relaxation time, τs ( ); and the bulk-water relaxation time, τb (N) for NaOBz(aq)at 25 ◦C. Open symbols represent the τs values whih were held onstant during the �ttingproedure.The average relaxation time, τs(NaOBz)≈ 20 ps,‡ and the spetral position of the interme-diate (j = 2) proess, entered at ∼8GHz is similar to the �slow-water� relaxation alreadyobserved for aqueous solutions of short-hain alkylarboxylates106 (Setion 4.1) and othersalts studied with DRS.112�114 This intermediate-frequeny mode an therefore be assignedto the slow-water relaxation. Similar to that of NaOPr(aq) and NaOBu(aq) (Setion 4.1),
τs for NaOBz(aq) inreases slightly with inreasing c (Figure 4.25). This inrease of τs isonsistent with the DRS181 study on aqueous solutions of the amphiphili TMU.

‡Note that the τs values for some of the onentrations of NaOBz(aq) were held onstant during the�tting proedure to redue the satter of the orresponding amplitude.



98 CHAPTER 4. AMPHIPHILIC CARBOXYLATESThe slowest (j = 1) proess entered at ∼1GHz for NaOBz(aq) is similar to that observedfor aqueous solutions of NaOPe(aq). The relaxation time τ1 of this slowest proess de-reases sharply up to c ≈ 0.5M for NaOBz(aq) and then goes through a shallow minimum(Figure 4.25). This behaviour is similar to τ1(NaPe(aq)). Sine OBz− has a permanentdipole moment, µ− = 9.7D (MOPAC), the relaxation at ∼1GHz an reasonably be as-signed to the di�usional reorientation of benzoate ions. At c . 0.5M some ontributionfrom ion-loud and/or ion-pair relaxations may be present.Similar to the alkylarboxylates (Setions 3.1, 3.2,& 4.1) the fast water mode entred at
∼400 GHz110, whih is sometimes112,113 but not always106,115 deteted in aqueous ele-trolyte solutions, ould not be resolved for the present samples although the obtainedvalues of ε∞ ≈ 5 - 6.5 (Table 4.6) suggest its presene.
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c / MFigure 4.26: Conentration dependene of the solute-relaxation amplitude, S1, forNaOBz(aq) at 25 ◦C. Open symbols represent the S1 values obtained using the �t pa-rameters of restrited 3D �t model.
4.2.3 Solute relaxation amplitudeThe solute relaxation amplitude, S1 ≈ S−, for NaOBz(aq) inreases linearly with inreas-ing c at c < 0.5M but deviates from linearity at higher onentrations (Figure 4.26). Ifthe ion-loud and ion-pair relaxations are negligible, this deviation suggests aggregation ofthe OBz−. This is on�rmed by analysis of S1 with Eq. 1.71. The e�etive dipole moment,
µeff,−, so obtained strongly dereases with inreasing c (Figure 4.27a). As already desribedin Setion 4.1.3, µeff,− is related to the apparent dipole moment of the anion, µap,−, viaEq. 4.2. Extrapolation of µeff,− to c → 0 yields an apparent dipole moment of the anion of
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µap,− = 11.8D (Figure 4.27a), whih is somewhat smaller than the solvent phase (apparent)dipole moment value of 14.1D for OBz−(aq) obtained from MOPAC. However, the valueof µap,− = 13.8D (Figure 4.27a) derived using S− obtained from the relaxation parametersof restrited 3D model is in exellent agreement with the MOPAC value. This suggeststhat the restrited 3D model is slightly better than the free three Debye �t model. Thegood agreement of the experimentally obtained µap,− = 11.8D (from the free three Debye�t model) and µap,− = 13.8D (from the restrited 3D model �t model)(Figure 4.27a) withthe MOPAC-alulated value on�rms that OBz− is the dominant ontributing speiesto the slowest-relaxation mode in NaOBz(aq) and our assignment of this mode to OBz−reorientation is plausible (Setion 4.2.2).

Figure 4.27: Conentration dependene in aqueous solution of NaOBz(aq) at 25 ◦C of: (a)the e�etive dipole moment of OBz−(aq), µeff, −, alulated using the relaxation amplitude,
S1; and (b) the orrelation fator, g−, of OBz−(aq). Open symbols represent the µeff, − and
g− values alulated using the �t parameters of restrited 3D �t model. Lines are inludedas a visual guide only.The apparent dipole moment for OBz−, µap,−, an be used to estimate the orientationalorrelation fator, g−, using Eq. 4.2. The orrelation fator so obtained for OBz−(aq)using both sets of �tting parameters (Tables 4.6&4.7) is given in Figure 4.27b. The valueof g− drops remarkably with inreasing c for both sets, ultimately reahing the valuesof ∼0.45 and ∼0.33 at the highest onentration studied, c = 2.47M. This suggests thataggregation of amphiphili dipolar OBz− in aqueous media inreases with inreasing soluteonentration and that aggregation starts at low c. It also indiates that the alignmentof OBz− ions in aqueous media is antiparallel. This seems realisti sine the harged (�COO−) entres would be expeted to repel while the alignment of the benzene rings should



100 CHAPTER 4. AMPHIPHILIC CARBOXYLATESbe favourable.4.2.4 Water relaxations and ion hydrationAs disussed above, the intermediate (j = 2) mode entered at ∼8GHz and the highestfrequeny (j = 3) mode at∼20GHz are assigned to slow water and bulk water, respetively.The amplitude of the slow-water relaxation, Ss = ε2(c) − ε3(c) inreases rapidly withinreasing c at c . 0.5M whereas at c & 0.5M, it inreases more graduall (Figure 4.28a).However the amplitude of bulk-water relaxation, Sb = ε3(c)−ε∞, dereases with inreasing
c (Figure 4.28b). The Ss and Sb values for NaOBz(aq) were used to estimate caps and capb ,respetively, via the Cavell equation (Eq. 1.71), as desribed in Setion 3.1.2.

Figure 4.28: Conentration dependene for NaOBz(aq) at 25 ◦C of (a) the slow-waterrelaxation amplitude, Ss, and (b) the bulk-water relaxation amplitude, Sb, . Open symbolsrepresent the relaxation amplitude values obtained using the �t parameters of restrited3D �t model.Similar to the alkylarboxylates (Setions 3.1, 3.2,& 4.1), for NaOBz(aq) the sum of theDRS-deteted water (caps + capb ) is less than the analytial total water onentration, cw.Water missing from the DR spetrum an be asribed to the presene of ib water moleulesand an e�etive hydration number, Zib, an then be determined via Eq. 3.6. The valuesof caps (c), obtained from Ss via Eq. 1.71, an also be used diretly to alulate the e�etivenumber of slow water moleules, Zs, via Eq. 3.7.The Zib values alulated in this way for NaOBz(aq) at 25 ◦C (Figure 4.29) were mostlysmaller than or, at higher c, equal to Zib(Na
+),169 indiating that Zib ≈ 0 for OBz−(aq).The lower values of Zib(NaOBz), Similar to Zib(NaOPr) and Zib(NaOBu) (Setion 4.1),
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≈ 32. One of the reasons for this relatively larger Zs(OPe−) may be the larger surfae areaof OPe− f. OBz−, with MOPAC-alulated values of 144.2 and 138.5Å2 respetively.Figure 4.30 shows that Zs for both OBz− and OPe− dereases with inreasing c. At c .

0.5M the derease of Zs(OPe−(aq)) is more rapid as ompared to Zs(OBz−(aq)) howeverat c & 0.5M the the dereasing pattern of Zs for both anions is similar with Zs(OPe−(aq))slightly larger than Zs(OBz−(aq)). At highest c ≈ 2.5M the Zs for both OBz− and OPe−tends to approah the Zs(−COO−) = 5-6106 (Figure 4.30). This indiates that the �COO−
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Chapter 5Methylsulfate and MethanesulfonateLong hain alkylsulfates and alkylsulfonates are most ommonly used in detergent andsoap industry as surfae ative agents.15 Organosulfates and sulfonates are also importantanioni headgroups in biomoleules14 where hydrophili sulfate and sulfonate parts areattahed to the hydrophobi organi moiety. Keeping in mind the appliations of thesepotentially important lasses of organi ompounds, a detailed DRS study of the aqueoussolutions of sodium methylsulfate (CH3OSO3Na, NaMS) and sodium methanesulfonate(CH3SO3Na, NaMSn) is presented in this setion. Methylsulfate (CH3OSO−
3 , MS−) andmethanesulfonate (CH3SO−

3 , MSn−), are the simplest anions of their respetive funtionalgroups having both hydrophobi and hydrophili moieties. Furthermore, a detailed DRSstudy of Na2SO4(aq) is already available in literature,45 a omparison of hydration andion-binding of inorgani salt (Na2SO4(aq)) with organi salts (NaMS(aq) and NaMSn(aq))may be interesting.Aqueous solutions of both salts were investigated up to ∼2.7M eah over the frequenyrange 0.2 . ν/GHz ≤ 89 at 25 ◦C. DR spetra over the frequeny range 0.2 . ν/GHz ≤ 50were measured using Agilent E8364B VNA ombined with the high temperature probe(0.2 . ν/GHz ≤ 20) and a waveguide-transmission ell (27 . ν/GHz ≤ 40); high frequenydata were obtained using the E-band interferometer (Setion 2.2). To the best of ourknowledge this is the �rst systemati appliation of DRS to investigate ion-binding andhydration of NaMS(aq)) and NaMSn(aq)).5.1 Choie of �t model and assignment of relaxationmodesTypial DR spetra obtained for NaMS(aq) and NaMSn(aq) at 25 ◦C as a funtion of soluteonentration are given in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. As is already observed for the aqueoussolutions of amphiphiles (Setions 3.1-4.2), the ε′′(ν) urves for NaMS(aq) and NaMSn(aq)(Figures 5.1&5.2) also show a great derease in the dominant peak entered at ∼ 18 GHzwith inreasing solute c. Furthermore, the broadness of that peak inreases with inreasingsolute c.The ombined ε̂(ν) data were analyzed using Equation (1.65) aording to the proedure103
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Figure 5.1: Dieletri permittivity (a) and loss (b) spetra for NaMS(aq) at 25 ◦C. Arrowsindiate inreasing onentrations: c / M = 0, 0.5117, 0.9466, 1.352, 1.747, 2.166, and2.668. Symbols are experimental data (partly omitted for visual larity); lines representthe D+D+D �t.

Figure 5.2: Dieletri permittivity (a) and loss (b) spetra for NaMSn(aq) at 25 ◦C. Arrowsindiate inreasing onentrations: c / M = 0, 0.2955, 0.6803, 0.9450, 1.442, 1.815, 2.228,and 2.717. Symbols are experimental data (partly omitted for visual larity); lines representthe D+D+D �t.



5.1. CHOICE OF FIT MODEL AND ASSIGNMENT OF RELAXATION MODES 105desribed in detail in Setion 2.2.3. The spetra of NaMS(aq) and NaMSn(aq) were bestdesribed by a model onsisting of three Debye proesses. Typial �ts obtained with theseD+D+D models for NaMS(aq) and NaMSn(aq) are shown in Figures 5.1 - 5.4. All �ttingparameters obtained from the present spetra are summarized in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.

Figure 5.3: Dieletri loss urve of 0.9466M NaMS(aq) at 25 ◦C, showing ontributionsof the three Debye proesses. Symbols represent experimental data, lines through theexperimental data represent the D+D+D �t, and shaded areas indiate the ontributionsof the various relaxation modes.

Figure 5.4: Dieletri loss urve of 0.8600M NaMSn(aq) at 25 ◦C, showing ontributionsof the three Debye proesses. Symbols represent experimental data, lines through theexperimental data represent the D+D+D �t, and shaded areas indiate the ontributionsof the various relaxation modes.



106 CHAPTER 5. METHYLSULFATE AND METHANESULFONATETable 5.1: Densities, ρ; Eletrial Condutivities, κ; Limiting Permittivities, εj; RelaxationTimes, τj; and Redued Error Funtion Values, χ2
r , for NaMS(aq) at Conentrations, c;and 25 ◦C a

c ρ κ ε τ1 ε2 τ2
b ε3 τ3

b ε∞ χ2
r0c 78.37 8.32 3.48 0.0480.04577 1.0006 0.445 78.04 244 77.41 15.0F 75.58 8.11 5.64 0.0280.05598 1.0013 0.542 77.99 234 77.30 14.7 74.40 8.00F 5.54 0.0490.07720 1.0030 0.726 77.85 208 76.99 15.0F 74.87 8.08 5.68 0.0490.09949 1.0047 0.910 77.77 217 76.76 15.0F 73.08 7.94 5.47 0.0420.1495 1.0085 1.30 77.51 197 76.17 15.0F 71.98 7.90 5.55 0.0530.1967 1.0121 1.66 77.39 190 75.62 15.0F 71.15 7.90F 5.56 0.0520.2475 1.0159 2.03 76.85 167 75.11 15.0F 70.21 7.90F 5.68 0.0590.5117 1.0359 3.77 74.92 148 72.69 15.0F 63.93 7.68 5.80 0.0730.7137 1.0510 4.95 73.42 154 71.05 15.0F 59.34 7.52 5.93 0.0920.9466 1.0682 6.08 71.80 166 69.46 16.0F 55.74 7.29 5.81 0.1061.352 1.0980 7.63 68.83 167 66.52 17.0F 51.52 7.35 6.37 0.1251.747 1.1263 8.92 66.40 174 63.86 18.7 48.94 7.54 6.88 0.1642.166 1.1568 9.89 64.10 192 61.35 21.0 45.42 7.42 6.78 0.1862.529 1.1820 10.3 61.61 190 59.54 23.8 43.82 7.65 7.27 0.1792.668 1.1917 10.4 61.28 201 58.67 24.2 42.27 7.58 7.34 0.181

a Units: c in M; ρ in kg L−1; κ in Ω−1m−1; τj in 10−12 s. b Parameter values followedby the letter F were held onstant during the �tting proedure. c Referene 84.DR spetra of aqueous solutions of both salts were further analyzed aording to thebias-free �tting proedure published by Zasetzky and Buhner.91 Typial results of thatanalysis are shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. Presene of three relaxation modes enteredapproximately at 1, 8, and 20 GHz (Figures 5.3&5.4) for both systems was on�rmed bythat analysis. However, an additional relaxation mode at very high frequenies (Figure 5.5),whih was not resolved through our standard �tting proedure, was further resolved forNaMS(aq). This small relaxation mode with relaxation time of 0.813 ps resolved only forNaMS(aq) (Figure 5.5) with bias-free analysis an be attributed to the very fast water pro-ess (entred at∼400 GHz110 for pure water) whih is sometimes112,113 but not always106,115deteted in aqueous eletrolyte solutions. This relaxation mode ould not be resolved foraqueous solutions of both NaMS(aq) and NaMSn(aq) using our routine �tting proedure(Setion 2.2.3). Nevertheless, similar to the R-COONa(aq) (Setions 3.1, 3.2, 4.1,& 4.2), the�tted values of ε∞ ≈ 5.5-7 (Tables 5.1&5.2) are onsiderably larger than the ε∞ = 3.48obtained for pure water for spetra extending to the terahertz region,84,110 whih suggeststhat the fast water proess is still making a minor, if unresolvable, ontribution to thepresent spetra.
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Table 5.2: Densities, ρ; Eletrial Condutivities, κ; Limiting Permittivities, εj; RelaxationTimes, τj; and Redued Error Funtion Values, χ2
r , for NaMSn(aq) at Conentrations, c;and 25 ◦C a

c ρ κ ε τ1 ε2 τ2
b ε3 τ3

b ε∞ χ2
r0c 78.37 8.32 3.48 0.0480.05243 1.0006 0.450 78.94 462 77.29 15.0F 75.42 8.29 6.32 0.1980.1015 1.0036 0.781 78.74 407 76.76 15.0F 73.66 8.25 6.49 0.3220.1966 1.0095 1.42 77.74 299 75.73 15.0F 72.54 8.17 5.84 0.1980.2955 1.0163 2.04d 76.34 275 75.06 15.0F 68.02 7.80 5.70 0.0690.3894e 1.0220 2.59 76.12 254 73.93 15.0F 66.67 7.77F 5.77 0.2950.4769 1.0271 3.07d 74.83 260 73.56 15.0F 64.01 7.70 5.93 0.1110.5762e 1.0330 3.58 74.66 250 72.42 15.0F 62.62 7.54F 5.52 0.3770.6803 1.0401 4.09d 73.00 254 72.03 15.0F 58.12 7.26 5.56 0.1260.7631e 1.0456 4.48 73.20 261 71.05 15.0F 58.80 7.34F 5.76 0.4720.8600 1.0515 4.91d 72.32 387 70.58 15.0F 56.49 7.46 6.10 0.1490.9450e 1.0579 5.26 72.05 334 69.90 15.0F 54.89 7.16F 5.60 0.5661.442 1.0861 7.05 67.53 392 66.73 14.9 44.08 6.66F 5.85 0.1851.815 1.1087 8.04d 65.49 396 64.63 15.0F 38.78 6.45 6.06 0.1562.228 1.1332 8.84 62.99 405 62.57 15.4 33.97 6.20F 6.47 0.1842.717 1.1620 9.46 61.16 449 60.44 17.0 31.55 6.10 6.55 0.169

a Units: c in M; ρ in kg L−1; κ in Ω−1m−1; τj in 10−12 s. b Parameter values followedby the letter F were held onstant during the �tting proedure. c Referene 84. dInterpolated using measured data. e VNA (0.2-20GHz) and E-band (60-89GHz)data only.
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Figure 5.5: Relaxation time distribution funtion, P (τ), of 0.9466 M NaMS(aq) at 25 ◦Cobtained with the bias-free �tting proedure of Zasetzky and Buhner.91 Relaxation timesfor the resolved modes are indiated together with the orresponding values from Table 5.1(in brakets; F = �xed).
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Figure 5.6: Relaxation time distribution funtion, P (τ), of 0.8600 M NaMSn(aq) at 25 ◦Cobtained with the bias-free �tting proedure of Zasetzky and Buhner.91 Relaxation timesfor the resolved modes are indiated together with the orresponding values from Table 5.2(in brakets; F = �xed).



5.1. CHOICE OF FIT MODEL AND ASSIGNMENT OF RELAXATION MODES 109The assignment of the highest frequeny mode entered at ∼20GHz (Figures 5.3&5.4) inDR spetra of NaMS(aq) and NaMSn(aq) to ooperative relaxation of H-bond network ofbulk water is straight forward. The relaxation time, τ3(c) = τb
195 of this highest frequenymode for NaMS(aq) and NaMSn(aq) dereases with inreasing solute c (Figures 5.7&5.8).However, the derease of τb with inreasing c for NaMSn(aq) is more pronouned as om-pared to that of NaMS(aq) e.g. at highest studied c ≈ 2.7M of aqueous solutions ofboth salts, the derease of τb(NaMSn(aq) is ∼27% whereas the derease of τb(NaMS(aq)is only ∼9% as ompared to τb = 8.32 ps84 for pure water. This indiates that NaMSn(aq)in�uenes the dynamis of bulk water more than that of NaMS(aq).
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c / MFigure 5.7: Conentration dependene of the solute relaxation time, τ1 (N), the omposite-mode relaxation time, τcomp ( ), and the bulk-water relaxation time, τb (�), for NaMS(aq)at 25 ◦C. Open symbols represent the τi values �xed during the �tting proedure.The average relaxation time195 of the intermediate (j = 2) proess, τ2 = τcomp ≈ 16 ps (Fig-ures 5.3&5.4) and the spetral position of this relaxation mode is similar to the �slow-water�relaxation already observed for number of salts studied with DRS.106,112�114 However, foraqueous Na2SO4, an intermediate relaxation proess with almost similar relaxation time(25 ps) has been assigned reasonably to the ion pairs.45 Also, it must be remembered thatboth MS− and MSn− have dipole moments (the gas phase values of µ− are 3.91D and4.65D respetively).100 Sine DRS is sensitive to all dipolar speies,11 both ions will alsoontribute to the spetra. As no other separate relaxation proess was observed for eitheranion so it is likely that the relaxation assoiated with their reorientation, whih wouldbe expeted to our at ∼5-10GHz, is making its presene in the intermediate mode.However, the onsiderably larger amplitude of the intermediate relaxation mode (f. esti-mated relaxation amplitude of both anions via Eq. 1.71, see later) hinders the possibilityof assigning this relaxation mode entirely to the anion-reorientation. In light of the above
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5.2. WATER RELAXATIONS AND ION HYDRATION 111or slightly inreasing.11 In aordane with the above disussion, a rapid derease of τ1 atlow c . 0.5M and then a slight inrease at c & 0.5M (Figures 5.7&5.8)indiates thatthe slowest mode is also a omposite mode due to the ion-loud and ion-pair relaxations.5.2 Water relaxations and ion hydrationAs already desribed in previous setions, the bulk and fast relaxations for water (at
∼20GHz and ∼400GHz respetively) an be treated olletively by assuming: Sb = ε3(c)−
ε∞, where Sb is the amplitude of bulk-water relaxation. The value of ε∞ = 3.4884 was usedfor these alulations for the reasons already desribed previously (Setion 3.1.2). As anbe seen the magnitude of Sb for NaMS(aq) and NaMSn(aq) exhibits a onsiderable dereasewith inreasing c (Figures 5.9&5.10). This e�et is typial for all eletrolyte solutions andits magnitude is spei� to the eletrolyte/solvent ombination. Along with the dilutionof solvent dipole density and appearane of the slow-water mode (overlapping with theanion reorientation), the other reason for this signi�ant derease of the magnitude of Sbfor both eletrolytes may be the presene of strong ion-solvent interations resulting inthe �freezing� of solvent moleules.11,45 The Sb values derived from the experimental DRdata were further used to estimate the apparent bulk water onentration, capb , with Cavellequation (Eq. 1.71), as desribed in Setion 3.1.2.
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Scomp(NaMS(aq)) at all c. One of the reasons for this is the greater anion ontributionfrom MSn−(aq) to Scomp(NaMSn(aq)), whih has a larger dipole moment as omparedto MS−(aq) (see below). Similar to that of NaOFm(aq), NaOA(aq), and NaOAF3(aq)(Setions 3.1&3.2), the amplitude Scomp for NaMS(aq) and NaMSn(aq) an be split intoits onstituent relaxation amplitudes (Eq. 3.4). Sine ion pairing is weak for the presentsystems, the magnitude of S− for both anions an be obtained from Eq. 1.71 with the ef-fetive anion dipole moment, µeff

− = µ−/(1− f−α−), of 5.87D and 8.47D for MS−(aq) andMSn−(aq) respetively, from MOPAC alulations.100 This yields the amplitude of slow-water, Ss, via Eq. 3.4 and subsequently the apparent onentration of slow water, caps (c),via Eq. 1.71.Aording to the proedure desribed in detail in previous setions, DRS-deteted capb an



5.2. WATER RELAXATIONS AND ION HYDRATION 113be used to alulate the e�etive hydration number, Zib, of ib (frozen on DRS time sale)water moleules via Eq. 3.6. Whereas the values of caps (c), obtained from Ss with Eq. 1.71,an be used diretly to alulate the e�etive number of slow water moleules, Zs, viaEq. 3.7.
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c / MFigure 5.11: Conentration dependene of e�etive hydration number, Zib, for NaMS(aq)(�) at 25 ◦C;132 the solid line represents Zib(Na
+).169The Zib values alulated in this way for NaMS(aq) and NaMSn(aq) at 25 ◦C are shownin Figures 5.11&5.12. Figure 5.11 indiates that the Zib values obtained for NaMS(aq)are either larger (at c . 0.2M) or slightly smaller (at c & 0.5M) than Zib(Na

+).169 Atlow onentrations (c . 0.2M), larger Zib(NaMS(aq)) values may be due to slight underestimation of Sb and onsequently over estimation of Scomp (Figure 5.9) at those onen-trations. Whereas, slightly smaller Zib(NaMS(aq)) at c & 0.5M may represent that thevalue of µeff
− of MS− theoretially alulated via MOPAC is small resulting in the slight overestimation of Ss, as a result Zib is under estimated aording to Eq. 3.6. Considering theexperimental and analytial limitations, it is reasonable to onlude Zib(MS−) ≈ 0. Thisontradits learly with Zib(SO

2−
4 ) = 1045 but is in line with the DRS results of sodiumdodeylsulfate (SDS)197 and more reent holine dodeylsulfate (ChDS),198 whih suggest
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+).169

Zib = 0 for dodeylsulfate (DS) in aqueous solution. The obtained Zib(NaMSn(aq)) werealso orreted for Zib(Na
+)169 to yield the e�etive number of H2O moleules �frozen� bythe MSn−(aq), whih are also shown in Figure 5.12. Within the investigated onentrationrange, MSn−(aq) binds ∼1-2 water moleules strongly. This number is also onsiderablysmaller than Zib(SO

−2
4 ) = 10 but in line with the redued harge of MSn−(aq) and similarto what was found for the arboxylate group (Setions 3.1&3.2). Figure 5.13 indiatesthat the headgroup oxygens of MS−(aq) are less negative f. that of MSn−(aq), whih mayexplain Zib(MS−(aq)) ≈ 0 f. Zib(MSn−(aq)) ≈ 1− 2.The e�etive number of slow water moleules, Zs, alulated for NaMS(aq) and NaMSn(aq)with Eq. 3.7 are shown in Figure 5.14. The noisy and large Zs values at c . 0.2M are dueto, as already desribed earlier, over estimation of Scomp (and onsequently Ss) at thoseonentrations. Sine aqueous solutions of typial inorgani salts ontaining sodium ionsdo not show any slow water proess45,131,133 it is reasonable to assign Zs for NaMS(aq)and NaMSn(aq) entirely to MS−(aq) and MSn−(aq). At in�nite dilution, the Zs values forMS−(aq) and MSn−(aq) are ∼14.4 and ∼10.5, respetively. These Zs values are somewhat
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Figure 5.13: Distribution of net-atomi harges on oxygens of (a) MS− (b) MSn− and ()SO2−
4 alulated through MOPAC. Values shown in brakets are the alulated CHELPG199atomi harges taken from Referene 199.
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Figure 5.14: Conentration dependene of the slow-water hydration number, Zs, forMS−(aq) (�) and MSn−(aq) ( ) in aqueous solutions of their orresponding sodium saltsat 25 ◦C.132 Dashed line represents Zib(SO2−
4 )(aq) taken from Referene 45 for omparison.Outliers are braketed.



116 CHAPTER 5. METHYLSULFATE AND METHANESULFONATEsmaller than Zs(SDS) = 20.197 This an be understood on the basis of larger hydropho-bi alkylhain of dodeylsulfate and also larger polar surfae area due to SDS mielles.Furthermore, Zs(SDS) = 20 inludes possible ontribution from sodium ions bound to thesurfae of mielles.197 The Zs for both MS−(aq) and MSn−(aq) dereases with inreasingsolute c due to hydration shell(s) overlap.It is interesting to observe that organi anions MS−(aq) and MSn−(aq) essentially slowdown water moleules in their hydration spheres (Zib(MS−) = 0, Zs(MS−) = 14.4 and
Zib(MSn−) = 1-2, Zs(MSn−) = 10.5) in ontrast to inorgani SO2−

4 (aq) whih binds wa-ter moleules irrotationally (Zib(SO
2−
4 ) = 10, Zs(SO

2−
4 ) = 0) in its hydration sphere.This remarkable di�erene of hydration pattern between inorgani (SO2−

4 (aq)) and organi(MS−(aq) and MSn−(aq)) anions an be explained in terms of redution of harge on an-ions (from -2 for SO2−
4 (aq) to -1 for MS− and MSn−) and di�erene of harge distributionon oxygens of the anions. Figure 5.13 learly indiates that presene of �CH3 redues theharge on headgroup oxygens of MS−(aq) and MSn−(aq) as ompared to that on SO2−

4 (aq)oxygens. As a result of redued harge the interations between H2O moleules and theorgani-anions headgroups are not strong enough to irrotationally bind H2O moleules, asin ase of SO2−
4 (aq), but are stronger than H2O-H2O interations, resulting in the slowdynamis of water moleules in viinity of anions.Figure 5.14 reveals that at c . 1M, Zs(MS−) is larger than Zib(SO

2−
4 ), this may indiatethe ontribution oming from �CH3 as a result of its hydrophobi hydration, as reentlyobserved through DRS study of OA−(aq).106 With inreasing solute c the di�erene ofhydration number between MS−(aq) and SO2−

4 (aq) dereases and at c & 1M both anionshave same hydration number. This may indiate that hydration of �CH3 is fragile i.edereases rapidly with inreasing solute c, again similar to that has been observed for �CH3 moiety of OA−(aq).106 At in�nite dilution total hydration number, Zt = Zib+Zs, ofMS−(aq) and MSn−(aq) is ∼14.4 and ∼12.5, respetively. The orresponding Zt of �slow�water moleules dereases with inreasing solute c for both anions. At in�nite dilution,
Zs(−CH3) ≈ 6106 is observed for OA−(aq). Assuming, same number of water moleulesare slowed down by the �CH3 moiety attahed to the sulfate and sulfonate headgroups, ∼8.4and ∼6.5 slow water moleules hydrophilially bind to eah headgroup, respetively, an beestimated. However, in order to on�rm the ontribution of hydrophobi hydration of �CH3in MS−(aq) and to estimate its magnitude, DRS study of aqueous sodium hydrogensulfateis highly reommended.At in�nite dilution, Zs(MSn−(aq)) < Zs(MS−(aq)), this is onsistent with the relativelylarger size and more number of harge enters of MS−(aq) as ompared to MSn−(aq).Furthermore, it is interesting to observe that hydration of MSn−(aq) is slightly less fragileas ompared to that of MS−(aq) and SO2−

4 (aq) (Figure 5.14).



5.3. ION ASSOCIATION 1175.3 Ion assoiationAs already desribed in Setion 5.1, the lowest-frequeny proess entered at ∼1GHz, forNaMS(aq) and NaMSn(aq) (Figures 5.3&5.4) is a omposite mode due to ion-loud andion-pair relaxations. The amplitude, S1, of that relaxation proess inreases very rapidlyat c . 0.5M for aqueous solutions of both salts (Figure 5.15). However, at c & 0.5M, S1for NaMs(aq) is essentially onstant in ontrast to S1(NaMSn(aq)), whih dereases withinreasing c (Figure 5.15). This may indiate that at c & 0.5M the ion-pair speies formedin NaMS(aq) remain stable whereas in NaMSn(aq) these speies redissoiate.
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c / MFigure 5.15: Conentration dependene of solute relaxation amplitudes, S1, for NaMS(aq)(�) and NaMSn(aq) (©), at 25 ◦C.In order to alulate the ion-pair onentrations, cIP, using Eq. 1.71, it is important toseparate the ontribution of ion-loud relaxation from S1. However, independent estimationof the magnitude of ion-loud relaxation is not possible. Hene, the subsequent analysisof S1 ≈ SIP ≈ ε(c) − ε2(c) was performed under the assumption of negligible ion-loudrelaxation. Thus the assoiated standard-state assoiation onstants, K◦
A, derived using

S1 aording to the standard proedure desribed previously are an upper limit for thedegree of ion pairing in NaMS(aq) and NaMSn(aq).Unfortunately, no independent information on the nature of the ion pairs is available.Thus, S1 was evaluated assuming that the solute relaxation arises either from CIPs, SIPs,or 2SIPs. The polarizabilities of the di�erent IP types required as input for Eq. 1.71 were



118 CHAPTER 5. METHYLSULFATE AND METHANESULFONATEalulated aording to the proedure desribed in Setion 3.1.3, using polarizabilities ofindividual ions and water as: α/(4πε0Å3) = 0.211 (Na+),66 4.70 (MS−),100 4.20 (MSn−),100and 1.444 (H2O).66 The dipole moments of the various ion-pair types, µIP, alulated withMOPAC100 are listed in Table 5.3. From the alulated ion-pair onentrations for the CIP,SIP and 2SIP assumptions, the standard state assoiation onstants, K◦
A, of Table 5.3 werederived with Eq. 1.91, together with the orresponding BK and CK values. Figure 5.16shows the KA(I) values obtained with the 2SIP evaluation for NaMS(aq) and NaMSn(aq),as well as the orresponding Guggenheim �ts.Table 5.3: Ion assoiation onstants, log Ko

A, and related parameters for NaMS(aq) andNaMSn(aq) at 25 ◦CaModel µIP log Ko
A BK CKNaMS(aq)CIP 10.79 3.11±0.26 -5.53±0.81 2.54±0.47SIP 25.24 0.99±0.08 -3.31±0.31 1.47±0.192SIP 37.29 0.55±0.07 -3.11±0.28 1.37±0.17NaMSn(aq)CIP 5.62 3.10±1.17 -4.02±2.41 1.55±1.26SIP 18.14 1.16±0.20 -3.24±0.57 1.29±0.332SIP 30.02 0.52±0.17 -2.85±0.48 1.10±0.28

a Ion-Pair Dipole Moments, µIP; and resulting parameters BKand CK of Eq 1.91. Units: µIP in Debye (1 D = 3.3356 × 10−30C·m), BK in L·mol−1, CK in L3/2·mol−3/2.No experimental Ko
A value is available for assoiation between Na+ and both anions(MS−(aq) and MS−(aq)) in aqueous media. However, a ombined MD and ab initiostudy25 has revealed that Na+ prefers OA−(aq) over MS−(aq) and MSn−(aq) for ion-binding. These �ndings were also onsistent with the �law of mathing water a�nities�proposed by Collins.23,24 As reent DRS results whih are supported by other experimen-tal and simulation methods (for details see Setion 3.1) have shown that the assoiationbetween Na+(aq) and OA−(aq) is very weak, this predits very weak assoiation betweenNa+(aq) and MS−(aq) and MS−(aq) also. The formation of CIPs an be negleted in a-ordane with the above made disussion as alulation assuming CIP model has produedvery high Ko

A values (Table 5.3) for NaMS(aq) and NaMSn(aq). To help to establish whihIP types are present in aqueous solution of NaMS and NaMSn, it was useful to omparethe experimental τ ′IP with estimated τ ′, alulated aording to the proedure desribed indetail in Setion 3.1.3 for NaOA(aq). Present DRS data also de�nitely rule out CIPs forNaMS(aq) and NaMSn(aq) beause the estimated rotational orrelation time, τ ′, is far tooshort ompared to the experimental value, τ ′IP (Table 5.4).Aording to the data of Table 5.4 the 2SIP is the most probable type of ion pair present
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120 CHAPTER 5. METHYLSULFATE AND METHANESULFONATETable 5.4: Comparison of Experimental, τ ′IP,a and Calulated, τ ′slip and τ ′stick,b RotationalCorrelation Times for Stik and Slip Boundary Conditions for Ion-Pair Reorientation inAqueous Solutions of NaMS(aq) and NaMSn(aq) at 25 ◦C.celetrolyte τ ′IP IP τ ′slip τ ′stickCIP 26.7 99.3NaMS 130 SIP 74.8 1612SIP 144 242CIP 15.4 78.1NaMSn 232 SIP 47.7 1212SIP 103 188
a Obtained via Powles-Glarum relation(Eq. 1.85). b Averaged values obtainedfrom SED relation (Eq. 1.80). c Unit:
τi in ps.in NaMS(aq) and NaMSn(aq). This assignment is supported by the strong hydration ofNa+ and of sulfate and sulfonate groups, see Setion 5.2. Aordingly, keeping in mindthe likely ontribution of ion-loud relaxation to the solute amplitude, we an give upperlimit of K◦

A(NaMS(aq)) ≈ 3.5M−1 and K◦
A(NaMSn(aq)) ≈ 3.3M−1 for the assoiationonstant of aqueous sodium methylsulfate and methanesulfonate and postulate 2SIPs asthe dominating ion-pair speies at all c.



Summary and onlusionsThe present thesis deals with the �rst systemati broadband DRS study into the hydra-tion of organi anions and provides very useful information relevant for the understandingof water-biomoleule interations. Carboxylate, sulfate and sulfonate groups were stud-ied as representatives of hydrophili headgroups of biomoleules. Hydrophobi hydrationwas studied by systematially varying the alkyl moiety of RCOO−. E�et of di�erent hy-drophobi entities attahed to the biomoleules was investigated by studying �uorinatedand aromati arboxylates.Small AlkylarboxylatesThe DR spetra at 0.2 . ν/GHz ≤ 89 have shown that OFm−, OA− and OAF−
3 aremoderately well hydrated in aqueous solution. However, unlike simple inorgani ions suhas CO2−

3 , whih �freeze� (irrotationally bind) water moleules, these arboxylate ions es-sentially just slow down the dynamis of the water moleules in their �rst hydration shell,with only 1 or 2 water moleules beoming ompletely immobilized on the DRS timesale.The muh larger number of `slow' water moleules around eah anion arises from twosoures: hydrophili interation with the �COO− moiety and hydrophobi hydrationof the �CH3 and �CF3 group. The orresponding hydration number, Zs, of slow watermoleules an be split into a ontribution arising from the hydrophili hydration of thearboxylate moiety, Zs(−COO−) ≈ 4 − 5, and a remainder, Zs(−R), assoiated with thehydration of the hydrophobi moiety. The latter sales with the size of �R (Zs(−H) ≈ 0,106
Zs(−CH3) ≈ 6 & Zs(−CF3) ≈ 15 at c → 0). The total hydration number of the arboxy-late group, Zt(−COO−) = Zs(−COO−) + Zib(−COO−) ≈ 5 − 6, appears to be ratherindependent of salt onentration and of the attahed substituent, �R (at least within theseries NaOFm, NaOA, NaOAF3). On the other hand the hydration shell around thehydrophobi moiety is rather fragile, i.e., strongly dereases with inreasing c.For NaOA(aq) the ativation enthalpy and entropy of the bulk-water relaxation suggestedmajor hanges in struture and dynamis. Possibly, this is due to the formation of isolatedbulk water pools with restrited H-bonding on�ned to the intersties remaining betweenthe hydrated ions at high solute onentrations.The assoiation between Na+ and �COO− (OFm−, OA− and OAF−

3 ) in aqueous mediais very weak. The observed solute relaxation is almost ertainly a omposite mode ofion-pair reorientation and ion-loud relaxation. Analysis of the data revealed that thewater-mediated interation between Na+ and �COO− favors the formation of 2SIPs forNaOA(aq) and NaOAF3(aq). Aurate determination of assoiation onstant was not121



122 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONSpossible beause of the unknown magnitude of ion-loud relaxation169 but an upper limitof K◦
A(NaOAc(aq)) . 1.5M−1 and K◦

A(NaOAcF3(aq)) . 1.7M−1 ould be obtained.Amphiphili CarboxylatesThe DR spetra at 0.2 . ν/GHz ≤ 89 have revealed that OPr−, OBu−, OPe− and OBz−ions slow down the dynamis of surrounding water moleules in their aqueous solutions.The dynamis of water moleules in the hydration shell(s) of these anions was ∼2-3 timesslower f. bulk water. The number of `slow' water moleules was found to inrease withinreasing size of the hydrophobi entity (�R). Similar to that for OA− and OAF−
3 , thenumber of slow water moleules around eah anion arises from both hydrophili interationwith the �COO− group and hydrophobi hydration of the �R moiety. The total hydrationnumber of �COO−, Zt(−COO−) ≈ 5 − 6, remained largely una�eted by solute onen-tration while the �R moiety dehydrated markedly with inreasing c. At in�nite dilutionapproximately 6-10 slow water moleules are hydrophobially bound by eah �CH3 or �CH2� group in alkylarboxylates. In ase of OBz− at c → 0, ∼27 slow water moleules arebound by the �R (= �Ph) group.Amplitudes related to the slow-water relaxation proess, and the orresponding Zs(c) valuesalulated from them for OPr−(aq) and OBu−(aq) hint at some aggregation of these anionsat higher c. Aggregation of OPe−(aq) and OBz−(aq) is muh more pronouned and starts atmuh lower onentrations as indiated by Zs(c) of these anions. Aggregation of OPe−(aq)and OBz−(aq) is further on�rmed by the strong derease in the dipole-dipole orrelationfator, g, of these anions with inreasing c.For NaOPr(aq) and NaOBu(aq) at c . 1M the observed solute relaxation mode is aomposite of anion and ion-pair reorientation and ion-loud relaxation. For NaOPe(aq)and NaOBz(aq), however, the observed solute relaxation is mostly due to anion reorien-tation. Beause of the unknown magnitude of ion-loud relaxation169, similar to that ofOA− and OAF−

3 , an upper limit of K◦
A(NaOPr) < 30M−1 and K◦

A(NaOBu) < 32M−1assuming the formation of 2SIP has been estimated. Somewhat larger values of K◦
A inaqueous solution for both salts as ompared to K◦

A(NaOAc) . 1.5M−1 (Setion 3.1.3) and
K◦

A(NaOAcF3) . 1.7M−1 (Setion 3.2.3) may indiate a relatively higher ontributionfrom ion-loud relaxation for these salt solutions.Methylsulfate and MethanesulfonateThe present DR study has shown that MS−(aq) and MSn−(aq) are onsiderably hydrated inaqueous solution. However, the hydration of both organi anions (MS−(aq) and MSn−(aq))is di�erent from that of inorgani SO2−
4 (aq), whih �freezes� (irrotationally binds) watermoleules in its hydration shell(s). Methylsulfate and methanesulfonate essentially slowdown the dynamis of water moleules in their hydration shell(s), with only 1 or 2 watermoleules beoming ompletely immobilized on the DRS timesale in ase of MSn−(aq)and non for MS−(aq). The redution of harge on anion (from -2 for SO2−

4 (aq) to -1 forMS− and MSn−) is probably the reason for this di�erent hydration behaviour of organianions f. inorgani SO2−
4 (aq). At in�nite dilution total hydration number, Zt, of MS−(aq)



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 123and MSn−(aq) is ∼14.4 and ∼12.5, respetively. The orresponding Zt for both anionsdereases with inreasing solute c. At in�nite dilution, Zs(−CH3) ≈ 6106 is observed forOA−(aq). Assuming same number of water moleules are slowed down by �CH3 moietyattahed to sulfate and sulfonate headgroups, ∼8.4 and ∼6.5 slow water moleules an beestimated around eah headgroup, respetively.The observed solute relaxation at ∼1GHz is a omposite mode of ion-pair reorientationand ion-loud relaxation. Analysis of the data revealed that the water-mediated inter-ation between Na+ and the harged headgroups of both anions favors the formation of2SIPs for NaMS(aq) and NaMSn(aq). The upper limit of K◦
A(NaMS(aq)) . 3.5M−1 and

K◦
A(NaMSn(aq)) . 3.3M−1, assuming no ion-loud relaxation169 indiates that the asso-iation between Na+ and MS− and MSn− in aqueous solution is very weak.





APPENDIX 125AppendixA.1 Dieletri data of aqueous sodium hlorideSine suitable data for Zib(Na
+) at 15 ◦C were not available, the DR spetra of NaCl(aq)were reorded at this temperature in the frequeny range 0.2 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 50 and analysedwith Eq. 1.71. Also, the existing literature DR data for NaCl(aq)123 at 25 ◦C and 35 ◦Cwere reanalysed with Eq. 1.71 to get Zib(Na

+) at these temperatures.Following pages provide the reorded DR spetra of NaCl(aq) at 15 ◦C along with the �tparameters and Zib(Na
+) from reanalysed data at 25 ◦C and 35 ◦C.



126 APPENDIXTable A.1: Eletrial Condutivities, κ; Limiting Permittivities, εj; Relaxation Time, τ ;and Redued Error Funtion Values, χ2
r , for NaCl(aq) at Conentrations, c; and 15 ◦Ca

c κb ε τ α ε∞ χ2
r0c 82.03 10.8 3.66 0.0560.06975 0.610 80.86 10.9 0 6.11 0.0320.1139 0.973 80.20 10.8 0 6.08 0.0480.2722 2.21 77.93 10.7 0 6.54 0.0920.5226 4.03 74.81 10.4 0 6.91 0.1410.7567 5.62 72.03 10.4 0 7.24 0.1550.9999 7.16 69.50 10.3 0 7.84 0.1501.894 12.1 60.99 9.52 0.042 6.28 0.1712.819 16.0 53.71 8.98 0.057 6.07 0.2753.263 17.5 50.48 8.92 0.062 6.62 0.3123.681 18.8 47.49 8.73 0.074 6.87 0.2654.121 19.9 45.13 8.70 0.084 7.03 0.271

a Units: c in M, κ in Ω−1m−1; τ in 10−12 s.
b κ interpolated from literature data123 at di�erenttemperatures. c Referene 84.



A.1. DIELECTRIC DATA OF AQUEOUS SODIUM CHLORIDE 127

Figure A.1: Permittivity, ε′(ν) (a), and dieletri loss, ε′′(ν) (b), spetra for NaCl(aq)at 15 ◦C and onentrations c/M = 0.06975, 0.2722, 0.5226, 0.7567, 0.9999, 1.894, 2.819,3.263, 3.681, and 4.121 (top to bottom). Symbols show experimental data (others areomitted for visual larity); lines represent either the D or CC �ts.
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c / MFigure A.2: Conentration dependene of the e�etive hydration number, Zib, of NaCl(aq)[= Zib(Na+)℄ at 15 ◦C (solid line, �), 25 ◦C (dashed line), and 35 ◦C (dotted line).The e�etive ation hydration numbers in FigureA.2 an be expressed as Zib(Na
+) =

1/(a0 + a1c
2 + a2c

5/2) with empirial parameters given in TableA.2.Table A.2: Empirial Parameters, aj , and �t standard error, r2fit, for Zib(Na
+) at tempera-tures, t a

t a0 a1 a2 r2fit15 0.2223±0.0054 0.0465±0.0060 -0.0181±0.0030 0.977325 0.2266±0.0064 0.0433±0.0064 -0.0148±0.0031 0.950035 0.2460±0.0089 0.0910±0.0141 -0.0375±0.0077 0.9318
a Units: t in ◦C; a1 in L2 mol−2; a2 in L5/2 mol−5/2.



A.2. DRS OF AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF RUBIDIUM FLUORIDE 129A.2 DRS of aqueous solutions of rubidium �uorideThe following pages give a reprint of the paperFedotova, M. V; Kruhinin, S. E; Rahman, H. M. A; Buhner, R. `Features of Ion Hydrationand Assoiation in Aqueous Rubidium Fluoride Solutions at Ambient Conditions.' J. Mol.Liq. 2011, 159, 9.This work was done in ollaboration with M. V. Fedotova and S. E. Kruhinin during thetime period of present PhD thesis as a side projet. I was mainly involved in reording theDR spetra of aqueous solutions of rubidium �uoride at 0.2 . ν/GHz ≤ 89. DRS resultsof that study were presented (as poster) at �8th International and 20th National Chemistryonferene� held in Islamabad/Pakistan on 15th-17th February, 2010.
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A.3. DRS OF NON-AQUEOUS ELECTROLYTE SOLUTIONS 139A.3 DRS of non-aqueous eletrolyte solutionsThe following pages give a reprint of the paperPªazek, A.; Hefter, G.; Rahman, H. M. A.; Buhner, R. `Dieletri Relaxation Studyof the Ion Solvation and Assoiation of NaCF3SO3, Mg(CF3SO3)2, Ba(ClO4)2 in N,N-Dimethylformamide.' J. Phys. Chem. B 2011, 115, 2234.This work was done in ollaboration with A. Pªazek and G. Hefter during the time pe-riod of present PhD thesis as a side projet. I was mainly involved in reording the DRspetra of some seleted onentrations of the studied salts in DMF at 0.2 . ν/GHz ≤ 50.Furthermore, I analysed seleted spetra aording to the bias-free �tting proedure ofZasetzky and Buhner91 and have done the MOPAC-alulations to estimate the dipolemoments of ion pairs.
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